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Applications & Issued Patents
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PTO Data on Foreign Origin of 
Applications & Issued Patents
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U.S. Applications: 
Top Foreign Origins
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EPO Applications: 
Top Origins
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Patents by Entity Type 
(Juristat)
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Filings by Entity Type 
(Juristat)
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U.S. Applications and Patents Claiming 
Small/Micro Entity Status (Juristat)

• The percentage of 
applicants claiming 
small or micro entity 
status has increased 
slightly since 2003.

• At the same time, the 
percentage of patents 
issued to small/micro 
applicants has 
decreased.
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• Since September 
16, 2012, 5,915 IPR
petitions, 506 CBM
petitions, and 48
PGR petitions  have 
been filed.

• Averaged 146
petitions per month 
in 2016, slightly 
down from around 
150 per month in 
2015.

PTO Litigation Filing Statistics
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PTAB Filings by Technology
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PTAB Institution Outcomes
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Fate of Instituted Claims in FWDs
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Share of Claims Cancelled in 
FWDs
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Outcome of Proceedings
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Related District Court Proceedings
• Around 85% of PTAB petitions have co-pending district court 

litigation at the time of the petition filing
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District Court Stays
• District courts are generally granting stays

60% of contested motions to stay have 
been granted or granted-in-part, even 
more cases are subject to stipulated 
stays or stayed sua sponte

• For granted-in-part motions, the court 
generally stays the litigation with 
respect to the patents challenged in 
IPR.

BUT…Most district courts are waiting
until institution before even considering 
a motion to stay

Source: Analysis of Docket Navigator Data
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Parties Settling Earlier in the 
PTAB Process
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Readings
• The Bright Side of Patents

USPTO Economic Working Paper, December 2015
https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Patents%200302
16%20USPTO%20Cover.pdf

• International Patent Protections for Small Businesses
USPTO-US SBA Report to Congress, January 2012
https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/aia_implementation/2012011
3-ippr_report.pdf
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Narrative:
This pie chart shows the total number of cumulative AIA 
petitions filed to date broken out by trial type (i.e., IPR, 
CBM, and PGR).

*Data current as of: 1/31/2017
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*Data current as of: 1/31/2017

Narrative:
This bar graph depicts the 
number of AIA petitions filed 
each fiscal year, with each bar 
showing the filings for that fiscal 
year by trial type (i.e., IPR, CBM, 
and PGR).
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Narrative:
These line graphs display the number of IPR, CBM, and PGR petitions filed each month and the 
total number of all petitions filed each month for the last 2 years.

*Data current as of: 1/31/2017
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Narrative:
This pie chart shows the 
total number of AIA 
petitions filed in the current 
fiscal year to date as well as 
the number and percentage
of these petitions broken 
down by technology.

*Data current as of: 1/31/2017
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Narrative:
These three sets of bar graphs show the number of 
patent owner preliminary responses filed and 
waived/not filed each fiscal year in IPR, CBM, and PGR 
proceedings.

*Data current as of: 1/31/2017
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Narrative:
This chart shows the percentage 
of petitions instituted of all 
decisions on petition, by 
technology area.

*Data current as of: 1/31/2017
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Narrative:
These three sets of bar graphs show the number of decisions 
on institution by fiscal year broken out by trials instituted 
(including joinders) and trials denied in IPR, CBM, and PGR 
proceedings.  A trial that is instituted in part is counted as an 
institution in these bar graphs.

*Data current as of: 1/31/2017
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Narrative:
These three sets of bar graphs show settlements in AIA 
trials broken down by settlements that occurred prior to 
institution and settlements that occurred after institution 
in IPR, CBM, and PGR proceedings.

*Data current as of: 1/31/2017
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Narrative:
This graph shows a stepping stone 
visual depicting the outcomes for 
all IPR petitions filed to-date that 
have reached a final disposition.

*Data current as of: 1/31/2017
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*Data current as of: 1/31/2017
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Narrative:
This graph shows a stepping stone 
visual depicting the outcomes for 
all CBM petitions filed to-date that 
have reached a final disposition.
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Narrative:
This visual contains four cylinders.  The 
first cylinder shows the total number of 
claims available to be challenged in the 
IPR petitions filed. The second cylinder 
shows the number of claims actually 
challenged and not challenged. The third 
cylinder shows the number of claims on 
which trial was instituted and not 
instituted. The fourth cylinder shows the 
total number claims found unpatentable 
in a final written decision, the number of 
claims canceled or disclaimed by patent 
owner after institution, the number of 
claims remaining patentable (not subject 
to a final written decision), and the 
number of claims found patentable by 
the PTAB.

Note: “Completed” petitions include 
terminations (before or after a decision 
on institution) due to settlement, request 
for adverse judgment, or dismissal; final 
written decisions; and decisions denying 
institution.

*Data current as of:  1/31/2017
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Narrative:
This visual contains four cylinders.  The 
first cylinder shows the total number of 
claims available to be challenged in the 
CBM petitions filed. The second cylinder 
shows the number of claims actually 
challenged and not challenged. The third 
cylinder shows the number of claims on 
which trial was instituted and not 
instituted. The fourth cylinder shows the 
total number claims found unpatentable 
in a final written decision, the number of 
claims canceled or disclaimed by patent 
owner after institution, the number of 
claims remaining patentable (not subject 
to a final written decision), and the 
number of claims found patentable by 
the PTAB.

Note: “Completed” petitions include 
terminations (before or after a decision 
on institution) due to settlement, request 
for adverse judgment, or dismissal; final 
written decisions; and decisions denying 
institution.

*Data current as of:  1/31/2017
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*Data current as of: 1/31/2017

Narrative:
This chart shows claim outcomes 
for instituted trials, by technology 
area.

Note: Claims involved in instituted 
trials that settle or are dismissed are 
not depicted.  Accordingly, a bar 
may not add up to 100%.

* Includes IPR and CBM trial outcomes
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Testimonials

AIA reviews, increasingly since becoming effective in 2012, have destabilized patent
validity, stalling infringement suits for years, depressing patent values by as much as
61%; with investment incentives so diminished, R&D and costly commercialization activ-
ity is sinking; Supreme Court decisions on eligibility in the same period have upended
settled case law and reduced eligibility, creating vast uncertainty that business hates
and invalidating hundreds of important patents and clouding the validity and value of
hundreds of thousands more; meanwhile China and Europe have enlarged eligibility
standards and become more hospitable to infringement suits with faster, cheaper trials
and routine injunctions that the Supreme Court has so severely limited here. This practi-
cal treatise maps this suddenly shifting landscape as no other and is a ‘‘must’’ for legal
practitioners.

Circuit Judge Paul R. Michel (Ret.), solo litigation consultant

During my 15 years as a United States District Judge, there was no field that
experienced more rapid changes in law and procedure than patent law. What was
settled law in any given year could be the basis for reversible error in the next. And now
that I am an arbitrator and mediator in many IP cases and licensing disputes, the need
to stay current as caselaw changes, and procedural trends emerge, is as important as
ever. Whether preparing for mediation, arbitration or litigation, judges and neutrals rely
on counsel to provide timely insights on caselaw, statutory changes, and procedural
rules. Patent cases are often litigated simultaneously in the PTAB and District Court —
and internationally as well. These parallel proceedings present unprecedented chal-
lenges for counsel, judges and neutrals: Patent Office Litigation is a ‘‘must-read’’ to
stay abreast of this area of practice as it changes and develops, both in the US and
abroad.

Honorable Faith S. Hochberg, United States District Judge (ret.)

By establishing PTAB proceedings, AIA has changed the US patent landscape
dramatically, as this unique book demonstrates. In contrast to the European situation,
the US patent system — apparently unintentionally — is losing sight of the fundamental
“quid pro quo” principle that drives innovation. What makes the situation even less
motivating is the recent practice of limiting statutory subject matter under § 101.
Introducing an experimental use exemption as it has been established in Europe might
assist in adjusting a better balance.

Hans-Rainer Jaenichen | Dipl.-Biol., Patentanwalt | European Patent Attorney
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For many biotech companies, AIA proceedings are fast becoming a story of failed
expectations, disappointments, and alarming developments. Patents that were examined
and granted, perhaps reexamined or reissued — and sometimes even confirmed valid in
district court litigation — can be subjected anew to administrative re-adjudication under
no presumption of validity, no presumption that the original grant of the patent was
administratively correct, using relaxed standards of proof and claim constructions that
are favorable to invalidation, with no meaningful opportunity to amend claims, and no
meaningful estoppel for the challenger. All this happens after large investments were
made in the patented technology. Patent challenges may be brought for any reason,
including stock manipulation, or to undo the results of district court litigation. This
comprehensive treatise is a valuable resource to help patent-dependent businesses
prepare for and navigate these fast-paced, high-pressure proceedings. It should be
required reading for litigators, patent prosecutors, and in-house counsel alike.

Hans Sauer, Deputy General Counsel, Biotechnology Innovation Organization (BIO)

It’s often necessary to view something at a distance for the big picture, and its true
impact to emerge. So, when we view AIA, USPTO PTAB proceedings, or each of the litany
of court decisions (CAFC & SCOTUS) in isolation, none of them rise to insurmountable
barriers to realizing value from innovation. Taken as a whole, however, it reads like a
classic tale of forces in opposition, with innovation and IP mis-cast as foes in a battle
that can only end with both as casualties. Stepping back even further, looking at the
drama unfolding from abroad, you can see it with painful clarity. Record investments in
innovation, record patenting and even increasingly preferable IPR jurisdictions overseas
threaten to eclipse US leadership. In startling contrast to the US, China, for example, has
embraced strong IP as a foundation and incentive for a vibrant innovation eco-system.
As they move aggressively to realize the vision of powerfully integrated IP and innova-
tion domestically, how long before we can expect that to be China’s next big ‘‘export’’?
And, when it arrives on US shores — and it will — they will find that the US has
inexplicably chosen to diminish one of its key, persistent competitive advantages: patent
protection.

Damon C. Matteo, CEO, Fulcrum Strategy

Big picture, the US Patent system is eroding and must be brought back into balance;
otherwise, the original and still paramount objective of our patent system will be lost
and our economy will suffer for it. Fortunately, for anyone entrusted with protecting val-
uable US IP portfolios, the Patent Office Litigation, 2nd Edition, is a welcomed and
useful reference. The post-AIA world is not easily navigated, and it’s even harder to
explain to stakeholders (inventors, investors, innovators, and decision-makers at the
Board and C-level of organizations alike); but successful navigation and communication
of these challenges are a must. This reference can set you on the right path.
Julie Mar-Spinola, Chief Intellectual Property Officer, and VP, Legal Operations, Finjan Hold-

ings, Inc.

PATENT OFFICE LITIGATION
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The America Invents Act fundamentally transformed the American innovation-based
economy—and not for the better. The Patent Trial and Appeal Board’s penchant for
invalidating patents has created a challenging legal environment for American
companies that depend on licensing or enforcing their patents to protect their patented
products. “Efficient infringement” here and abroad has replaced the respect for the
rights of patent protected products or licensing as a rational business response to patent
licensing requests in the high-tech marketplace. This has caused a significant depres-
sion both in the value of U.S. patents and in the capital investment required to develop
the new technologies that historically fuel a significant portion of growth in the Ameri-
can economy. This treatise is a must-read for folks trying to understand the recent
changes to the U.S. patent system wrought by the AIA.

Jeffrey L Parker, CEO ParkerVision, Inc.

In a high tech, patent intensive industry (hearing instruments) — constantly oppos-
ing NPEs and unwarranted patents —, understanding the rapidly changing patent land-
scape and the role of the PTAB is extremely important and an enormous challenge. This
book offers a deep insight in the changes, their impacts plus important statistics. It has
the finger on the pulse and it is easy to comprehend, — even for non US practitioners.
Not just useful, it’s a “sine qua non”!
Soren Westermann CEO, K/S HIMPP (Hearing Instrument Manufacturers Patent Partnership)

Rob Sterne has done it again. He and his team at Sterne, Kessler, Goldstein & Fox
have contributed an astounding number of hours to provide all of us with this
comprehensive overview of the current state of play of U.S. Patent Office litigation. This
cogent assembly of updates in PTAB litigation will assist everyone in the patent field to
quickly absorb the details of the landscape we find ourselves in. No doubt none of us
would have predicted years ago that the United States would become the key “go-to”
jurisdiction to invalidate patents. This is not a moniker most of us are proud of. However,
Rob Sterne’s unparalleled commitment to the U.S. Patent Bar and his unremitting goal
of protecting and motivating innovation in the United States benefits all of us. Let us use
this treatise to rededicate ourselves to the task of improving our patent system to protect
the inventors and the innovations that can transform our quality of life.

Sherry Knowles, Esq. | Knowles Intellectual Property Strategies

There is no better person to learn about the status of the U.S. patent system than
from Rob Sterne. Once the envy of the world, our patent system fostered great innova-
tions leading to the development of an economy that leapfrogged over Europe during
the Industrial Revolution. Fast forward to today and we now see Europe and China, iron-
ically, mimicking that same system by protecting the rights of patent owners while the
U.S. has gone in exactly the opposite direction. In today’s world economy it takes little ef-
fort for innovators, and the capital that backs them, to move to those jurisdictions which
will protect their inventions from theft. We need to confront this reality and make the
changes necessary to keep the United States at the forefront of innovation.

Jerry Padian, President, Realtime Data, LLC

TESTIMONIALS
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The America Invents Act and critical Supreme Court decisions have changed the
game for patent owners in a way that has increased uncertainty and decreased patent
value. IP Counsel are now faced with unprecedented challenges in obtaining and enforc-
ing patents in the United States. As many look abroad to more favorable and predict-
able jurisdictions, it yet remains critical to understand and navigate the USPTO litigation
processes. The PTAB is evolving and patent owners knowledge must evolve with it. In
this Second Edition of Patent Office Litigation, Messrs. Sterne and Eisenberg provide
an invaluable guide to the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (“PTAB”) proceedings as well
as invention protection and enforcement options. Definitely a critical reference for
portfolio managers and those who advise them.

Phyllis T. Turner-Brim, VP Asst. GC, Intellectual Property and Technology, Starbucks Coffee
Company

Complex, rule-bound, time-challenged, constantly changing — after 5 years of AIA
post-grant proceedings, it’s clear that practice before the PTAB is not for the faint-of-
heart. Hopefully, the day will come when necessary clarifications and reforms come to
ensure that PTO post-grant processes realize their original potential of improving the
quality of U.S. patents and return us to global IP leadership. Until that day comes, the
need for even the most skilled practitioner to keep up with the latest in PTAB practice
and jurisprudence has never been greater. Fortunately, Messrs. Sterne, Eisenberg, and
their contributors continue to provide critical, up-to-the-minute guidance in this essential
volume, updated now in a 2nd Edition. There are few PTAB players who won’t find this
balanced and comprehensive opus critical to their work.

Q. Todd Dickinson, Senior Partner, Polsinelli, PC; former Under Secretary of Commerce and
Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

If you want bogus advice, half-baked opinions, and nonsense from amateurs, this is
the wrong book. But if you want practical guidance, detailed statistics, and specific
recipes that will allow you to win patent office litigation, you have arrived.

Greg Dovel, Dovel & Luner LLP

Due to its global leadership in the world IP system, it was clear to me that I need to
study US patent law when I wrote my doctoral thesis on patent eligibility in 1999/2000.
Since then, the global patent landscape has dramatically changed. The US patent system
lost some important characteristics efficiently protecting innovation, while China as the
former “Wild East” seems to assume a new role as patent enforcement powerhouse,
next to Germany as reliable and efficient patent enforcement venue for the EU. The
“triple-strike” (US, Germany and China) has become a standard approach for patent
litigation. The long-term effects on the U.S. innovative industry are speculation, but it
seems desirable that Congress shows openness to analyse the downsides of the current
system and to possibly learn from foreign systems. This book provides invaluable insights
into the PTAB proceedings as well as invention protection and enforcement options and
should therefore guide practitioners, courts and legislators.

Dr. Ralph Nack, Attorney-at-law, Partner, Noerr LLP, Munich, Germany

PATENT OFFICE LITIGATION
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During the legislative debates before the America Invents Act of 2011 (AIA), Rob
Sterne was one of the few thought leaders predicting that the AIA’s creation of the Pa-
tent Trial & Appeal Board (PTAB) and its plethora of administrative review programs like
Inter Partes Review (IPR) would be a tectonic shift in the patent system. As a leading pa-
tent attorney and a founding partner of one of the top patent boutique firms, he knew of
which he spoke. In this updated edition of Patent Office Litigation, lawyers, scholars
and decision-makers continue to benefit from Mr. Sterne’s extensive expertise in patent
law and policy. Patent Office Litigation was the first comprehensive treatise on the
PTAB and its review programs like IPR, and in this new edition, Mr. Sterne continues to
provide up-to-date information on its operating procedures and substantive decisions,
as well as expert analysis of patent policy issues raised by the PTAB’s operations. Given
the thousands of petitions already filed and yet to be filed in the PTAB’s administrative
review system for invalidating patents, this is a must-have treatise for any patent lawyer
today. It is also an invaluable resource for professors, scholars, and policy makers who
need to understand the PTAB and assess its impact on the innovation economy.

Adam Mossoff, Professor of Law, Antonin Scalia Law School, George Mason University

Developing a comprehensive, international IP strategy is a fundamental part of
creating an innovative, disruptive technology. We paid little attention to how severely
PTAB landscape has changed in the last five years. I recommend to anyone reading this
book to make sure their IP law firm is aware of the growing complexity of this issue. This
book is clearly the outcome of people that do what they love and love what they do.

Dan Harkabi and Gidi Elazar (SMARTmirror)

Disruptive technologies have significantly changed many industries over the years.
The America Invents Act, patent reform driven by big tech lobbying efforts and recent
Supreme Court decisions are the ‘‘disruptive technologies” or “disruptive events’’ that
have now dramatically changed the patent industry and depressed the value of patents.
This has resulted in a patent system that is essentially broken for many patents that is-
sued prior to the AIA that are owned by individual inventors, small cap companies, start-
ups and universities who desire to monetize their patents through a patent assertion
campaign. These disruptive events have also now made efficient infringement a
financially acceptable business strategy for large multinational companies. To be suc-
cessful with patent monetization programs in the future, patent owners will need to
develop new patent prosecution strategies, think globally about the jurisdictions where
patent protection provides the best future monetization returns, be more financially ef-
ficient in implementing patent assertion campaigns and read this excellent book.

Michael J. Cannata, Managing Partner Patent Monetization Inc.

Rob Sterne and Jason Eisenberg bring us just what we need to navigate the world of
contested proceedings before the Patent Trial and Appeals Board. The Second Edition
of Patent Office Litigation builds on the foresight of the first edition, packing into a
single, practical volume every ounce of experience gained, first hand and by the close
reading of briefs and decisions, during the first years of PTAB’s existence. This is the es-
sential work for IP leaders, strategists and practitioners to thrive in the post AIA era.

Stephen W. Bauer, Chief IP Counsel -CRHF | Legal Department, Medtronic
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Patent Office Litigation is an invaluable resource for navigating a very complex
and rapidly changing environment.

Daralyn Durie, Partner, Durie Tangri LLP.

In the years since the AIA went into effect, the filing of IPRs has become an essential
and standard part of any defense to an allegation of patent infringement. And, where
the asserted patent is valuable and important, the patent owner should expect to defend
multiple and/or serial petitions often filed by multiple parties, including non-parties to
the infringement dispute. Each petition imposes a significant burden on the patent
owner in terms of both money and time. The preparation and prosecution of the peti-
tions likewise costs the accused infringer, but given the high rate of invalidation, it is
generally perceived as a very worthwhile investment. PTAB is quickly becoming the pri-
mary forum for validity challenges, and IPR proceedings will occur in parallel to nearly
any enforcement action. It is imperative that litigators, representing either patent owners
or accused infringers, possess an in depth understanding of these important proceed-
ings and become as effective before PTAB as they are before a federal court. This trea-
tise is a sophisticated guide through these complex and evolving proceedings and
should be part of any patent litigators’ reference library.

Melissa Finocchio, VP & Chief Litigation Counsel, Intellectual Ventures.

Regardless of your industry, if you deal with patents, you inevitably will come face-
to-face with the post grant patent office proceedings overhauled by the America Invents
Act five years ago. Introduced with the hope that they would be both speedy and ef-
ficient, these proceedings — which provides both patent owners and challengers with
new tools to revisit the validity of issued patents — are in fact incredibly intricate, with
exacting requirements and unforgiving deadlines. With this second edition of Patent
Office Litigation, Rob Sterne and his team continue to simplify the complexities of the
new and evolving procedures, making what often appears to be a Gordian knot of rules
and requirements more comprehensible and accessible.

Scott T. Piering, Vice President and Chief Intellectual Property Counsel, Spectrum Brands,
Inc.

The past five years have seen a major shift away from protecting the American in-
novation economy and the intellectual property rights that undergird it, to a system
which often shelters infringers who want to compete in the marketplace without invest-
ing in costly and time-consuming research and development and without paying for the
technology others have invented. By making it vastly easier to invalidate all patents
rather than just low quality patents, the America Invents Act is an important cause of
that shift, and an important contributor to the rise of efficient infringement as a rational
business strategy. It is therefore vital for patent litigators who want to protect the value
of their clients’ patent assets to be well prepared to handle AIA reviews. This treatise
provides an advantage to those seeking assistance in that preparation, and is helpful for
anyone seeking to enhance their knowledge of post grant reviews and thereby improve
their chances of ensuring that some of their clients’ patent claims survive validity chal-
lenges brought before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board.
Michael T. Renaud, Division Head of the Intellectual Property Practice Group at Mintz, Levin,

Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C
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Since President Obama signed the America Invents Act into law in 2011, Patent Of-
fice litigation has undergone dramatic growth and transformation. Patent litigators need
to keep up with this rapidly-changing, challenging, and unpredictable field, which is of
such critical importance to America’s patent system. Rob Sterne has presented the defin-
itive guide to Patent Office litigation proceedings. Mr. Sterne’s book is the go-to treatise
on this subject for the patent bar and anyone interested in the role of intellectual prop-
erty in the U.S. economy.

Steven J. Mitby, Partner, Ahmad, Zavitsanos, Anaipakos, Alavi & Mensing, P.C.

The Second Edition of Patent Office Litigation provides invaluable information
and statistics that should be of great help to anyone that is involved in these complex
proceedings. Sterne, Kessler has the most experience and has been the number one
firm in this area of litigation. Their practical experience over the past 4 years is reflected
in the Second Edition and provides beneficial information based on these experiences
and their expertise in this area. The Second Edition provides helpful statistics that can be
important in advising clients. The Second Edition provides insights and unique ap-
proaches to winning in Patent Office Litigation that are based upon the in-depth knowl-
edge and experiences of Sterne, Kessler that are disclosed in the Second Edition.

William W. Cochran, Cochran Freund & Young LLC

By imposing PTAB’s ominous uncertainty at innovation’s developmental endpoint,
AIA has undermined early stage commercialization partnerships that convert promising
discoveries of federally-funded basic science into public benefit. Undermining the worthy
aims of its own appropriations for research and development, Congress may have acted
unintentionally, but AIA’s disruptive impact on our nation’s innovation ecosystem is
undeniable. Nowhere is AIA’s harm to our national innovation ecosystem more extensive
that at its vulnerable beginnings where publicly supported research must attract private
sector investment in its development and distribution. Rob Sterne’s rigorously candid ex-
amination of the PTAB process is therefore a must-read for all practitioners who assume
the awesome responsibility of guiding technological progress from lab-bench to bedside
and test-tube to tank car.

Chris Gallagher of IP Strategic

In recent years patent litigation has moved from the national to the global arena -
patent owners and patent challengers alike are increasingly astute to identifying the
jurisdiction of optimal leverage, whether intra-state, international or a blend of the two.
As a result European patent courts have become a more serious alternative and competi-
tor to US federal courts. Against this backdrop the impact of post-AIA USPTO proceed-
ings takes on an increasingly relevant role in defining international patent strategy. It is
to the immense credit of leading PTAB practitioners Rob Sterne and Jason Eisenberg
that this timely and comprehensive treatise explains and contextualizes the role and
relevance of such Patent Office proceedings for corporate patent counsel and their advi-
sors alike.

David Rose| Partner, Patents Group| Mishcon de Reya LLP, London
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In the last several years, we have experienced significant flux in the area of patent
litigation both on the procedural side as well as in substantive areas. One of the largest
impacts has been the result of the implementation of IPR. IPRs have become extremely
common challenges in most patent litigations. The current treatise provides tremendous
insights into the complexities of such proceedings. The in depth study provides one of
the leading authorities by attorneys who have been actively involved in the process from
its inception.

Gary M. Hoffman, Senior Counsel, Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman, LLP

This well-researched report makes clear the U.S. patent system has been run off the
rails. Once the envy of the world, we now have an abused and abusive PTAB process
that projects a long cold shadow over the entire U.S. patent landscape. Investors and
Inventors can no longer rely on a U.S. patent to protect their investment and innovation.
Meanwhile, Europe and China are moving to be the IP leaders. Along with that will be
more and more investment in innovation flowing out of the U.S., draining off future op-
portunities for sustainable economic growth to countries with stronger IP protection.
Robert Aronoff, Managing Partner of Pluritas, and US Executive Director of the International

IP Commercialization Counsel

Strong IP protection is a key driver for investing in technology, from both corporate
and outside investment perspectives. Due to significant changes in the global patent
landscape in the US and abroad, this book is a must-read for business leaders and at-
torneys involved in the return on investment in the patent system. The book provides a
thorough and comprehensive treatise on this very important and complex subject.

Paul Evans | Vice President, Intellectual Property at Vivint, Inc.

Despite all the differing opinions about the patent system, it is difficult to argue
against the need for high quality patents of predictable scope and value. Such patents
form the cornerstone around which investments can be made into companies develop-
ing life-improving technologies. Patent owners need the tools to defend their high qual-
ity patents, and the public needs the tools to invalidate low quality patents. This treatise
lays out such tools in a way that is highly digestible to stakeholders.

Peter A. Socarras, Sr. Director, IP, Nevro Corp.

The passage of the America Invents Act five years ago created new post grant
proceedings that significantly changed intellectual property protection in the United
States. While the statute was intended to create a fast and efficient means to adjudicate
patent validity, the prospect of unlimited serial and/or parallel challenges at the PTAB,
often coupled with co-pending district court litigation using different legal and eviden-
tiary standards, has created a complex and uncertain landscape for litigants, the district
courts and the USPTO. This treatise expertly addresses the key issues facing us today,
and the emerging issues that will define our practice for years to come.

Henry Hadad | Senior Vice President & Deputy General Counsel Bristol-Myers Squibb
Company
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Unfortunately, in recent years, there has been an ill-conceived onslaught in the U.S.
against our patent system by all branches of government, resulting in a severely
weakened system that is unpredictable, costly, and in large part unavailable to individ-
ual inventors, small businesses, and universities, the historically true innovators in this
country. The U.S. was once the admired leader in patent protection in the world, and
now, many other countries are a more hospitable place than the U.S. for patent acquisi-
tion and enforcement. There is, however, recent hope that changes are under way to
right this ship, for fear of potentially longstanding irrevocable harm to our economy. This
treatise attempts to make sense of some of the current chaos that is patent law in the
U.S. today.

Scott Horstemeyer, Partner, Thomas | Horstemeyer, LLP.
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§ 2:1   The AIA’s impact on patent enforcement 
 

The first four years  of the  new  post-grant proceedings cre- 
ated  by the  American Invents  Act (AIA) have  had  a far greater 
impact  on  the  United  States  patent environment than  most 
experts  anticipated. The U.S. patent environment is now  radi- 
cally different  because the new proceedings allow an accused 
infringer  or any third  party to challenge the  validity of claims 
of an issued U.S. patent at the  Patent Trial and  Appeal Board 
(PTAB or Board). The PTAB challenge at the United  States  Pa- 
tent & Trademark Office (USPTO or Office) results  in a 
substantially higher  invalidation rate  than  comparable chal- 
lenges  in United  States  District Courts  (district  court)  or the 
United  States  International Trade Commission (USITC). While 
the  PTAB proceedings were  originally intended to be used  in 
exceptional circumstances against  “bad  patents,” they  have 
become the normative counter attack by accused infringers in 
U.S. patent litigation. District courts  have  tended to grant  mo- 
tions  to stay in light of PTAB proceedings, which  significantly 
lengthens  the  patent enforcement  timeline.  The  stay often 
continues while  the  contested proceeding is appealed to the 
United States  Court of Appeals  for the Federal  Circuit (Federal 
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Circuit). The PTAB/Federal Circuit procedure can  take  26  to 
36  months to complete, which  adds  significant  delay  to the 
already  long enforcement process in the  courts  if the  patent 
owner prevails  in the  PTAB/Federal  Circuit procedure.  For 
example, it is not  uncommon for a successful enforcement 
process to  take  from  five to  eight  years  where,  in  serial 
fashion,  there  is a successful defense by the  patent owner in 
the  PTAB/Federal Circuit procedure, followed  by a successful 
district court  and  Federal  Circuit enforcement of the  asserted 
patent. On the  other  hand,  if the  patent owner loses  claims 
instituted by the  PTAB in the  PTAB/Federal Circuit procedure, 
then   the  process is over  for  the  patent owner for  those 
instituted  claims.  Once  the  instituted  claims  are  found 
unpatentable in the  PTAB proceeding, the  claims  are  invalid 
for any proceeding  in the  courts  or the  USITC, even  if they 
had  previously  been found  valid by these tribunals. In other 
words,  the  patent owner has  to win all patentability and  va- 
lidity challenges  of  the  claims  to  be  successful,  which 
becomes problematic  because often  more  than  one  PTAB 
proceeding is brought by challengers to the patent. 

The practical result  of this change is that  successful U.S. pa- 
tent enforcement has become more  difficult, time-consuming, 
expensive, and labor-intensive, while becoming far less 
certain  and  predictable. This PTAB procedure has had  an 
enormous ripple  effect on  district court  litigation  in all areas 
of technology and  for all types  of patent owners. It is produc- 
ing a drop  in patent suits being  filed, particularly in the 
electronic arts, and  is credited by the defense bar for substan- 
tially curtailing the  so-called “patent troll,” which was a major 
impetus for the  defense bar to drive enactment of PTAB pro- 
visions in the AIA. 

Other  types  of patent owners outside of the  electronic arts 
did  not  contemplate  the  PTAB  proceedings  being  used 
against  their  patents. Instead, they assumed the  proceedings 
would  be used  predominantly, if not exclusively, against  “bad 
electronic patents,” whatever that  means. But these assump- 
tions  proved  incorrect,  and  proceedings have  been brought 
against  some of the most  valuable  patents in all areas  of 
technology  and  owned by  all  types  and  sizes  of  patent 
owners. The broad application of the  PTAB proceedings have 
produced profound effects  on the  ability of patent owners to 
enforce,  license,  and  monetize  their  patents.  And  these ef- 
fects  are  continuing  to ripple  through the  U.S. patent land- 
scape and  will continue to do so for years to come. 
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§ 2:2   AIA proceedings 

This is the second edition of this book. The first edition was 
published immediately after  the  PTAB proceedings became 
effective on September 16, 2012,  and  was the first, and  many 
consider definitive,  treatment of the  new  PTAB proceedings 
and  their  interface with  the  courts,  USITC, USPTO  examina- 
tion,  and  foreign  jurisdictions. It was  enormously influential 
and shaped the new PTAB world in many ways. It made many 
predictions that  came  true,  some that  did not,  and  provoked 
extensive discussion and  debate in all parts  of the  global  pa- 
tent  community. 

So much  has happened in the  four years since  the  publica- 
tion  of the  first edition.  Over 5,000  PTAB proceedings have 
been filed,  with  the  current   rate  being  around 150  each 
month, more  than  four times  what  was  predicted when the 
AIA was  enacted. Many of the  most  valuable  patents in play 
in the  U.S. have  been found  to have  unpatentable claims  in 
these proceedings. About half of the PTAB’s final written  deci- 
sions  are  subsequently appealed to the  Federal  Circuit, fur- 
ther extending the timeline for resolution of a PTAB 
proceeding. The risk of these proceedings to patent owners is 
substantial, since the Board institutes trial for more  than  60% 
of challenged claims,  and  finds more  than  80%  of instituted 
claims unpatentable. Often more  than  one  proceeding is filed 
against  the  same patent claim, either  by multiple  challengers 
but sometimes the  same challenger—so  it is a constant battle 
for patent owners to try to maintain the  validity of their  most 
valuable  patent claims.  Additionally, the  district  courts  typi- 
cally defer  to the  PTAB for a ruling on the  patentability of the 
challenged claims  by staying  the  district court  case  until the 
PTAB proceeding has  been completed through appeal to the 
Federal  Circuit. The business and  financial  consequences of 
these proceedings have often  been enormous to patent own- 
ers and  their  business models and  stakeholders. Finally, the 
public’s understanding of what  these proceedings have 
wrought on  the  U.S. patent environment is very limited  and 
often  based on outdated assumptions and  information. 

The time has come  for a complete reassessment of this 
enormously complex,  changing, and  subtle area  of U.S. pa- 
tent  law. This second edition does  a complete reassessment 
of what  has  happened, what  is predicted to happen, and  the 
many nuances and  issues  that these proceedings have on the 
U.S. patent system  and  the larger U.S. innovation landscape. 
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Chapter 1 illuminates how  have  we  organized this second 

edition.  It discusses how  we  have  assembled a team of over 
70 authors, half of whom are partners in our firm Sterne,  Kes- 
sler, Goldstein & Fox, PLLC. Our firm is based in Washington, 
DC, close  to  the  headquarters of the  USPTO,  the  Federal 
Circuit, and  the USITC. This author team collectively has 
handled over 550  proceedings, more  than  any legal firm in 
the  world.  That  experience  comes from  representing  both 
petitioners and  patent owners at the  PTAB and  on  appeal at 
the  Federal  Circuit. Many of the  authors of this book  are  full- 
time  practitioners in  these  proceedings, giving  them  back- 
ground information,  analysis,  and  insights  that  one  cannot 
glean from merely reading  statutes, regulations, and decisions. 
This second edition of Patent Office Litigation shares our 
team’s  hard-earned, street-smart insight. 

There  are  three   main  types  of PTAB  proceedings:  inter 
partes review  (IPR),  covered business  method proceeding 
(CBM), and  post  grant  review  (PGR). In  addition,  there  are 
derivation proceedings, supplemental examination, ex parte 
reexamination, and legacy interference and inter partes 
reexamination—all treated  in chapters in this book. 

So a good  place  to start is the number of filings of the IPRs, 
CBMs, and  PGRs. The assumption when the  AIA was  being 
drafted was  that  there  would  be  about the  same number of 
these new  proceedings filed each  month as there  were  of the 
then  inter  partes reexaminations—30—with the  potential for 
the  Office to cap  the  proceedings at 400  for each  of the  first 
three  years.  The  number of filings quickly exceeded  400  a 
year, and  the  Office prudently did not  invoke the  cap but  ac- 
cepted all petitions filed that  met  the  just-promulgated rules 
and  regulations. 

The following  bar  chart  shows the  number of proceedings 
filed each  calendar year since  September 16, 2012,  with the 
IPRs shown in red, the  CBMs in blue,  and  the  small  number 
of PGRs as faint lines of orange. The number of petition filings 
grew to around 150  per month by mid-2014. After a dip in fil- 
ings  in late-2015  and  early-2016,  the  number of petitions 
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filed each month has rebounded to the 150-per-month range. 

 
The following table  shows the number of derivation 

proceedings, supplemental examinations, ex parte  reexamina- 
tions,  and  legacy  inter  partes reexaminations  filed  for the 
years 2012 to 2016. 

 
The distribution of the  IPR proceedings over technology is 

of particular  interest. It was originally contemplated when the 
AIA was drafted that  the  bulk of the  proceedings would  be in 
electronics,  where the  so-called  “bad  patents”  were.  It was 
not  contemplated by many  patent experts  that  the  proceed- 
ings  would  find any  traction  in other  areas  of technology, 
such  as biotechnology or pharmaceuticals. This assumption 
was  incorrect,  as the  breakdown of the  IPR proceedings ac
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cording  to technology shown below  indicates: 

 
The  chart  below  shows the  timing  and  standing  require- 

ments for IPR, CBM, and  PGR proceedings. 

 
The  CBM is directed  to  patents having  financial  services 

aspects. In order  for a patent to be susceptible to CBM review, 
it must  be  directed to a method or corresponding apparatus 
for performing “data  processing or other  operations used  in 
the  practice,  administration,  or management of a financial 
product or  service.”  AIA,  § 18.  This  definition  has  been 
interpreted broadly by the PTAB, and exceeds what  many 
experts  thought when the  AIA was  passed. The technological 
exception,  which  excludes  patents for technological  inven- 
tions  from  CBM eligibility, carves  out  patents from  the  CBM 
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proceeding that  satisfy this test. It is fair to say that  any patent 
susceptible to CBM review  is considered in the  present pa- 
tent  environment to be of diminished value because of a pos- 
sible finding of unpatentability by the  PTAB or invalidation by 
the courts. 

As indicated above,  the  IPR review is limited  to prior art is- 
sues  involving patents and  printed publications. In contrast, 
the  CBMs and  PGRs permit  challenges  under all grounds 
except  best  mode under 35 U.S.C. § 282. One of the available 
challenges is statutory subject matter under 35  U.S.C. § 101. 
Recent  United  States  Supreme Court  (Supreme Court)  deci- 
sions1   have  made  statutory subject  matter challenges  very 
popular  for defendants  as a defense  in district  court  cases, 
and  for Petitioners in CBMs and  PGRs. A breakdown of the 
grounds of challenge in CBMs and  PGRs is as follows: 

 
By statute,  the  trial portion  of the  proceedings  must  be 

completed by a final written  decision within  one  year of the 
date  of institution of trial. In setting  up the  process, the  PTAB 
provided for a six month pre-institution phase before  the 
institution decision. In the  PTAB Trial Practice  Guide,  the  fol- 

 
 

[Section 2:2] 
1 
Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank Intern., 134  S. Ct. 2347,  189  L. Ed. 2d 

296, 110 U.S.P.Q.2d 1976 (2014); Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus 
Laboratories, Inc., 132  S. Ct. 1289,  182  L. Ed. 2d 321,  101  U.S.P.Q.2d 1961, 
90 A.L.R. Fed. 2d 685  (2012); Association  for Molecular  Pathology v. Myriad 
Genetics,  Inc.,  133  S. Ct. 2107,  186  L. Ed. 2d  124,  106  U.S.P.Q.2d 1972 
(2013). 
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lowing flow chart is provided which shows the  pre-institution 
and  the trial phase in detail: 

 
Typically these proceedings are filed by a party being 

requested for license,  threatened with suit, or sued  by the pa- 
tent  owner.  But in the  case  of IPRs and  PGRs, anyone  has 
standing to bring  one  of these proceedings, even  if there  is 
no litigation or even  a threat of litigation. In fact, this has  cre- 
ated  a new  strategy  of filing or threatening to file a proceed- 
ing to drive business objectives, such  as reducing the  market 
cap or valuation  of the patent owner, short selling of the stock 
of the  patent owner,  or obtaining  a settlement  to have  the 
proceedings  go away.  Some  have  named this  strategy  the 
“PTAB troll,” a contrasting comparison to the  business model 
of a non-practicing  entity  (often  labeled  a “patent  troll”) in 
the  district courts  that  seeks  settlements and  damage awards 
for patent infringement.  While these PTAB strategies  have 
invoked  outcry  from  certain  parts  of the  patent community, 
others have supported it as a legitimate use of these proceed- 
ings to remove invalid patents that  thwart  competition and 
increase prices. 

These proceedings are  an  administrative process before  a 
three  administrative  patent judge  (APJ) panel  at the  PTAB. 
The proceedings are  essentially done on  the  papers with  no 
live testimony before the  APJ panel.  There is a pre-trial  phase 
at the beginning as shown in the flow chart above.  If the 
proceeding is instituted for trial, by statute the  trial must  be 
completed  with  a final written  decision  (FWD) within  one 
year (eighteen months in exceptional circumstances). But if 
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one  or more  trials are  joined,  the  one  year  requirement  is 
removed. 

The “trial” is really a misnomer because it is more  akin to 
an  administrative  process with  several  stages of pleadings 
and depositions of experts  and sometimes fact witnesses, 
culminating  with  a  very short  oral  hearing  before  the  APJ 
panel that  forms the  basis  of the  final written  decision issued 
by the Board. The evidence in the proceedings comes in 
through the  exhibits,  the  expert  and  fact witness reports, and 
the  depositions of these individuals  offering  testimony. The 
depositions are akin to cross-examination in district court. 
There is little discovery in these proceedings, and  the  deposi- 
tions  are  not  for discovery,  but  rather  for examination of the 
evidence being  proffered by each  side.  The final oral hearing 
is typically 30 to 60 minutes per side, is transcribed, becomes 
part  of  the  record   of  the  patent,  and  is  the  final,  (and 
sometimes the  first), time  the  APJs can  ask questions of the 
attorneys about the evidence and arguments in the 
proceeding. 

The architecture of the  proceeding is one  that  is intended 
to winnow and  distill down the  issues  from the  filed petition 
either  to a decision not  to institute the  trial, or if trial is 
instituted,  then  to  evaluate  the  grounds of unpatentability 
that  are ordered for trial for each  challenged claim. The chal- 
lenger  who files the petition has the burden of proof through- 
out the proceeding. It is intended that the petition defines the 
scope and  content of the  challenges, and  based on  what  is 
instituted for trial by the  Board, that  the  issues  and  evidence 
be  winnowed down so that  by the  oral hearing  they are  few 
and focused. In practice, this is sometimes distorted by a 
petitioner introducing new evidence through a reply that is al- 
lowed  before the  oral hearing,  which  essentially deprives the 
patent owner of the  opportunity to effectively respond. And 
problems can arise when a party introduces new  evidence or 
an argument that  goes  beyond the  record  at the  oral hearing. 
Moreover,  there  are  strict word  limits for documents, which 
can  make  it difficult to fully develop and  brief certain  issues. 
The rules  and  the  Board  strictly limit the  filing of additional 
motions throughout the  trial, and  require the  parties  to meet 
and  confer  before seeking authorization in a telephonic mini- 
hearing  on a call with the  Board panel to file the  motion. The 
Board  may not  grant  the  request for the  Board  call or refuse 
to authorize the  motion on  or after  the  call. And there  is no 
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opportunity for a party  to provide  a technical tutorial  to the 
APJs at the  beginning of the  proceeding or answer any oral 
questions until the oral hearing. 

The criticality of the petition that begins  the proceeding 
cannot be over emphasized. The petition is a notice  pleading. 
It requires the  evidence and  argument that  the  petitioner is 
advancing in the  challenge be  fully set  forth for each  ground 
of unpatentability of each  challenged claim in the  patent be- 
ing tested. The petition typically includes a declaration from 
an expert  who provides the evidence (analysis  and argument) 
that  is used  in the  petition to support the  grounds. The peti- 
tion is intended to define  and develop the full contours of the 
challenge  since  the  Board  is acting  as  a judge  of the  chal- 
lenges and  not as “super” examiners as they were  in the  pre- 
decessor inter partes reexaminations. Since the petitioner has 
the  burden of proving  unpatentability throughout the  pro- 
ceeding, it is critical that  the  petition fully set  forth  the  chal- 
lenges and it should not be assumed that additional evidence 
and  argument can be presented later. 

The  patent owner typically has  three  months from  when 
the  petition is accorded a filing date  to challenge the  petition 
and seek non-institution of the proceedings. This challenge to 
avoid institution is in the  form of a filing titled  “patent owner 
preliminary  response” (POPR). The rules now  allow for a dec- 
laration  or other  evidence to be filed with the POPR, but often 
this option is not used  because it is believed that  it can make 
it likelier for the  Board  to institute  trial, because the  POPR 
declaration triggers  a factual  dispute. Whether the  Petitioner 
can  file a Reply to such  declaration or take  the  deposition of 
the declarant is uncertain at the time of publication of this 
book.  Time will tell if this new  POPR declaration option 
becomes the norm  and  not the current  exception. 

Often the patent owner’s  best  chance of winning  is to have 
trial not  instituted on  any ground for any challenged claim. 
The POPR is the  tool to achieve  this goal. Savvy patent own- 
ers put great effort in crafting the POPR with this goal in mind. 
The Board more  often  than  not  institutes trial on at least  one 
ground for each  challenged claim. The Office statistics  for the 
institution rates  for IPRs, CBMs, and  PGRs are as follows: 
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Institution of Trial 
(% of Petitions 

Decided) 

Challenged  Claim 
Institution Per- 

centage 
IPR                                 71%                              62% 

CBM                            68%                              63% 
PGR                             63%                              61% 

 
 

Under  the  Rules, the  Board  decides  whether to institute 
trial within  six months of the  filing date  of the  petition  or 
three  months from filing of a POPR. The institution decision is 
a  detailed  document from  the  Board  that  analyzes   each 
ground for each  challenged  claim.  This  often  requires  the 
Board  to  make  an  initial claim  construction  under the  BRI 
standard (broadest reasonable interpretation in light of the 
patent specification), and  use  it to make  an  initial finding  of 
whether the  burden of proof  for institution has  been met  for 
that  ground. The statute provides that,  “The Director may not 
authorize an  inter  partes review  to be  instituted unless the 
Director  determines that.   .  .there  is a reasonable likelihood 
that  the  petitioner would  prevail with respect to at least  1 of 
the  claims  challenged in the  petition.”2  The burden for CBMs 
and  PGRs is similar,  but  relies  on  a “more  likely than  not” 
standard instead of the  “reasonable likelihood”  standard in 
IPRs.3 Many believe  as a practical matter that these two 
burdens are  essentially  the  same,  but  the  intent   was  to 
impose a higher  burden for CBMs and  PGRs. 

If trial is instituted, the Board issues  a scheduling order  that 
sets  forth  the  due  dates of the  trial. The first five due  dates 
can be moved by the  parties  through a meet and  confer,  but 
the  sixth and  seventh  due  dates,  such  as  the  oral  hearing 
date,  are immovable unless the  Board grants  permission. It is 
critical for a party  to  seek  such  a rescheduling  of the  final 
dates as early as possible since  the  Board  is loath  to move 
these dates for any reason, which often  comes as a big 
surprise  to  many  who  do  not  typically practice  before  the 

 
2 
35 U.S.C.A. § 314(a). 

3 
35 U.S.C.A. § 324(a). 
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Board.  A representative scheduling order  appendix is repro- 
duced below4: 

 

 
INITIAL CONFERENCE CALL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Upon Request 
ADR STATEMENT DUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . November 8, 2016 
DUE DATE 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . November 22, 2016 

Patent owner’s  response to the petition 
Patent owner’s  motion to amend the patent 

DUE DATE 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 31, 2017 
Petitioner’s reply to patent owner’s  response to 
the petition 
Petitioner’s opposition to motion to amend 

DUE DATE 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 3, 2017 
Patent owner’s  reply to petitioner’s opposition to 
motion to amend 

DUE DATE 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 24, 2017 
Motion for observation regarding cross- 
examination of reply witness 
Motion to exclude  evidence 
Request for oral argument 

DUE DATE 5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 7, 2017 
Response to observation 
Opposition to motion to exclude 

DUE DATE 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 14, 2017 
Reply to opposition to motion to exclude 

DUE DATE 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 27, 2017 
Oral argument (if requested) 

 
 

As the  flow chart  and  the  scheduling  order  above  show, 
there  is a Patent Owner  “discovery” period  after  institution, 
which  typically lasts  two  to three  months. This period allows 
the  Patent Owner  to take  the  deposition  of the  expert  and 
any fact declarant  of the  petitioner  who  filed a declaration 
that  is referenced  in the  Petition  before  the  Patent Owner 
files its Patent Owner  Response (POR). Since the POPR is not 
part  of the  record  of the  trial, the  Patent Owner  must  make 
sure it sets forth all its evidence and  arguments to refute  each 

 
4 
RealTime  Data LLC v. Oracle  Int’l  Corp., IPR2016-00695,  Paper  9, 

Sept. 13, 2016. 
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of the instituted grounds. The Patent Owner  typically provides 
its evidence in the  POR with  declarations from one  or more 
experts  and perhaps a fact witness. Only the written  testimony 
in the declarations (reports) from the expert  and  any fact wit- 
ness  constitute evidence because the  analysis  set forth in the 
POR itself is considered attorney argument. There is a word 
limit on  the  POR but  not  on  the  declarations  (which  have 
been more  than  100  pages in some proceedings). 

As the  flow chart  shows, there  is an option available  to the 
Patent Owner  to amend claims  with  the  POR. This  right of 
amendment is set forth in the AIA. However, as interpreted by 
the Office, this amendment option is very rarely utilized based 
on  the  proofs  that  have  to  be  provided  and  the  limited 
number of words  allowed in the  amendment document. As 
explained elsewhere, the  option to amend claims  is often  to 
use  different  proceedings  in the  Office, such  as  reissue,  ex 
parte  reexamination, or continuation practice. 

The next  stage  in the  proceeding, which  typically is two  to 
three  months long,  is the  Petitioner  discovery  period.  The 
Petitioner is allowed to take  the  deposition of any declarant 
of Patent Owner.  After that,  the  Petitioner is permitted to file 
a  Petitioner  Reply that  can  include  a  declaration  from  an 
expert  or fact witness. The declaration can  be  from a declar- 
ant who  is different  from the declarant that  provided the dec- 
laration  that accompanied the petition. The scope of the Reply 
cannot under the  rules  exceed the  record  that  has  been cre- 
ated  in the proceedings. But a trend  that is occurring is for the 
Petitioner to expand the  scope by introducing evidence and 
argument in the  Reply that  exceeds the  scope.  This puts  the 
Patent Owner  in a position  of not  having  a way to defend 
against  this new  evidence and  arguably  constitutes a denial 
of due process under the Administrative  Procedures Act (AIA).5 

In addition to the  Reply, the  Petitioner is permitted to file 
an  Opposition to Amendment, if the  Patent Owner  has  filed 
the  Motion  to Amend  Claims. Since amendment of claims, as 
previously noted, is so seldom sought, such Oppositions have 
seldom been filed. 

What then  follows is a second Patent Owner  discovery  pe- 
riod, which typically lasts one  month. The Patent Owner  is al- 
lowed  to  take  the  deposition  of any  declarant  who  filed a 

 
5 
5 U.S.C.A. § 706(2)(A)-(D). 
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declaration that accompanied the Petitioner Reply. But the 
Patent Owner  is not permitted to provide  additional evidence 
through documents or a declaration to rebut  evidence 
provided by the declarant in the Petitioner Reply. This is 
considered to disadvantage the Patent Owner  in many 
proceedings and  raises  due  process questions. 

If the  Patent Owner  has  filed a Motion  to Amend Claims, 
and the Petitioner has responded with an Opposition to 
Amendment, the  Patent Owner  is allowed to file a Reply to 
Opposition to Amendment during  this second Patent Owner 
discovery period. 

The next  step  in the  proceeding is the  period  for observa- 
tions  and  motions to exclude  evidence. The rules  permit  very 
limited  written  observations about the  new  evidence submit- 
ted  with the  Reply. Many find this limitation  on  observations 
excessive  and  prevents them from  adequately explaining  in 
the  record  the  full nature of the  defect  in the  Reply evidence. 
With regard  to excluding  evidence, rarely does  the Board 
exclude.  Rather,  it liberally allows  evidence in and  uses  the 
weighing  of the evidence as the check. 

After the completion of this observation and motion to 
exclude  evidence period,  the  proceeding moves  to the  oral 
hearing stage.  Before  the  oral hearing,  the  parties  may need 
to meet and  confer  about any demonstratives that  they  may 
use  in the  oral hearing.  Most panels require that  the  demon- 
stratives  be submitted to them on the  day of the  oral hearing 
so that  they can review them by the  time  of the  oral hearing. 
The  rules  specify that  the  demonstratives  cannot raise  evi- 
dence or argument that  is outside  the  scope of the  record, 
but  often  this becomes an issue  of contention. Some  panels 
indicate in either  the  scheduling order  or otherwise that  they 
will not  consider the  demonstratives part  of the  record  and 
will not  use  them to prepare or support the  Final Written De- 
cision  (FWD). One  PTAB expert  has  publically  stated in con- 
ferences that  he never uses  demonstratives because he 
believes  they  are  a distraction to the  proceeding and  do  not 
assist the panel.  Others,  however, say that the demonstratives 
serve an important service to the  panel by focusing  and  sum- 
marizing  the dispositive evidence and  arguments. 

The final oral hearing is the last event  in the proceeding 
before the panel issues  the FWD. The date  of the oral hearing 
is specified  in the  scheduling order,  and  it is almost impos- 
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sible for parties  to move  the  date/time unless done so at the 
very beginning  of the  proceeding.  But  the  Board  has  sua 
sponte moved the date  if no motion to amend has been filed. 
Regarding the parties, this refusal to move the oral hearing 
date/time has  occurred in situations where lead  counsel has 
developed a scheduling conflict with another court or tribunal 
or has  had  a death in the  family. The position taken  by the 
PTAB  in not  moving  the  date/time  is that  because of the 
number of proceedings, there  are  no  other  open time  slots 
and  that  there  are back-up counsel who  can argue,  but this is 
little solace  to the  client who  has  selected lead  counsel with 
the  expectation that  she  or he  will argue  the  case.  The pri- 
mary locations used  for the  oral hearing  are Hearings  Rooms 
A, B, C, and  D, in the  Madison  Building at USPTO Headquar- 
ters  in Alexandria,  VA. But some recent oral  hearings  have 
been physically located at the  new  USPTO satellite  offices in 
Detroit,  Dallas, Denver,  and  Silicon Valley (our  firm was  the 
first to argue  in Detroit  and  Dallas and  one  of the  first few in 
Silicon Valley). 

The final oral hearing  is typically 30 to 60 minutes for each 
side.  The panels are  typically fairly strict about the  times,  es- 
pecially if there  is another oral hearing  scheduled to be heard 
in the same hearing room.  But there  have been some 
proceedings  where the  panel  goes  appreciably  longer  than 
scheduled because one  or more  APJ has  questions that  have 
not  been fully answered. This can occur  with claim construc- 
tion, for example. If the  panel  does  extend the  time  for one 
side,  the  lead  judge  ordinarily  will allow  the  other  side  com- 
parable time. 

Since  the  Petitioner  has  the  burden of proof  throughout 
the  proceeding, it goes  first. The panel at the  beginning asks 
Petitioner counsel if she  wants to reserve  any time  for 
rebuttal. Typically, 5 to 10 minutes is reserved. But some 
Petitioners reserve  most  of the time and present their case on 
rebuttal, which  eliminates the  ability of the  Patent Owner  to 
respond to Petitioner’s points.  Patent Owner  does  not  have 
any option for rebuttal, which  can  create major  due  process 
issues  if Petitioner counsel raises  new  evidence or argument 
or mischaracterizes  the  record  in the  Petitioner  rebuttal.  In 
some rare  situations where this has  occurred, Patent Owner 
counsel has  stood up  after  Petitioner counsel has  closed  his 
rebuttal and  asked  for very limited  time  to correct  the  record. 
The  panel  has  allowed  the  Patent Owner  2 minutes  of ad- 
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ditional  time but has also allowed Petitioner counsel 2 
minutes to respond to the  Patent Owner  counsel. This typi- 
cally does  not allow enough time  to preserve the  record,  and 
many  panels will not  allow this Patent Owner  rebuttal to oc- 
cur at all. The Federal  Circuit is beginning to appreciate this 
Petitioner tactic of impermissibly expanding the  scope of the 
record  in the  Reply or in the  oral hearing where for the  first 
time Petitioner introduces significant new evidence or 
argument. This tactic, referred to by some as “sandbagging,” 
arguably  deprives the Patent Owner  of due  process under the 
APA.6 It is critical throughout the proceeding that Patent 
Owner  preserve the  APA due  process issues  for appeal so as 
not to waive them at the Federal  Circuit.7 

In the  initial wave  of oral hearings in 2014,  the  satellite  of- 
fices had  not  been set  up  with  hearing  rooms and  in most 
cases  all three  APJs were  physically present in the  hearing 
rooms at the Madison  Building at USPTO HQ. This has 
changed. Now it is not  uncommon to have  one  or even  two 
of the APJs brought into the hearing room  by video link 
regardless of which  USPTO location  the  actual  hearing  is tak- 
ing place  in. This creates logistical  difficulty for counsel that 
are  arguing.  If  demonstratives  have  been provided  to  the 
panel  before  the  hearing,  it can  be  expected that  the  judges 
who  are remote will have  them on their computer. However, 
many  counsel use  an Elmo or an AV projection system  in the 
hearing,  which  allows  them to go to any part of the  record  in 
real  time  as  they  make  their  argument.  The  remote judges 
will be  not  able  to see  what  these real-time AV systems are 
projecting to the  judge  in the  hearing room.  Counsel using 
such  an  approach must  make  sure  that  she  explains  to the 
remote judges  what  is being  projected. And even  if demon- 
stratives are being  used,  it is critical that counsel make  sure to 
indicate  on  the  record  exactly what  is being  referred  to  at 
each  point  in the  oral hearing  since  the  transcript of the  oral 
hearing  is part of the  record  of the  patent and  for any appeal 
to the Federal  Circuit or APA action  to the district court. 

As indicated previously, there  is no live testimony from 
experts   or  fact  declarants  at  the  oral  hearing.   The  only 

 
6 
In re NuVasive, Inc., 841  F.3d 966  (Fed. Cir. 2016); Dell Inc. v. Accel- 

eron,  LLC, 818  F.3d 1293,  118  U.S.P.Q.2d 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2016). 
7 
Belden  Inc.  v. Berk-Tek LLC, 805  F.3d 1064,  116  U.S.P.Q.2d 1869 

(Fed. Cir. 2015). 
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testimony from these witnesses are the depositions that 
precede the  oral hearing.  In the  first proceedings, it was  not 
uncommon for counsel to conduct video  depositions under 
the  assumption that  the  panel  judges  would  want  to assess 
the  credibility  of the  witness  on  critical issues.  This  did  not 
prove  to be  correct  because judges  frequently indicated that 
they had  no interest in looking  at the  video  depositions. This 
disturbs some in the bench and  bar because the proceedings 
in many  respects are  a battle  of the  experts.  District court 
judges  at conferences have  commented on  the  criticality of 
live testimony  of experts  in open court  to assess credibility 
surrounding testimony of key facts and opinions. But the 
PTAB is unyielding,  claiming  that  they  could  not  meet the 
statutory deadline of one  year if they  had  live testimony or 
took the time  to view video depositions. 

It is clear from questions at oral hearings that in most 
proceedings at least one  if not two of the judges  have studied 
the  record  and  are very familiar with those portions of it that 
they think are dispositive.  Counsel  must  know the record  cold 
in all respects. There have  been some very embarrassing oral 
hearings where counsel clearly did not know the record 
completely or did not know how to present it. Extensive prep- 
aration in mastering the record  and  the issues  and  arguments 
in the  proceedings is required for any counsel arguing.  Some 
district court counsel experienced in jury cases  have at- 
tempted to use similar presentation approaches in these 
proceedings, but  almost universally  this approach has  fallen 
flat. The effective  approach is to have  full mastery of the  rec- 
ord  and  be  ready  and  able  to answer the  judges’ questions 
with full answers and  references to the record. 

So what  is the  importance of the  oral hearing?  It seems to 
depend on  the  panel.  Some  panels  are  very “hot,” with  all 
three  judges  asking questions of each  side. And the questions 
are often  excellent  and  show  deep understanding of the  rec- 
ord and the dispositive issues  in the case. Counsel in such 
situations  believe  that  their  oral presentations  have  turned 
the decision to their side. And FWDs in these cases  often  sug- 
gest  that  this is correct.  In other  situations, the  oral argument 
is extensive and  counsel have  fully explained their  positions 
and  evidence  only  to  see  a  FWD that  seems devoid   of 
anything  from the  oral hearing.  Based  on  the  FWD, it is as if 
the  panel  had  decided the  case  before  the  oral hearing and 
only went  through the  motions in the  oral hearing.  In fact, in 
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a recent CLE, one  very experienced APJ stated that  in most 
cases  the  oral  hearing  is of little  importance  because the 
panel  is deciding  the  proceeding on  the  written  record  and 
has  little use  for the  oral hearing.  And other  APJs in confer- 
ences have  stated that  the  panels  meet throughout the 
proceeding and  have  a deep understanding of what  is in the 
record  and what  the issues  and arguments are. So if the panel 
is  deciding   the  case  on  the  written   record  with  no  live 
testimony, technology tutorial,  or ability to ask the  declarants 
questions, it is understandable that  many  Patent Owners are 
somewhat cynical that  their challenged patent is getting  fairly 
treated. And the fact that  the same panel  that  made the 
institution decision is the one  that  renders the FWD raises  ad- 
ditional  concerns on  the  Patent Owner  side.  The  Petitioner 
side counters that  the APJs are from the expert  administrative 
agency  that  issues  U.S. patents, are  independent of the  pa- 
tent  examiners doing  the  original  prosecution that  produced 
the  issued patent, and  are  highly experienced in technology 
and  patent law. Like many  critical issues  in this new  patent 
environment, one’s perspective is often  colored  by the side of 
the dispute (“side of the v”) one  is on. 

So how are patent owners doing in these challenges? There 
have  been over 1,300  final written  decisions (FWD) in IPRs, 
CBMs, and  PGRs as of September 30, 2016.  In the  aggregate, 
the  win/loss record  for U.S. patents over all of these FWDs is 
as follows: 

 
 IPR CBM PGR 

Claims Cancelled 13140 2031 61 
Claims Patentable in FWD 3519 73 0 

Inst. Cl. Cancellation % 79% 97% 100% 
 

The rules  provide  for settlement of the  proceedings by the 
parties  subject  to approval  from  the  Board.  Settlement  can 
occur in the pre-institution phase after filing of the petition, or 
after  the  institution decision up  to the  final written  decision 
(FWD). The settlement must  be  filed with  the  Board,  and  is 
part of the  confidential USPTO proceeding record  and  will be 
disclosed to a private third party only under a sufficient show- 
ing of good  cause.  There have been very few settlements that 
have been disclosed under this requirement. The rule of 
thumb is that  a settlement filed before  the  institution deci- 
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sion  will in most  circumstances be  allowed by the  PTAB to 
terminate the proceeding, whereas after institution and closer 
to the  oral hearing  and  the  FWD, the  Board will be less likely 
to allow the settlement to terminate the proceeding. 

The Office views a settlement as a win for the patent owner. 
And in their statistics  they reflect this assumption. The as- 
sumption  is predicated  on  the  idea  that  the  Patent Owner 
would  only settle  if the  Petitioner  believed  in the  probable 
patentability of the  challenged claims  in the  proceeding. But 
in practice  this often  is not the case. Often the settlement is a 
concession  that  patentability  may  not  be  found  or that  the 
cost  of defending the  proceeding or the  time  required is too 
much  for the  Patent Owner.  This is the  situation of many  Pa- 
tent Owners,  especially small entities,  universities, and 
enforcement programs being  done on  contingency. And the 
petitioner bar  knows  this reality well. In fact, one  tactic used 
by petitioners is to approach the  Patent Owner  before  filing 
the  petition and  leverage forbearance of filing of proceedings 
for settlement of the  entire  dispute. This avoids  the  filing of 
the  petition before  a global  settlement; once  the  petition is 
filed, it is part of the public record  of the patent, even if a later 
settlement of the  proceeding is permitted by the  Board. Such 
a filed petition puts a cloud over the patentability of the claims 
and  creates a  roadmap for a  later  challenger.  Some  have 
named this strategy  the  “pocket  IPR, CBM, or PGR,” akin to a 
“pocket  complaint” in district court litigation. 

The breakdown of the  outcomes of these Board  proceed- 
ings, including  settlements, non-institution, and  FWDs, is as 
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follows: 

 
This breakdown considers the fate of proceedings filed 18 
months ago  or earlier,  i.e. a subset of proceedings that  have 
reached their final dispositions. 

The statute requires completion of the  trial within one  year 
of the  institution.8  But if two  or more  cases  are  joined,  this 
one  year requirement is removed. Completion is defined by 
the  issuance  of the  FWD. The  Board  has  never  missed  this 
deadline  in non  joinder  cases.  In  assigning  the  panels,  the 
Board  deliberately staggers the  deadlines for each  judge  so 
that  each  judge  has  a certain  number of institution decisions 
and  FWDs due  each   month.  Obviously,  if there   is  non- 
institution or settlement, these judge  work-deadlines can  go 
away.  Typically, the  FWD is issued right before  the  one  year 
deadline, but sometimes it issues  earlier, especially  if there  is 
more  than  one  proceeding against  the  challenged claims  go- 
ing on at the same time. 

Once  a FWD is issued, a losing party can appeal directly to 
the Federal  Circuit, or first file a request for rehearing with the 
Board.  The request for rehearing must  point  out  some legal 
or factual issue that the Board misapprehended or 
overlooked. There is no set time period for the PTAB to decide 
a request for rehearing, and  typically it takes  several  months. 
Some  practitioners shun  this  request option for the  tactical 
reason that  the  Board  may correct  a defect  in their  FWD that 
would  be better preserved for argument at the Federal Circuit, 

 
8 
35 U.S.C.A. § 316(a)(11). 
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which  can  reverse  the  Board’s determination or remand the 
proceeding back to the Board for further  consideration. 

Turning now to the appeal of the FWD to the Federal Circuit. 
A representative timeline is summarized in the  chart  below.9 

As a brief narrative,  if neither  party  requests rehearing  and 
both  parties  take the full time allowed under the rules to brief 
the  appeal, parties  can  expect  the  typical Federal  Circuit ap- 
peal  to take  about a year; that  is, from  the  time  a notice  of 
appeal is filed to the time the Federal Circuit decides the case. 
After the  Federal  Circuit decides the  appeal, parties  may peti- 
tion  the  Federal  Circuit for rehearing or seek  Supreme Court 
review.10

 

 
In general, PTAB appeals to the  Federal  Circuit proceed in 

the  same manner as appeals from district court.  The big dif- 
ference is that  district court  appeals usually  involve more  is- 
sues  than  PTAB appeals. For example, the  typical PTAB ap- 

 
9 
The chart is for purposes of general illustration only. It provides rough 

estimates based on the  default  briefing deadlines. It is important to recog- 
nize that  parties  frequently seek  and  obtain extensions of time  during  the 
appeal process. Furthermore, these deadlines can  be  extended or short- 
ened at the  Court’s discretion and  are  therefore not  in any way absolute. 
Nor do  these rough  estimates take  into  account self-expedited scenarios 
where parties  file before the  deadlines, or time-extended scenarios where 
parties  obtain stays or multiple  extensions of time. 

10 
The pendency of a petition for panel rehearing or rehearing en banc 

by the  Federal  Circuit varies significantly depending on the  case.  The same 
is true  for the  Supreme Court’s cert  petition review  process and  briefing 
schedule. Thus, general estimates are not very informative. 
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peal only involves unpatentability and maybe a claim 
construction issue  specific to a single patent, whereas an ap- 
peal from district court often involves multiple patents, 
multiple claim construction issues,  validity, infringement, 
injunctive  relief, damages, fee shifting, or some combination, 
as the case may be. Moreover, the Board enjoys a highly 
deferential standard of review.  While parties  can  and  do  ap- 
peal  legal questions or allege  procedural violations,  most  ap- 
peals  from  the  PTAB ask the  Federal  Circuit to overturn the 
Board’s factual  findings, which  the  Federal  Circuit reviews  for 
substantial  evidence.  This  likely accounts for the  high  per- 
centage of “Rule 36” summary affirmances in PTAB appeals. 
In contrast, if a party’s appeal raises  a novel procedural ques- 
tion or an issue reviewed with little deference (e.g., claim 
construction,  obviousness),  then  the  chances of reversal  or 
remand on  appeal increase—although the  rate  of affirmance 
even  on these questions is still high. 

Despite  a wealth of judicial guidance and significant, 
precedential opinions delivered by the Federal  Circuit in PTAB 
appeals, as a practical matter the Federal Circuit seldom 
reverses the Board. As of August 2016,  the Federal  Circuit dis- 
agreed with the Board only 16%  of the time, placing the affir- 
mance rate at 84%.11 Of those appeals affirmed by the Federal 
Circuit, 63%  were  Rule 36 summary affirmances. This rate sits 
somewhere between the historically high affirmance rates  for 
inter  partes reexamination appeals (70%  with 54%  of those 
being  Rule 36  affirmances) and  ex parte  reexamination ap- 
peals  (94% with 68%  of those being  Rule 36 affirmances). 

When we wrote  the first edition of this book, we boldly 
predicted  a higher  number of proceedings  than  the  Office 
expected and  a concomitant increase in Board appeals to the 
Federal Circuit. We were  correct on both  predictions. The 
number of appeals from the  Office to the  Federal  Circuit has 
grown  significantly since the PTAB proceedings became avail- 
able  on  September 16,  2012.  As the  Federal  Circuit’s  own 
statistics   now  show,  patent appeals from  the  Office repre- 
sented only 8%  of the  Court’s total  caseload in FY 2012.12  In 
FY  2015,  however, this  segment increased  dramatically to 

 
11 

See  infra Chapter 15, Section  15:26 (reporting 8% reversal  rate  and 
8% remand rate). 

12 
U.S. Court  of Appeals  for the  Federal  Circuit, Caseload  Pie Chart 

(2012), available at  http://www.cafc.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/the-c 
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24%—making up almost a quarter of the Federal  Circuit’s 
overall  docket.1 3   The  Court’s  statistics   show   a  dramatic 
increase in the  number of appeals from  the  Office between 
FY 2013 and  FY 2015.14 Specifically, in 2013,  the Federal 
Circuit’s Office caseload was  under 150  appeals per  year. In 
2014,  it shot  up  to almost  250.  By 2015,  it exceeded  400. 
Thus, since  PTAB proceedings became available,  the  Federal 
Circuit has  more  than  doubled its historical  caseload of ap- 
peals  from  the  Office. And, despite best  efforts,  the  Federal 
Circuit appears to be developing a backlog  as a result.  As un- 
official evidence  of this, the  number of cases  that  are  fully 
briefed  but not calendared are significantly up and the Federal 
Circuit will be  sitting  an  extra  day outside  of court  week  in 
December 2016,  presumably to catch  up. 

With respect to what happens if the Federal Circuit remands 
to the PTAB, the procedural mechanics remain unclear. 
Specifically, the  Office has  not  promulgated rules  to address 
how  trial should ordinarily  proceed after  the  Federal  Circuit 
remands for further  proceedings consistent with  its opinion. 
And this in turn  depends on the  Federal  Circuit’s holding.  For 
example,  a remand to the  Board  for failure  to articulate  its 
reasoning may not require additional fact finding, or even  ad- 
ditional  briefing depending on the situation. A procedural 
violation may be remedied by simply ignoring arguments and 
evidence to which  the  prejudiced party  did not  have  notice 
and  an  opportunity  to respond.  In  contrast, reversal  of the 
Board’s claim construction may or may not require additional 
fact finding, and any such fact finding may or may not warrant 
the  presentation of additional evidence, which  may  or may 
not involve additional cross-examination. And even more 
complex  remand scenarios  are  developing  as  we  speak.  In 
the  few  cases  we  have  observed,  the  Board  seems to  be 

 
ourt/statistics/Caseload_by_Category_Appeals_Filed_2012.pdf (last ac- 
cessed, October 26, 2016). 

13 
U.S. Court  of Appeals  for the  Federal  Circuit, Caseload  Pie Chart 

(2015), available at  http://www.cafc.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/Casel 
oad%20by%20Category%20%282015%29.pdf (last  accessed, October 26, 
2016). 

14 
U.S. Court  of Appeals  for the  Federal  Circuit, Caseload,  by Major 

Origin:  Appeals  Filed from  Five Originating  Courts  and Agencies  for the 
Last Ten Fiscal Years, available at  http://www.cafc.uscourts.gov/sites/defa 
ult/files/the-court/statistics/appeals_filed_in_major_origins_10-year_06- 
15.pdf  (last accessed, October 26, 2016). 
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exercising  its discretion  to  decide  whether further  briefing 
and  fact finding is necessary for it to comply  with the  Federal 
Circuit’s mandate. Which raises  the  issue  of multiple  appeals. 
Another  issue  is timing. Having satisfied  its statutory mandate 
to complete trial within  one  year of institution, the  Board  is 
seemingly  free  from  time  limits  on  remand.  We note  that 
certain  remands have  taken  six months for a decision by the 
PTAB.15

 

 
§ 2:3   New global patent landscape 

At the  beginning of this chapter, we  opined that  the  PTAB 
proceedings have  had  a fundamental impact  on  the  current 
patent environment in the United States.  When they are 
coupled with other  changes from the  courts,  the  USPTO, and 
the  patent marketplace, the  full contours of the  impact  and 
the  new  global  patent landscape  can  be  understood.  What 
follows is a summary of significant  factors  that  add  up to the 
new  global patent landscape. It is based on hundreds of 
extensive interviews  and  several  conferences based on these 
interviews  that  were  conducted by this author and  other  pa- 
tent  experts  from  2014 to late  2016 under the  auspices  of 
Thomson Reuters. 

In essence, the  new  global  patent landscape is very favor- 
able for freedom to operate in the United States.  Competitors 
of patent owners have  a much  improved position from what 
they  had  before  the  PTAB proceedings became operational 
on  September 16, 2012.  The risk of financial  loss due  to in- 
fringement of U.S. patents is much  reduced, and  the  lack of 
injunctive relief being available for most  patent owners means 
that competitors can continue in the marketplace while litigat- 
ing disputes in the courts  and  through the PTAB proceedings. 

These fundamental changes have caught  most  patent own- 
ers by surprise.  They did not  foresee the  impact  of the  indi- 
vidual changes and how they would  operate in the aggregate. 
Stakeholders of patent owners—such  as senior  management, 
boards of directors,  investors,  stockholders, employees, sup- 
pliers, analysts—still do not understand the full implications of 

 
15 

MotivePower,  Inc.  v. Cutsforth,  Inc.,  IPR2013-00274,  Paper   44 
(P.T.A.B. Sept. 9, 2016) (receiving  Federal  Circuit’s formal  mandate on Feb- 
ruary 29, 2016); Ariosa Diagnostics v. Verinata Health,  Inc., IPR2013-00276 
and  IPR2013-00277, Paper  64  (P.T.A.B. Aug. 15,  2016) (receiving  Federal 
Circuit’s formal mandate on December 23, 2015). 
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the  new  global  patent landscape  and  how  best  to manage 
through it. What follows now is a short  summary of important 
changes since 2012,  their aggregate interaction, and  the 
impact  that  has created on the new  global patent landscape. 

The first issue  to examine is the  current  timeline to enforce 
patents in the district courts. The AIA allows the district courts 
to proceed with the infringement suit in parallel with the PTAB 
proceeding examining the patentability of the challenged 
claims  in the  patent(s) in suit. However,  a majority  of district 
court  judges  stay the  district court  proceeding once  the  PTAB 
proceeding is instituted for trial. The possibility of stay 
depends on the district and the court. Representative statistics 
for stays in important patent litigation districts are as follows: 

 
 

As explained above,  the PTAB appeal is typically a two-step 
process of  the  PTAB  trial  followed   by the  Federal  Circuit 
appeal. The typical time  period for the PTAB proceeding is 18 
months, and  the typical time period for any remand and  then 
Federal Circuit appeal is between 8 to 18 months. If the 
district court judge stays the district court case pending 
completion  of the  PTAB proceeding,  under the  fastest  sce- 
nario  this adds  26  months to the  already  long  enforcement 
process in  the  district  court.  And  the  patent owner must 
prevail in the  PTAB proceeding and  in the  district court  in or- 
der to enforce the patent. And in most  cases, there  is no 
injunctive relief to drive settlement. Set forth below  is a 
timeline showing the impact  of the PTAB proceeding on 
district court enforcement. 
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The average pending periods for important district  courts 
involved  in a significant  number of patent suits are shown in 
the following table: 

 
 

Looking at this enforcement timeline from a financial 
perspective, consider the following scenario concerning return 
on investment for the patent owner to bring a suit in a district 
court, survive a PTAB challenge through appeal to the Federal 
Circuit, and  then  to win the  enforcement in the  district court, 
the  post-trial  motions, and  the  second appeal to the  Federal 
Circuit. Assume  the  fastest  scenario of around 60  months (5 
years), the minimum recovery that would  justify this risk/ 
reward is calculated as follows: 
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Min Recovery = (x times  y) (P + L)(I) 

 
 

Where: 
x =  average success rate of patent owner in IPR 
y =  average success rate of patent owner in district court 
P =  average cost of IPR through Federal  Circuit appeal 
L   =  average  cost   of  district   court   suit  through  Federal 

Circuit appeal 
I  =  yearly  time   value   of  money  over  5  year  period at 

assumed 4%/year 
Assume:  x is 20%;  y is 50%;  P is USD 1M; L is USD 3M; and 

I over 5 years is USD 500K increase 
So USD 45M is the  minimum amount of the  recovery  that 

the  patent owner can have  to justify the  risk of investing  USD 
4M in a two  stage  lawsuit  over a five year period  assuming 
the risks involved. In fact, many would  argue  that this number 
is a little low because of the  other  risk factors  that  could  kick 
in, such  as  multiple  IPRs  or  CBMs being  brought, longer 
district court  enforcement period,  more  than  two  appeals to 
the Federal  Court, and  post-trial  motions. 

A minimum recovery  of USD 45M to cost justify bringing  a 
patent enforcement action  in the  district  court  is a shock  to 
many. But in the current  environment, this is not an 
exaggeration. 

Another factor that is having a big impact  is the lack of 
injunctive  relief. The eBay decision from  the  Supreme Court 
decided in 2006 curtailed the availability of injunctive  relief in 
patent  cases.1  Before  that  decision,  injunctive  relief  was 
almost  automatic.  As an  aside,  the  reported USD 612.5M 
settlement  in the  NTP, Inc.  v. Research  in Motion, Ltd. suit 
was  driven  by the  imminent threat of injunction to turn  off 
the  Blackberry system.2  While the  eBay decision did not  ap- 
pear  to  curtail  the  availability  of injunctive  relief  in many 

 
 

[Section 2:3] 
1 
eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C., 547  U.S. 388,  126  S. Ct. 1837,  164 

L. Ed. 2d 641,  78 U.S.P.Q.2d 1577,  27 A.L.R. Fed. 2d 685  (2006). 
2 
Jennifer  Lane, NTP, Inc. v. Research In Motion, Ltd.: Inventions Are 

Global, but  Politics Are Still Local—An Examination of the  Blackberry  Case, 
21 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 59, 68 (2006). 
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traditional scenarios, in practice  it is hard  to obtain today  in 
many  patent infringement situations. The patent defense bar 
is very aware of how  difficult injunctive  relief is to obtain, and 
uses  it effectively in defense of infringement and  freedom to 
operate situations. 

Predictability  in the new  U.S. patent environment is lacking. 
Some  of the  variables  have  been described,  but  there  are 
others. For example, settlements are  much  more  difficult for 
the  patent owner to obtain,  especially  before  completion of 
the  PTAB process through appeal.  The  defendant  in many 
situations has  a more  economical solution of infringing what 
it deems an invalid patent while having its attorneys put on a 
vigorous  defense. The cost of the  defense is often  cheaper in 
the  long  run  than  settling  for more  than  a nominal amount. 
As discussed earlier, the defendant only has to win once, 
whereas the patent owner has to win over and over to prevail. 
Even if the  defendant ultimately  loses,  the  overall loss of the 
defense  is less  than  traditional  settlements  in the  past.  In 
most  situations, the threat of injunction is low, especially 
before the  district court  has  decided the  case.  And the  threat 
of having to pay enhanced damages is not high for the 
defendant even  under the  recent Supreme Court decision in 
Octane Fitness3   Some  in the  U.S. patent litigation  bar  have 
named this strategy  of vigorous  defense and  never  settling  as 
“efficient infringement.” 

The value  of U.S. patents has  dropped significantly in the 
past  five years.  The  peak  of value  was  around 2012,  at the 
time of the global cell phone and  telecommunications patent 
wars.  At the  time,  many  pundits  argued that  the  valuation 
bubble would  continue to go up  because patents were  es- 
sential  to operate on  the  global  stage  and  the  U.S. market 
was  the  largest.  Since then  so much  has  changed, which  has 
caused a dramatic  drop  in value.  Much  of the  information 
about valuation is confidential to the  parties.  But based on 
anecdotal evidence, it is clear that value is substantially 
reduced. In electronics, for instance, there  are reports of 
portfolios  being  licensed and  sold  at valuations one  tenth to 
one  thirtieth  of what  would  have  been the  norm  five years 
before.   This  is  especially   true  with  patents that  have  a 
software component due  to the  statutory subject matter is- 

 
3 
Octane Fitness,  LLC v. ICON Health & Fitness,  Inc., 134  S. Ct. 1749, 

188  L. Ed. 2d 816,  110  U.S.P.Q.2d 1337 (2014). 
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sues  that  most  likely will arise.  And the  valuation issues  cut 
across  technologies due  to the  threat of PTAB challenges and 
long and  difficult enforcement paths in the district courts. 

The impact  of this value drop is just beginning to be 
understood by decision-makers.  For example,  many  of the 
most  experienced and successful litigation funders have 
backed off many  patent enforcement opportunities that  they 
would  have  helped  fund  in the  past.  This  is especially  true 
where the  potential recovery  is below  USD 30M, injunctive 
relief is problematic, the potential defendant is a large 
enterprise having a reputation of never  settling,  the  potential 
venues are  slow or not  patent friendly, the  claims  are  broad, 
the  prior art is close, the  plaintiff is not a practicing  entity, the 
defendant is outside the  U.S. and  the  chances of collecting 
are  problematic,  plaintiff trial counsel  does  not  accept  the 
cost and  threat of the  inevitable PTAB challenge, plaintiff trial 
counsel is not experienced in the potential venue or does  not 
have  a stellar  trackrecord of enforcement, the  technology is 
complex   and  hard  to  prove  infringement  or  explain  to  a 
decision-maker (judge,  jury, PTAB panel), the  infringing de- 
vice or method is covered by multiple  patents raising a royalty 
stacking  damage issue, etc. 

Patent owners often  do  not  have  the  financial  or manage- 
ment resources to prevail in this patent adverse environment. 
The investment is high, the risk is high, and the potential 
recovery  may  be  pyrrhic. Law firms, which  previously  might 
have  entertained taking  the  district  court  litigation  on  some 
type of contingency, are skittish. And the additional time, risk, 
and  cost  of the  inevitable  PTAB challenge,  especially  if the 
district court case is stayed, often is the deal-breaker. Recently, 
one  general counsel of a large multinational practicing  entity 
said that  he would  rather  take  USD 5M to Las Vegas and  bet 
it on the  roulette wheel than  fund  and  staff a patent enforce- 
ment action.  And the  action  he  was  referring  to was  against 
his main  competitor in the product space! 

The  adverse  impact  on  funding  of startups and  research 
and  development  is growing  as  this  new  U.S. patent land- 
scape is better understood by the venture capital (VC) 
community. It is a sine  qua  non  in the  VC community that  a 
gating function  in investing  in an enterprise is that  it have  ad- 
equate patent protection to protect the investment. And when 
the  inevitable future  rounds of funding  or the  liquidity event 
for the  enterprise occurs  (initial public  offering, sale,  merger, 
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acquisition), the  valuation is often  driven  significantly by the 
perceived value  of the  patent portfolio.  Now that  U.S. patent 
values  are  significantly  down in many  technologies,  this  is 
having a ripple  effect on what  is funded and  at what  level of 
valuation. 

It is often  said that  small entities and  universities are doing 
a significant  amount of the  R&D in many  industries  as  the 
larger  enterprises have  backed away  from  this risky activity. 
The larger  enterprises often  use  these risk takers  as their  de 
facto R&D effort and  acquire  the  winners to fuel their  growth 
and  profitability. The adverse impact  on R&D in the U.S. is be- 
ing predicted by some as a natural outcome of this new  U.S. 
patent environment. There is an  inevitable time  lag of years 
for the  impact  of the  new  U.S. patent environment  to  be 
quantifiable,  but  some pundits  predict  a significant  drop  in 
critical R&D in the  most  important new  areas  of technology. 
This  could  have  a deep and  far ranging  impact  on  societal, 
industrial competitiveness, and  national security issues. 

Foreign competition is building in all areas  of the U.S 
economy. This is being driven by consolidation in many 
industries and  the  proliferation of low cost  producers on  the 
global stage. Size and location  matter. Smaller U.S.-based 
practicing  entities are at a distinct disadvantage on this global 
stage.  But in many  industries it is these U.S.-based  practicing 
entities  that  form  the  backbone of making  the  U.S. market 
the  biggest  and  most  important in the  world.  The new  U.S. 
patent environment  makes it significantly  harder and  more 
problematic for these smaller  entities to protect their markets, 
revenue, and  profitability.  Industrial history  shows that  once 
an  industry  is lost, it is very hard  for a nation to get  it back. 
The implications of this trend  are just beginning to be 
understood and  addressed. 

Universities are particularly vulnerable. Traditionally they 
could  rely on their U.S. patents and  the rules and  norm  of the 
marketplace to be able to finance  their R&D, often  fundamen- 
t a l ,  a n d   d r i v e   t h i s   t e c h n o l o g y  i n t o   t h e   c o m m e r c i a l 
marketplace. This has changed dramatically. Large enterprises, 
particularly  in certain  industries, give universities no more  re- 
spect  that  they  do  to other  non-practicing entities.  Universi- 
ties are  loath  to litigate  for many  legitimate reasons, and  the 
infringers know  this. There have been at least  75 PTAB 
proceedings filed against  universities with at least 28 universi- 
ties being  the  patent owner of the  patents being  challenged. 
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Very few universities have  been successful in enforcing  their 
U.S. patents in recent years, and  there  is a developing gloom 
in the  U.S. university  community  that  the  new  U.S. patent 
environment has  fundamentally let them down.  If true,  then 
all will suffer in the  long  run  as infringement increases and 
university funding  dries up. 

The importance of trade  secrets is growing,  in part  due  to 
this new  U.S. patent environment. As patent owners realize 
the new  risk/reward calculus  of U.S. patents, they are increas- 
ingly turning  toward trade  secret  protection, if available.  For 
example, in software and  big data  technologies, increasingly 
the code  and data  are being protected as trade  secrets.  Cloud- 
based computing  has  been a  big  driver  along  with  open 
source software. The public  loses  with  this trend  in terms  of 
the  Constitutional goal of promoting progress in science  and 
the useful  arts because there  is no public disclosure of 
technology  when a trade  secret  is substituted  for a patent. 
Global  theft  of trade  secrets,  particularly  the  most  valuable 
and  strategic,  is rampant, and  it is reported in the  press  that 
cyber-warfare is prevalent. Some  experts  say that  nothing is 
safe  from  hacking  on  a  networked computer system,  and 
even stand-alone computer systems can be hacked and 
destroyed through clever cyber stealth. 

The defense bar counters all of this by saying that  the  new 
U.S. patent environment is a much  better balance than  the 
old because it permits cost-effective and  efficient freedom to 
operate and  does  not allow unscrupulous patent owners and 
their  professionals to game  the  U.S. patent system  for 
improper financial  and  commercial advantage. They argue  in 
many  forums  that  the  “sky is not  falling” in the  U.S. patent 
system,  that  the  changes wrought by the  recent decisions by 
the  courts,  USPTO, Executive Branch, AIA, and  adverse public 
opinion  about the  U.S. patent system  are  exactly  what  is 
needed. They argue  that  U.S. innovation is at an all-time-high, 
that  there  is no lack of VC funding,  that  in order  for U.S. titans 
and  unicorns to operate on  the  global  stage  they  must  have 
this new  environment, and  that  it is “sour grapes”  complaints 
by U.S. patent owners who  have  failed  in the  marketplace 
that  is driving this criticism about the  new  U.S. patent 
environment. In fact, they  counter that  the  goal  of the  new 
PTAB proceedings of being  “faster, cheaper, and  better”  than 
the  courts  has  been  dramatically obtained  because all of 
these goals  have  been met  by these new  proceedings. They 
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point  out that  the  PTAB statistics  show  that  many  patents be- 
ing  litigated  are  in fact  invalid  when tested by the  expert 
judges  at the  PTAB and  confirmed by the  Federal  Circuit. In 
essence, all is good,  and  the  U.S. patent system  is now  work- 
ing in the fashion  it should. The abuses of the past  have been 
reduced, and  legitimate competition has been fostered. 

Who is correct?  Clearly it depends on  which  side  you are 
on. If you are a legitimate inventor/innovator, you are not be- 
ing treated fairly. Conversely,  if you are a legitimate competi- 
tor you were  at a disadvantage in the  past.  The U.S. patent 
system  is still not  where it needs to be  to encourage these 
competing objectives. More needs to be  done to achieve  a 
better balance,  and  thus  further  change needs to be  done 
now,  otherwise serious damage to the  U.S. economy could 
occur. 

The U.S. market is the  world’s largest,  but  its percentage of 
the global market is shrinking. In fact, China is now the second 
largest  global market,  and the European Union is the third. So 
what  are the  implications and  consequences of the  new  U.S. 
patent environment on these two global markets? 

Turning first to the  EU because it has  a more  established 
patent environment with  a long  trackrecord, the  interaction 
between the  U.S. and  the  E.U. on  patents is fundamentally 
important for the  global  marketplace. The recent Brexit deci- 
sion  by UK voters  has  created significant  implications for the 
traditional EU patent environment that  has  evolved  over the 
past  40  years. Before  Brexit, the  long-considered Unified Pa- 
tent  (UP) and  the  Unified Patent Court (UPC) was  scheduled 
to become operational in early 2017.  In fact, London is one 
of the three  primary venues in the UPC with the court focused 
on  pharmaceuticals, and  the  UK has  acquired a building  for 
the  court, has  started recruiting  judges,  and  is developing the 
software  for the  entire  UPC system  of 28  countries.  Before 
the  Brexit vote, both  Spain  and  Italy had  not  signed  the  UPC 
treaty,  but  after  the  Brexit vote,  Italy indicated that  it would 
join and  offered  Milan as a new  location  for the pharmaceuti- 
cal court.  France has  already  signed  and  Germany  was  going 
to sign to make  the UPC go live. As the top three  patent filers, 
Germany,  UK, and  France are the  required signatories for the 
UPC to  go  live. The  Brexit vote  has  changed this  and  it is 
unlikely that  the  UK will sign the  present treaty. The outcome 
of this is that  Brexit will prevent the  UP and  UPC from going 
live in 2017. 
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When  we  interviewed leading  UK patent experts  just prior 

to publication of this book, we were  told that  the UK’s refusal 
to join the UP/UPC will probably delay the new pan-European 
regime  of patents and  patent enforcement for many  years to 
come,  if not  permanently.  The  thinking  is that  variations  of 
the  UP and  UPC have  been considered for decades, and  the 
interest and  impetus for its final implementation are  the  EU 
bureaucrats in Brussels.  Politically it would  be difficult for the 
present pro-Brexit  government under Prime  Minister  May to 
allow  the  control  of UK patents and  patent enforcement to 
move to an EU-wide legal regime; in fact, one of the main 
impetuses for Brexit is a pull back from EU-wide legal regimes. 
And since  the  UK is the  second largest  filer of patents in the 
EU, UK refusal  to join is a severe  blow  to timely implementa- 
tion of the present UP/UPC framework. 

After interviewing UK experts,  we then  interviewed German 
experts  in Munich  and  Dusseldorf, two  of the  top  three  pa- 
tent enforcement locations in Germany  (the  other  is 
Mannheim). They tell a different  story. The prevailing German 
view is that  the  UP and  UPC will move  forward,  albeit  in 2 to 
5 years,  but  it is far from  dead. The view is that  Brussels  is 
now  determined to show  the  UK and  the  world  that  Brexit is 
not  going  to  be  allowed  to  defeat  a  pan-European  legal 
regime  of such  EU importance  and  after  so  many  years  of 
investment. It is hard  to tell what  will happen at the  time  of 
publication of this book. 

Interestingly,  both  the British and the Germans commented 
that  there  was  less  industry  and  patent professional support 
for the UP and  UPC than  from the EU bureaucrats in Brussels. 
Industry, particularly  when very valuable patents are involved, 
is scared of the UP and UPC because a loss of rights would  be 
over all signatory  countries and  not  just  at a national level. 
Without  any  track  record  of performance,  many  owners of 
such  patents were  going  to avail themselves of the  opt  out 
provisions  that  exist for the  first eight  years. Moreover,  patent 
professionals were  troubled not  only about being  unable to 
predict  what  was  going to happen to their client’s most  valu- 
able  patent rights, but  also for parochial reasons around loss 
of work. For now, with at least a two-year  delay occurring, it is 
important to review the current  patent landscapes in the new 
EU-27 market and  the  new  UK market,  and  examine  how 
they interact  with the new  U.S. patent environment. 

Turning  first to Germany,  it is and  has  been since  before 
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Brexit was  voted  on  by UK voters,  the  most  important  and 
most  used  patent enforcement venue in the EU. This is based 
on several factors. First, European Patent Office (EPO) patents 
designating Germany  and  German patents can be enforced in 
the German courts  in an efficient manner. Second,  any one  of 
the 12 regional  courts in Germany  are venues for patent 
enforcement,  but  due  to  judges  who  specialize  in patent 
cases,  enforcement is localized  in the  Dusseldorf, Mannheim, 
and  Munich  regional  courts.  Each  of these three  regional 
courts  is different  in the  time  it takes  and  other  aspects, but 
each  has  chambers that  focus on patent enforcement. As the 
chart  below  shows,  Germany  accounts for a significant  per- 
centage of patent enforcement in the EU with more  than  25% 
of all of the cases  being  brought in the Dusseldorf court. 

 
The German regional  courts  determine infringement. Since 

there  is very little discovery in the German enforcement 
regime,  the  specialized  judges  move  the  cases  rapidly. It is 
not uncommon to have a decision on infringement in 8 to 18 
months depending on the  judge  and  the  court.  The litigation 
is done on  the  written  record  with a final hearing  before the 
judge  that  lasts  only several  hours.  The judges,  though they 
do  not  have  technical training,  typically conduct the  hearing 
in a very focused fashion  zeroing  in on the key issues  needed 
for decision. Some  judges  prefer  to handle patent cases,  and 
for this reason are sought after with many lawsuit  filings, 
creating  an  expertise and  track record  similar to the  patent- 
active courts  in the  USA. The judge  typically renders the  writ- 
ten decision within a week  or two and  injunctive  relief is typi- 
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cally available, even for non-practicing entities.  While Germany 
has  a loser-pays attorney fee  and  cost  regime,  the  attorney 
fees  are  capped depending on  the  value  of the  case.  Since 
the  cost  of German patent enforcement is much  lower  than 
in the  U.S., this threat of paying the  attorney fees  of the  win- 
ner is much  lower. 

Fourth,  the  defendant can  file a nullity action  against  the 
asserted patent in the  Federal  German Patent Court in 
Munich.  This  court  is staffed  by legal  and  technical  judges 
from the  German Patent Office. The nullity proceedings typi- 
cally take  12 to 25 months to complete. The success rate  for 
patent owners is one  third of the  claims  are found  valid, one 
third  of the  claims  are  amended during  the  proceeding, and 
one  third of the claims are cancelled. One big difference from 
the  new  PTAB proceedings is that  claims  can  effectively be 
amended during  the nullity proceeding. 

Fifth, the  separation  of infringement  and  possible  claim 
amendment and  injunction in the  regional  court  case  stag- 
gered  later in time by a nullity case in the German Federal  Pa- 
tent Court creates in many cases  the so-called “injunction 
window.”  The injunction window means that  the judge  in the 
infringement case  enters an  injunction pending completion 
of the  nullity action.  The window is typically between 12 and 
30 months and  acts to force settlement even  though reason- 
able  royalties  are  typically the  only damages available  to the 
patent owner. 

All of this  is why the  German system  is viewed  as patent 
friendly by a growing  number of patent experts  worldwide. It 
is very fast compared to the  U.S. system,  acts to preserve the 
rights of patent owners through claim amendment rights dur- 
ing the enforcement proceedings, is low cost, and is 
predictable.  Consequently,  patent rights  are  relied  upon by 
German industry,  particularly  small  and  medium size manu- 
facturing entities that form the backbone of the German 
economy. According to many experts  it accounts for how Ger- 
many  has  been able  to allow  patent owners to legitimately 
police  the  commercial marketplace while  shielding German 
industry  and  entities operating in Germany  from unfair  com- 
petition and  predatory low cost producers. 

The threat of an injunction in Germany  is a strong  driver for 
an EU-wide settlement. Germany  is the largest and richest 
market in the  EU. Though  the  injunction does  not  extend be- 
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yond  Germany,  as would  be  the  case  if the  UPC was  opera- 
tional, the loss of the German market would  be so substantial 
in many  situations as to be tantamount to an EU injunction. 

However,  it is not  uncommon to see  multi-country patent 
enforcement  in  the   EU  that   goes   beyond  an   action   in 
Germany.  The most  popular alternative EU countries are  the 
Netherlands and  France.  It is expected that  patent litigation 
will increase in these venues even  if the  UPC becomes 
operational.  The  coordination  between these venues  is an 
important aspect of success for each  side  because there  are 
famous examples where patent rights  are  enforced in some 
EU countries where suit was filed and  not in others. 

Turning now to the UK, it must  be understood that its 
membership in the  European Patent Convention (EPC) that 
runs the EPO is not impacted by Brexit. So EPO patents 
designating the  UK will still be available  and  can be enforced 
in the UK courts. Additionally, UK patents from the Intellectual 
Property  Office of the United  Kingdom  (IPO) can be obtained 
as well. The IPO is getting  high marks for the quality of search, 
the  speed of examination, and  the  standards it is applying  to 
determine statutory subject matter and level of invention. The 
UK courts  have  limited  discovery  and  court  trial takes  one  to 
four days. Specialized barristers argue  cases  in the  courts  for 
the  higher  damage suits.  The cost  of litigation  is higher  than 
Germany,  but  much  less than  the  U.S., and  the  UK is no lon- 
ger viewed  as  being  hostile  to patent rights.  The  UK has  a 
robust startup community that  relies  on  patent rights  as do 
larger enterprises. With the  UK market being  the  second larg- 
est  in the  current  EU, it is safe  to assume that  including  the 
UK in a global  patent strategy  will be  very important  post- 
Brexit. 

In summary, while  patent rights  have  declined in the  US, 
they  have  not  declined in the  EU. Germany  is now  more  pa- 
tent  friendly than  the US and the UK appears to be in that cat- 
egory as well. 

Regardless of Brexit and the UP/UPC, the EPO will continue 
to be the main  vehicle for patent protection in the current  EU. 
While country  patents can be obtained in one  or more  of the 
countries in the  EU, which  is a prudent strategy  for a patent 
owner in certain  circumstances, the  EPO patent will be  the 
patent of choice  for protection in EPC member countries with 
smaller  economies. Until recently, the EPO was considered to 
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have  narrower definitions of statutory subject matter, stricter 
standards of invention,  and  a more  complex  and  cumber- 
some examination regime.  This is no longer the case. In terms 
of statutory subject matter, the  EPO is now  regarded as more 
expansive and  easier  to navigate.  The inventive  step  require- 
ment seems more  predictable and  rational  than  the  obvious- 
ness  standard in the  U.S. The  quality  of the  EPO search is 
considered by many  experts  to be  better on  average to the 
U.S. search.  The criticisms  are  still that  the  EPO is very 
expensive and  it takes  a long time  to get a patent examined 
and  through the  opposition  procedure.  But with  the  EU as 
the  third largest  economy, the  importance of the  EPO patent 
for a global patent strategy  will increase. 

Turning now to China, which is the second largest economy 
globally, the pace and extent to which the State Intellectual 
Property  Office of the  People’s  Republic  of China (SIPO) and 
the  Chinese court  system  have  implemented the  Chinese pa- 
tent  system  is nothing short  of amazing.  The level of filings of 
Chinese patents continues to grow  and  is exceeding that  of 
the USPTO and  the EPO. Many patent practitioners outside of 
China  have  no real understanding of what  is going on in the 
Chinese patent environment. But this must  change, because 
the impact  of the Chinese patent system  on the global patent 
landscape in the next five years will be profound. The Chinese 
patent system  and  the  SIPO was  modeled after  the  German 
patent system  when it was  created in the  1980s. In fact, the 
German Patent and  Trademark Office (abbreviated DPMA 
from  Deutsches Patent und  Markenamt) trained  the  initial 
examiners of the SIPO. The definition of statutory subject mat- 
ter is more  akin to the  standard in the  EPO than  in the  U.S. 
Invention  is determined  more  along  the  lines  of inventive 
step  in the  EPO. Court enforcement of patents can be at- 
tempted in courts  around China.  But the  effectiveness  and 
predictability of result  varies widely and  there  is concern that 
some courts  favor Chinese parties  over outsiders. 

Turning now  to what  are  the  optimum strategies for a pa- 
tent  owner in this  new  global  patent landscape,  there  are 
nine  paths forward  that  deserve special  consideration. 

First, with  regard  to patent protection, the  emphasis must 
be  on  quality  patent applications  and  prosecution—not  on 
the  number of patents. This strategy  recognizes that  the  in- 
novation that  produces the  most  return  on  investment must 
be protected with the  best  patent protection possible. Lesser 
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innovation may  warrant less  patent resources devoted to it 
because the  probability for enforcement and  monetization  is 
less.  For the  most  important  innovation,  the  specification 
must  be  drafted to optimize protection in the  three  biggest 
global  economies,  even  if the  application  is not  filed in all 
three.  No longer  is it advisable to draft  the  base  patent ap- 
plication  just for the U.S. requirements, as has been the norm 
for years,  especially  for U.S. based innovators.  A  detailed 
specification is required that  has  intermediate description of 
the  invention  and  not  just  a high  level description  and  the 
actual embodiments. This disclosure may be essential if 
amendment of claims is sought, especially  with the strict 
requirement for specification support in the  EPO. Claims sets 
must  be  carefully architected to take  into  account the  differ- 
ent rules and  approaches in claiming among the jurisdictions. 
Knowledge of the  limitations of claims  and  claims  types  and 
fees  charged for excess  claims,  if allowed, must  be  used  to 
optimize the  claim sets  for each  jurisdictions. With statutory 
subject matter being  a significant  issue  in the  U.S., it may be 
that  the  patent owner will obtain more  significant  patent 
protection in the  EPO and  SIPO. Thus, the  base  case  must  be 
drafted to optimize success for statutory subject matter 
eligibility for all three  jurisdictions. Since the  UK follows  the 
EPO on  the  statutory subject  matter issue,  drafting  for the 
EPO probably will be sufficient for most  cases,  although draft- 
ing for the  now-narrower standard in the  U.S. will also  be 
beneficial across  jurisdictions. 

Second,  the  scope and  content of the  prior art must  be as- 
sessed as early as possible before large government fees and 
attorney costs  are  incurred.  An initial detailed search may be 
warranted before  the  patent application is filed. This will as- 
sist in the drafting of the base  application. Different patent of- 
fices produce different  levels of search quality and  the  timing 
of providing  the search results  varies. The choice  of which pa- 
tent  office to do the  search and  when it is critical in maximiz- 
ing the ROI in the patent portfolio. 

Third,  the  speed at which  prosecution  proceeds to grant 
varies  over a wide  spectrum. Fast track patent examination 
should be  sought in the  key jurisdictions if the  innovation is 
going to market soon  and  the  product life cycle is short.  Vari- 
ous  patent offices have  special  options for expedited prose- 
cution  either  based on their own procedures or the global pa- 
tent  highway  available  when one  application  is allowed 
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quickly. These  often  produce better examination because the 
examiners treat  an  application allowed in other  jurisdictions 
with deference. Having the patent in hand when the infringe- 
ment starts  puts  the  patent owner in a superior position to 
stop  the infringement. 

Fourth, most  patent offices charge  maintenance and  annu- 
ity fees to maintain applications and  to maintain issued 
patents in force. Yearly review of these fees is critical because 
significant  savings  can  be  had  by abandoning or selling  ap- 
plications or patents that  are of low value. 

Fifth, fast track enforcement of patents with  a high  prob- 
ability of success,  at low cost, and  with appropriate remedies 
that  include  injunctive  relief is of top  concern. Clearly, if the 
EU is an  important  market,  the  German courts  should  be 
considered using  either  German patents or EPO patents that 
designate  Germany  in the  national  phase.  The  Netherlands 
and  France  should  be  considered  to augment the  German 
enforcement. China  may have  certain  fast track enforcement 
options, but  very experienced counsel is essential. In the  UK, 
the  ROI of enforcement must  be  carefully evaluated and  no 
blanket rule of thumb exists. Finally, in the  U.S. careful 
consideration of the  United  States  International Trade Com- 
mission  (USITC) must  be  made.  This  is in addition  to or in 
lieu of enforcement in the  district courts.  If the  infringement 
is tangible  products coming  into  the  U.S. and  the  patent 
owner has  sufficient  U.S. presence to  satisfy the  domestic 
industry  requirement under 15  U.S.C. § 337,  then  the  USITC 
may be the  superior forum  for enforcement. The USITC has  a 
mandate to conduct their investigations with special  dispatch. 
Often it takes  less than  a year from institution of the investiga- 
tion  to the  completion of the  hearing.  No counterclaim can 
be  brought and  the  USITC typically does  not  stay for PTAB 
challenges. While there  is no  damage relief available,  exclu- 
sion orders  are, and  this remedy is a great  settlement tool for 
the  complainant patent owner.  Unlike the  current  timelines 
in the  district  courts,  the  USITC offers  very speedy  enforce- 
ment for patent owners where the  infringement is importa- 
tion of tangible products into the U.S. 

Sixth, enhancing the  ability to withstand the  inevitable va- 
lidity attack  on  the  patent in enforcement litigation  must  be 
done when the patent is procured or through reissue practice. 
This can  involve making  sure  all of the  most  pertinent prior 
art is of record.  It may also involve introducing evidence into 
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the  prosecution record  that  supports patentability—inventor 
or expert  declarations. In the  U.S. this would  involve second- 
ary objective  indicia of non-obviousness and  lack of combin- 
ability evidence available  during  the  prosecution timeframe. 
In the  EPO this  may  involve how  the  opposition defense is 
handled by the patent owner. If the preferred fast track prose- 
cution  options  are  used,   there   may  be  opportunities  to 
enhance the  prosecution record  to immunize against  validity 
attack. While the PTAB currently  does  not accord  much  defer- 
ence  to the  U.S. prosecution record,  it is quite  possible that 
this will change. Much benefit can attach by enhancing valid- 
ity wherever possible. 

Seventh,  design  patent protection and  enforcement must 
be considered. If trade  dress  protection exists, this additional 
legal mechanism to enforce rights  must  be  considered too. 
These types  of soft protection may be the  only viable options 
because utility patent protection may not be available  or 
enforceable. 

Eighth, trade  secret  protection  and  copyright  protection 
must be utilized. Significant trade secret legislation has been 
enacted in the  U.S.4 and  in the  EU.5 While this new  trade  se- 
cret enforcement is just beginning to be  tested in the  courts, 
innovators should engage in self-help  to protect their  trade 
secrets.  In this highly competitive global marketplace, innova- 
tors  should be  very concerned about trade  secret  theft  and 
cyber security attack. 

Ninth, and  most  important, be an expert  on the new  global 
patent landscape and  how  it operates in and  between major 
markets. Study  all changes and  trends and  focus  on  future 
developments. This is an on-going professional endeavor that 
will pay great  dividends. 

Turning now  to what  are the optimum strategies for a legit- 
imate  competitor in this new  global  patent landscape, there 
are nine  paths forward  that  deserve special  consideration. 

First, the  patentability/validity challenge procedures avail- 
able  in the  various  patent offices are the  best  tool to provide 

 
4 
Public Law No. 114-153, May 11, 2016. 

5 
Directive  (EU) 2016/943  of the  European  Parliament  and  of the 

Council  of June  8, 2016 on  the  protection of undisclosed know-how and 
business information (trade secrets) against  their unlawful  acquisition, use 
and  disclosure. 
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freedom  to operate and  to minimize  infringement  risk and 
associated damages and  costs.  This requires a deep under- 
standing of the  available  procedures, the  monitoring of the 
patents of certain  competitors, the proactive  threat and use of 
these procedures against  patent owners, and the use of these 
procedures when actually sued.  These procedures are almost 
always  cheaper and  more  effective  than  defending  against 
patent litigation;  and  if stay of such  litigation  is available  and 
obtained, it can effectively terminate the litigation if successful. 
These  challenges  must  be  done with  the  utmost care  and 
skill to achieve  the  desired result,  but  if successful, will likely 
be the most  cost-effective solution. Litigators often shun  these 
procedures because of their  impact  on  the  ability to litigate, 
but  those highly skilled  in patent office litigation  know  the 
power of the  procedures. This is one  of the  most  significant 
changes that  has occurred in the global patent landscape and 
has fundamentally changed the value of patents. 

Second, build  or buy a strong  patent portfolio  that  covers 
your major  profit centers and  in certain  circumstances those 
of problematic competitors or potential hostile  acquirers. 
Patents have dropped in value globally, and  emerging market 
leaders are increasingly  acquiring  significant  patent portfolios 
of former  market leaders who  are  monetizing their  unused 
portfolios.  Patent aggregators and  brokers  may be a source of 
patent acquisitions for prices that  are substantially lower than 
historical  value. But don’t  overpay  or buy the  wrong  patents. 
At the  2012 peak  in the  cell phone wars,  standard essential 
patents were  considered the  most  valuable because infringe- 
ment was  not  an  issue  if the  standard was  being  practiced. 
Now, due  to U.S. and  EU anti-trust and  access-to-standards 
rulings, coupled with very low reasonable royalties, these 
patents have very low value. The same applies to patents that 
have significant  statutory subject matter issues. 

Third, do not overpay in settlements, licenses,  or 
acquisitions. The price  of U.S. patents has  dropped signifi- 
cantly, especially  in certain  technologies. Hard data  on  value 
is difficult to obtain  because much  is not  public.  Valuation 
professionals often are behind the marketplace because 
many settlements are occurring  without court filings or expert 
testimony. In house counsel often  are also not current  in their 
knowledge. Litigation counsel may also not be current 
because they  may  be  handling  only a handful  of on-going 
litigations.  Seek  informed expert  advice  and  use  it to  maxi- 
mum advantage. 
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Fourth,  if sued  seek  out  the  other  defendants as soon  as 

possible. It may be possible to pool  resources to offer a joint 
defense using  the  patent office challenges. There are  organi- 
zations  that  use  these procedures against  asserting  patent 
owners on  behalf  of members of a  particular  technology 
space;  this is typically done on a subscription basis. Investigate 
this option if available. But do not forget to protect your situa- 
tion with expert  counsel to maximize  your result. 

Fifth, understand the  new  economics of the  global  patent 
landscape. As the  timeline and  hypothetical ROI calculation 
discussed previously  shows,  the  economics of district  court 
litigation  in the  U.S. has  changed dramatically.  This accounts 
for a drop  in district court  litigation  in the  U.S. and  a signifi- 
cant reduction in settlement amounts. Germany  only has rea- 
sonable royalty damages, and  while the threat of injunction is 
significant,  the  negotiated settlement may  be  lower  for the 
competitor who  knows  the  new  global  economics. Typically, 
settlements are  global  if the  competition is global, so knowl- 
edge  of the economics helps  in obtaining the best  result. 

Sixth, seek  out  counsel who  are  expert  in all of the  three 
patent aspects of a market: patent procurement, patent office 
challenge procedures, and  patent litigation.  Strong  technical 
knowledge is also essential for superior results. If present 
counsel  lacks in one  or two  areas,  augment the  team with 
experts  in those areas. 

Seventh,  master the  trade  secret,  design  patent, and  prod- 
uct  configuration  aspects of the  new  global  landscape  and 
take full steps  to obtain benefit from them. 

Eighth, if you are a manufacturing entity up against  another 
such  entity, utilize the  best  offensive  and  defensive strategies 
since you are on both  sides  of the “V,” so to speak. 

Ninth, and  most  important, be an expert  on the new  global 
patent landscape and  how  it operates in and  between major 
markets. Study  all changes and  trends and  focus  on  future 
developments. This is an on-going professional endeavor that 
will pay great  dividends. 

As is now  apparent, an investment in knowing  what  is hap- 
pening and  the  best  strategies to pursue in this new  global 
patent environment offers great  benefit to the  patent owner 
and  the legitimate competitor. 

The global  political  landscape has  changed  dramatically in 
the second half of 2016.  The EU with immigration, Brexit, and 
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changes of government in many  member countries. The elec- 
tion of Donald  Trump as the next U.S. president caught  liberal 
internationalists by complete surprise.  China  and  Russia  are 
emergent superpowers. The Middle  East is in great  turmoil. 
Younger generations have  beliefs  and  aspirations that  often 
differ from  earlier  generations. The winds  of frustration and 
change are everywhere. 

The  global  patent landscape  plays  a fundamental  role  in 
governing  innovation and the return  on investment for change 
in all technologies. How the  major  markets treat  these issues 
ripples  worldwide. Increasingly, meaningful jobs  are  becom- 
ing the  central  issue  for a large number of people. Economic 
success is flat or dropping  for many  in the  major  markets. 
Investors seeking  significant rates of return  are investing in 
markets most  attractive  for financial return.  Low cost produc- 
ers are using low cost labor and taxes to attract R&D and 
manufacturing. Electronic communication has reduced 
geographical and  time  barriers.  Economy  of scale  and  politi- 
cal power allow  the  largest  enterprises  to dominate  global 
markets. Smaller  enterprises increasingly  are being  squeezed 
for profits  and  protection  of the  markets. Governments are 
being  pressured from all sides  and  powerful political  leaders 
are  changing  democracies  and  other  political  systems. And 
public opinion about patents varies widely. 

The U.S. patent landscape is now very attractive for competi- 
tors and  somewhat hostile  for patent owners. EU-27 and  UK 
patent landscapes are more  in the  middle.  China is 
unpredictable. Other markets are across  the competitor/ 
patent owner spectrum. 

The patentability/validity of the  U.S. patent is at the  center 
of this global  patent landscape. This book  is totally focused 
on this essential topic and  builds  on its first edition predeces- 
sor, which published only four years earlier. We hope this edi- 
tion provides an expert  guide  as you navigate this topic in the 
new  global patent landscape. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Background 

Recent economic research shows that small businesses are the primary driver of job creation in 

the United States, with young startup companies, which are by their nature small businesses, creating on 

average three million U.S. jobs per year. Though this pattern of job creation has largely held true for over 

thirty years, the capacity of American small businesses to create jobs is at risk. American firms compete 

and grow by supplying products and services that consumers demand, and by internationalizing their 

businesses through licensing, franchising, or exporting. For many small companies, patent protection 

prevents competitors from simply copying their innovations, and aids in attracting investor capital needed 

to grow, build market share, and create jobs. Yet small companies face significant financial challenges in 

acquiring, maintaining, and enforcing patents outside the United States. Therefore, supporting small firms 

and fostering job creation requires a thorough understanding of these challenges and an exploration of 

possible remedies. 

The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act requires the Director of the United States Patent and 

Trademark Office, in consultation with the Secretary of Commerce and the Administrator of the Small 

Business Administration, to study how best to support businesses with international patent protection. The 

USPTO and SBA are required to determine whether a revolving fund loan program or a grant program 

would be proper for helping small businesses defray the costs of filing, maintaining, and enforcing 

international patents. The USPTO and SBA are required to provide other pertinent recommendations. 

To prepare this report, the USPTO principally relied upon input from the public, seeking 

comments through a Federal Register notice and holding two public hearings to collect evidence for this 

study. At each hearing, government panelists from the USPTO and SBA invited and accepted formal 

testimony, and allowed informal comment and questioning from members of the public. In all, the 

USPTO received eighteen sets of comments, including responses from a U.S. intellectual property 

organization, an international industry organization, a foreign government intellectual property office, a 

U.S. law firm, a U.S. private company, eight U.S. patent practitioners, and five American citizens 

speaking as individuals. In addition, the USPTO conducted research, relying upon archival sources such 

as reports, economic studies, and existing data sources where available.  

 

Findings 

Available information, including the comments and testimony that the USPTO received, indicates 

that while patenting appears relatively uncommon among U.S. small businesses, it tends to be 

concentrated in high technology companies and can aid in securing for them a competitive advantage. 



 

2 

Many small companies grow and create new jobs by following an internationalization strategy, and in this 

regard international patenting – when done early in the life of a company – can provide a platform for 

tapping new markets later in life. Evidence also suggests that U.S. small businesses may be patenting less 

frequently than larger firms, and that they face high costs in pursuing international patent protection. 

These high patenting costs often occur early in the life of these companies, when funding and cash flows 

are generally limited. These international patenting costs are also often exacerbated for U.S. small 

companies because – unlike the USPTO, which gives discounts to eligible small businesses from all over 

the world – foreign patent offices do not generally provide discounts for small businesses.  

Commentary and evidence recognized that other governments around the world are subsidizing 

patenting by their citizens, with China being the largest and most aggressive actor in this regard. 

However, public comments reflected considerable skepticism as to whether the U.S. government ought to 

provide public funding to small businesses for international patenting, instead generally favoring market 

solutions where possible. Comments agreed overwhelmingly with the proposition that the U.S. 

Government should engage in diplomacy and patent-system harmonization to help reduce the costs 

associated with filing foreign patent applications. Moreover, there was general agreement that an 

aggressive program of small-business education could aid American companies to make informed 

decisions regarding the optimal international patent strategy. Consistent with the public’s reluctance to 

support government financing, there was no consensus as to whether a revolving loan program or a grant 

program would be more appropriate.  

 

Recommendations 

This report’s findings support the notion that many small businesses may benefit from extending 

patent rights outside the U.S., but too few are aware of the need to do so or the pathways and mechanisms 

that are available to make these decisions accurately and pursue them cost effectively. To improve 

awareness and expertise among small businesses, the USPTO and the SBA are positioned to build upon 

several successful current intellectual property education and training programs. One such program is the 

USPTO’s Intellectual Property Awareness Campaign, focusing on intellectual property basics and offered 

since 2005 to over a thousand small businesses in various cities throughout the U.S. To reach more small 

businesses, it may be productive to scale up the current IPAC program through existing partnerships 

between the USPTO and SBA. The USPTO also recommends ongoing industry engagement to 

investigate useful approaches to solving the issues raised in this report, including possibly public-private 

partnerships or other means of helping small businesses.  

Public commentary also supports the notion that the public is uncertain about whether the U.S. 

government should use taxpayer dollars to directly subsidize small business foreign patenting in place of 
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market solutions. There is too little evidence upon which to base sound policy in this area:  Neither the 

academic research nor public comment offered sufficient evidence to determine relative advantages, if 

any, of the U.S. government employing a loan versus a grant program to help defray the expenses of 

small businesses seeking international patent protection. Given the lack of data, USPTO does not 

recommend a program of taxpayer-funded financial assistance to support small business foreign patenting 

at this time.  However, it would be useful and informative as a next step for the USPTO, the SBA, and 

other allied agencies to collect more information. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

While firms of all sizes create jobs, recent research shows that small businesses are the primary 

driver of job creation in the United States. In fact, a relatively small number of American businesses 

create a disproportionately large share of new jobs. One recent study finds that fewer than five percent of 

U.S. companies may create more than two-thirds of American jobs, and that these companies on average 

employ only 61 workers in a given year.1  Other economic research suggests that young startup 

companies, which are by their nature small businesses, create an average of 3 million jobs per year, far 

more than their larger counterparts. This pattern has held generally in the U.S. for more than three 

decades.2 

Disturbingly, current economic research shows that these contributions by America’s small 

businesses are at risk. One study found that U.S. small businesses are beginning to generate fewer jobs 

than would be expected from the historical trend.3  This study finds that the nature of new, generally 

small, businesses is changing and moving in the direction of providing less employment. This study also 

finds that the trend predates the recession that began in 2007. Thus, although small firms remain 

substantial job creators, their contributions cannot be taken for granted. 

American businesses compete and grow in marketplaces by supplying products and services that 

consumers demand, and by internationalizing their businesses through licensing, franchising, or 

exporting. For innovators in the American economy, patent protection is often necessary to prevent 

copying and help in attracting investor capital, thereby allowing these companies to make the necessary 

investments to grow, build market share, and create jobs. For U.S. small businesses trying to compete in 

global markets, securing patent protection overseas can be a critical precondition to successfully 

internationalizing and developing into the productivity powerhouses of tomorrow. Yet small businesses 

also face significant challenges—particularly financial challenges—in acquiring, maintaining, and 

enforcing patents abroad. Therefore, supporting small businesses and fostering job creation requires 

understanding these challenges and exploring possible remedies. 

The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (“AIA”) requires the Director of the United States Patent 

and Trademark Office (“USPTO” or “Office”), in consultation with the Secretary of Commerce and the 

Administrator of the Small Business Administration (“SBA”), to study how the USPTO, in coordination 

                                                 
1 See Magnus Henrekson & Dan Johansson, Gazelles as Job Creators - A Survey and Interpretation of the Evidence 
(Research Institute of Industrial Economics, Working Paper No. 733, 2008), available at 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1092938. 
2 See Tim J. Kane, The Importance of Startups in Job Creation and Job Destruction (July 2010), available at 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1646934. 
3 See E.J. Reedy & Robert E. Litan, Starting Smaller; Staying Smaller: America's Slow Leak in Job Creation  
(July 2011), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1883660. 
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with other Federal departments and agencies, can best support businesses with international patent 

protection. The USPTO is directed to make a determination as to whether a revolving fund loan program 

or a grant program should be established to help small businesses defray the costs of filing, maintaining, 

and enforcing international patents. The USPTO may also provide to Congress any other pertinent 

legislative recommendations.4 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

 

A. Methodology 

In order to obtain statistically rigorous evidence regarding the questions posed by Congress, the 

USPTO attempted to design and conduct a primary survey of small businesses about their patenting 

practices. However, the Office was required to complete the study in four months from enactment of the 

AIA and was permitted to use only its existing resources. These requirements foreclosed the ability to 

conduct a primary survey of small businesses inquiring about the challenges in patenting outside the U.S. 

To overcome a lack of information about the extent of the problem, staff in the USPTO Office of Chief 

Economist analyzed data gathered from the National Science Foundation’s 2008 Business R&D and 

Innovation Survey (“BRDIS”), conducted in early 2009 and housed at the U.S. Census Bureau. Analysis 

of these data did not, however, support the reporting of any robust inferences regarding the importance of 

foreign patenting to small businesses or the relationship of foreign patenting to several economic 

performance measures of interest. Still, the Office was able to gather a number of studies and reports that 

examined issues related to the questions raised by Congress, but found only a limited body of literature 

directly examining the questions posed in the legislation. The pertinent findings of this existing literature 

are discussed below. 

In order to report on the key issues, the Office principally sought and relied upon input from the 

public. Specifically, the Office published a Federal Register notice seeking comments and announcing 

two public hearings for this study.5  The Office also provided the public with a dedicated e-mail address 

and a contact person in the USPTO Office of Chief Economist to receive comments and answer 

questions. As announced in a Federal Register publication, the Office held two public hearings, one at the 

USPTO headquarters in Alexandria, Virginia, on Thursday, October 27, 2011, and another at the 

University of Southern California Gould School of Law in Los Angeles, California, on Tuesday, 

November 1, 2011. At both hearings, witnesses provided testimony and exchanged comments with the 

                                                 
4 Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 112-29, § 31, 125 Stat 284, 339-40 (2011). 
5 Request for Comments and Notice of Public Hearings on the Study of International Patent Protection for Small 
Businesses, 76 Fed. Reg. 62,389, 62,391 (Oct. 7, 2011). 
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audience in person as well as via teleconference. Representatives from both the USPTO and SBA 

attended the hearings and actively questioned witnesses. At each hearing, government panelists from the 

USPTO and SBA also invited and accepted spontaneous formal testimony, and allowed informal 

commenting and questioning from members of the public. 

 

B. Responsiveness 

Through the Federal Register notice and hearings, the Office received eighteen sets of comments 

and testimony.6  Respondents and witnesses included a U.S. intellectual property organization, an 

international industry organization, a foreign government intellectual property office, a U.S. law firm, a 

U.S. private company, eight U.S. patent practitioners, and five American citizens speaking as individuals. 

 

III. DISCUSSION 

 

A. Findings 

The academic literature, comments, and testimony that the Office received and reviewed indicate 

that patenting activity is relatively uncommon among small businesses and, where it does occur, is 

concentrated in high technology sectors. There is evidence in the literature as well as agreement among 

respondents that patenting and internationalization can be significant drivers of competitiveness and 

growth, and boost the job creation potential of a small business. Indeed, patent protection was identified 

as a key factor to many successful entries into global markets. Yet despite these rewards from 

international patent protection, American small businesses may be patenting abroad less frequently than 

larger, more established firms. 

Public comments suggest that the reasons why small businesses may be patenting abroad less 

frequently are largely economic and driven by liquidity constraints faced by many small businesses early 

in life. International patenting costs can run in the hundreds of thousands of dollars,7 a substantial expense 

given the limited resources of many small businesses and start-up firms. Moreover, patenting expenses 

often occur early in the life of small businesses. At these early stages of innovation and development, 

such high costs are also likely the most difficult to fund. The result is an often intractable choice for some 

                                                 
6 See Public Comments for International Protection for Small Business Study, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/intl_patent_protection.jsp, Transcript of Public Hearing on the Study of 
International Patent Protection for Small Businesses: Hearing Before USPTO & SBA (Oct. 27, 2011) [hereinafter 
“USPTO Hearing”], available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/111027-ipsb_transcript.pdf, and 
Transcript of Public Hearing on the Study of International Patent Protection for Small Businesses: Hearing Before 
USPTO & SBA (Nov. 1, 2011) [hereinafter “USC Hearing”], available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/111101-ipsb_transcript.pdf. 
7 Comments of Biotechnology Industry Organization, at 3, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011oct20-bio.pdf. 
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small firms and independent inventors: to succeed, they can neither ignore international patent protection 

nor afford it. 

Against this problem, the approach of the United States is mostly different from that of other 

countries. The United States, by providing discounted filing and maintenance fees for small businesses 

and independent inventors regardless of national origin or industry, takes an impartial, technology-neutral 

approach that supports innovation by the smallest economic players. By contrast, most other countries do 

not offer financial support to small entities through discounted filing and maintenance fees, and those that 

do often use direct subsidies and other government aid that singles out particular firms and industries for 

support rather than impartial, technology-neutral support. Many such aid programs restrict the application 

of these benefits to their domestic applicants, to the detriment of American small businesses that seek to 

compete globally.  

 

1. Patenting by U.S. small businesses is relatively uncommon, and concentrated 

in high technology sectors. 

Unfortunately, the United States does not have a full picture of how, and under what 

circumstances, small businesses are using the patent system, whether domestically or internationally. The 

USPTO has recorded huge increases in the numbers of patent applications being filed at the Office, a 

trend that reflects both the increasing innovativeness of society and also the value of intellectual property 

protection in a global economy more and more defined by the production of intangible assets. U.S.-origin 

patent applications submitted to the USPTO grew from 177,511 in 2001 to 241,977 in 2010, a 36% 

increase over the decade.8  Of the patent applications filed at the Agency between 2007 and 2010, about 

30% paid small entity filing fees (a discount available to individuals or businesses with fewer than 500 

employees), even while by one measure more than 50% of all U.S. utility patent applications in both 2009 

and 2010 originated from outside the United States.9  

Although small businesses have originated approximately one-third of USPTO patent 

applications in recent years, too little data exists on how, why, or what share of U.S. small businesses are 

participating in the patent system. Some of the best evidence comes from a large scale survey—not of 

small businesses per se, but of startup businesses in their early years—conducted by researchers at the 

Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation.10  Using the most recent set of these data available, a picture of 

                                                 
8 Patent Technology Monitoring Team, USPTO, U.S. Patent Statistics Chart, Calendar Years 1963–2010, available 
at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ido/oeip/taf/us_stat.htm. 
9 Analysis of USPTO data.  This measure uses the nation of origin of the first named inventor on the application as 
an indicator of domestic and foreign origin. 
10 The Kauffman Firm Survey (KFS) is a data source derived from new businesses founded in 2004 and tracked each 
year, providing information on these businesses from startup to sustainability, with data across their early years 
focusing on subjects such as how businesses are financed; the products, services, and innovations these businesses 
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small entity patenting activity in the United States emerges. By employing stratification adjustments 

suggested by the Kauffman research team,11 it is possible to develop a statistical representation of 

patenting by a cohort of U.S. small businesses founded in 2004 in their sixth year of operations.  

These statistics show that holding patents by young startups in their sixth year of life is relatively 

uncommon. Analysis of the data demonstrates that only approximately 2.5 percent of these small-business 

respondents report any patenting activity, which can include filing applications, being granted patents, or 

purchasing patents from others. Among industries identified as “high technology,” the share of companies 

with patenting activity is higher at approximately 8.0 percent, although only about 5.5 percent of all small 

businesses in the sample fall into the “high technology” category.12 

 

2. Patenting can be important to the competitiveness of small businesses. 

While these figures suggest that patenting is relatively uncommon among young small 

businesses, other evidence suggests that patenting is nevertheless important to high technology 

companies, and can be associated with superior economic performance. Because the initial cost associated 

with patent protection is relatively high for early startups, and because patents can have uncertain value, 

understanding the patenting-success relationship is relevant. Although academic economic research has 

not answered this question definitively, studies in both the United Kingdom and the United States have 

found that increased patenting is related to increased growth along several economically relevant 

dimensions.13  Similarly, in a survey of young high-technology companies conducted in 2008, a group of 

researchers at the University of California, Berkeley found that patenting is quite common among 

biotechnology and medical device startups. When these companies had venture-capital funding, the share 

                                                                                                                                                             
possess and develop; and the characteristics of their owners and operators.  Alicia Robb & E.J. Reedy, An Overview 
of the Kauffman Firm Survey: Results from 2009 Business Activities (Apr. 5, 2011), available at 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1802597. 
11 See generally David DesRoches et al, Kauffman Firm Survey Baseline Methodology Report (Oct. 24, 2007) 
available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1024045 (final report to the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation). 
12 Kauffman reports that the technology categories are based on the businesses’ Standard Industry Classification 
(SIC) code designation, developed in the early 1990s by researchers at the Bureau of Labor Statistics.  See Paul 
Hadlock et al, High Technology Employment: Another View, 114 MONTHLY LAB. REV. 26 (1991). The figures are 
consistent with the findings from earlier years of the survey, when these companies were younger.  See Kauffman 
Foundation, New Kauffman Foundation Study Offers Insights into the Earliest Years of a New Business (March 12, 
2008), available at http://www.kauffman.org/Details.aspx?id=1090.  
13 See Christian Helmers & Mark Rogers, Does Patenting Help High-tech Start-ups?, 40 RES. POL’Y 1016 (2011) 
(finding UK firms obtaining patents in the early 2000s to have significantly higher growth in total assets over the 
following five years), and Ronald J. Mann & Thomas W. Sager, Patents, Venture Capital, and Software Start-ups, 
36 RES. POL’Y 193 (2007) (finding that U.S. venture-backed software firms holding patents in the late 1990s showed 
better later performance in venture capital financing based on total investment, how the firm exited, and how long 
the firm survived). 
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of companies engaged in patenting exceeded 90%.14  Moreover, patenting was not uncommon even 

among information technology startups, including both software and internet companies. 

Many high-tech startup executives stated that patenting was important for capturing competitive 

advantage in the marketplace, preventing copying, improving success at attracting investment, and 

increasing the likelihood of being acquired by another company or having a successful initial public 

offering (IPO). These last findings are supported by other economic researchers who have suggested a 

positive relationship between startup patenting, meaningful early investor funding, and successful 

transitions into larger publicly-traded firms.15 

 

3. Internationalization strategies can facilitate small business growth and job 

creation. 

In an increasingly global economy, internationalization strategies can be effective mechanisms to 

access markets, serve unmet demand, and grow small companies, thereby increasing manufacturing, 

production, and job creation. Various ways of entering non-domestic markets—such as licensing, 

franchising, exporting, and foreign direct investment—have been shown to be related to the growth and 

successful performance of small companies.16  In addition, the U.S. government has recognized the 

importance of exporting to the economic health of the nation, and has taken action in the form of 

programs like the National Export Initiative (NEI).17  The NEI also explicitly focuses on the importance 

of supporting exports by small and medium-sized enterprises.18 

 

  

                                                 
14 See Stuart J.H. Graham et al, High Technology Entrepreneurs and the Patent System: Results of the 2008 Berkeley 
Patent Survey, 24 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 255 (2009). 
15 Ronald J. Mann & Thomas W. Sager, Patents, Venture Capital, and Software Start-ups, 36 RES. POL’Y 193 
(2007); David H. Hsu & Rosemarie H. Ziedonis, Strategic Factor Markets and the Financing of Technology 
Startups: When Do Patents Matter More As Signaling Devices? (June 2011), available at http://www-
management.wharton.upenn.edu/hsu/inc/doc/papers/david-hsu-signaling.pdf.  It is noteworthy that an inherent 
limitation of this kind of evidence, whether statistical or anecdotal, is that it is difficult to distinguish which way the 
causation runs.  For instance, the growth, superior performance, and success of a small company may have been 
primarily the result of good managers, who also tend to select patenting because it is in their best interest to preserve 
the company’s competitive options. 
16 See, e.g., Joachim Wagner, The Causal Effects of Exports on Firm Size and Labor Productivity: First Evidence 
from a Matching Approach, 77 ECON. LETTERS 287 (2002), Jane W. Lul & Paul W. Beamish, The 
Internationalization and Performance of SMEs, 22 STRATEGIC MGMT. J. 565 (2001), and Antonio Majocchi & 
Antonella Zucchella, Internationalization and Performance: Findings from a Set of Italian SMEs, 21 INT’L SMALL 
BUS. J. 249 (2003). 
17 Exec. Order No. 13,534, 75 Fed. Reg. 12,433 (Mar. 11, 2010). 
18 Exec. Order No. 13,534, 75 Fed. Reg. 12,433 (Mar. 11, 2010). 
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4. Patent protection abroad opens opportunities for successful entry into global 

markets. 

Economists recognize that a well-developed system of property rights, particularly for innovative 

companies, is often a precondition to successful internationalization.19  The comments received in 

response to this study reflect a similar understanding among the IP and business community. For 

example, one respondent noted the importance for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs):   

International patent protection is critical for SMEs that have inventions that are viable 
both in the domestic market and overseas. The international marketplace is extremely 
competitive as it is. American SMEs need every possible edge over their foreign 
competitors to secure on-going sales. Having patent protection for an advanced 
technology, or invention isn’t a guarantee, but is a significant advantage. 

From an economic perspective, patent rights can be thought of as options. While one must pursue patent 

protection today, the protection can have an extended life and thus provide future opportunities to engage 

in later productive economic activity.20  One witness recognized this reality: 

A failure of SMEs with international strategies to obtain international patent protection 
early dramatically increases the risk that another business will beat them to the patent 
office and effectively block any possibility of growth in that country.21 

These considerations also have technology- and industry-specific implications. One respondent from the 

electronic and software industry observed: 

The key reason [sic] that a small business needs patent protection outside the U.S. are 
those cases in which they wish to license another company to make and sell the product 
in countries outside the U.S. with the expectation that the product will never enter the 
U.S.22 

Yet many small business owners are unaware that patent rights are territorial, and the protection 

offered by a U.S. patent ends at our borders.23  Protection in other markets must be sought on a nation-by-

nation basis. And many U.S. small businesses do not realize all the paths that they have at their disposal. 

One witness pointed to the lack of information among small businesses about acceleration mechanisms in 

international patent prosecution, such as work-sharing among patent offices and the Patent Prosecution 

Highway.24 

                                                 
19 See, e.g., Zoltan J. Acs et al, The Internationalization of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises: A Policy 
Perspective, 9 SMALL BUS. ECON. 7 (1997). 
20 See, e.g., Ariel Pakes, Patents as Options: Some Estimates of the Value of Holding European Patent Stocks,  
54 ECONOMETRICA 755 (1986). 
21 Comments of American Intellectual Property Law Association, at 4, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov08-aipla.pdf. 
22 Comments of David Carlson, at 2, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011oct24-carlson-
david.pdf. 
23 See generally, StopFakes.gov, http://www.uspto.gov/smallbusiness/about/faq.html (last visited Jan. 13, 2012). 
24 USC Hearing, at 32, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/111101-ipsb_transcript.pdf (Q&A 
with Christopher Palermo). 
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In order for a U.S. small business to maintain an option of selling or making its innovation in 

another country, it is often necessary to patent the innovation abroad. By doing so, a U.S. small business 

can prevent others from patenting the invention in those nations and prevent foreign competitors from 

simply copying the invention. Moreover, academic research has suggested that small business success in 

internationalization can be aided by partnering with larger companies with resources and expertise.25  

That may include collaborating with an established partner in the foreign market, which can require the 

possession of foreign patents. According to one witness: 

International partners will want to see local protection for their markets if they want to 
collaborate with the small company or invest/purchase. It is critical.26 

The comments also noted the concentration of patenting in high-technology firms and discussed 

the relative scarcity in fact of patent-holding by young high technology firms. As to when small 

businesses should take an active interest in securing international patent protection, one respondent noted 

as follows: 

At the outset, international patent protection may be critical in the first few years of 
establishment. For startup high-tech businesses that have invented the core idea of a new 
technology, it is critical.27 

Yet as to when small businesses actually do take an active interest in securing international patent 

protection, the same respondent also noted as follows: 

The small enterprise may realize that international patent protection is important, but it 
may not include that component in its business strategy until it is too late. Competitors in 
other countries may already have copied and used the invention, and even patented the 
same or similar inventions or their improvements, to the detriment of the original 
inventor.28 

The comments in this regard were not uniform, however. Another respondent from the industrial 

equipment sector discussed the importance of international patenting not in terms of a company’s high-

technology focus, but rather of general marketability and foreign demand: 

International patent protection is crucial for SMEs whose inventions have [broad-based] 
appeal, are competitive and therefore have excellent export potential, versus those 
inventions that are limited in scope, or cannot compete on a cost [basis] with similar 
foreign inventions, and thus would be economically viable only in the U.S. domestic 
market.29 

                                                 
25 See, e.g., Zoltan J. Acs et al, The Internationalization of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises: A Policy 
Perspective, 9 SMALL BUS. ECON. 7 (1997). 
26 Comments of Philip McGarrigle, at 4, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov01-
mcgarrigle-philip.pdf. 
27 Comments of American Intellectual Property Law Association, at 3, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov08-aipla.pdf. 
28 Comments of American Intellectual Property Law Association, at 3, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov08-aipla.pdf. 
29 Comments of Power Clean 2000, Inc., at 1, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-
2011nov09-power-clean-2000.pdf. 
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Other respondents suggested different reasons for international patenting, both those related to the 

reliability of enforcement and the availability of established partner firms in the pertinent foreign 

jurisdiction30 and benefits associated with building markets and attracting investors.31  Not least, one 

respondent specifically highlighted the absence of detailed empirical studies into what characteristics 

determine the importance of international patent protection for small businesses in different technology 

fields and in national markets of different size and distribution.32 

 

5. Small businesses may be obtaining patent protection abroad less frequently 

than large companies. 

In 1995, the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) commissioned a statistical study that 

found U.S. small businesses possessing U.S. patents issued in 1988 were less likely than their large 

counterparts to extend their patent protection to other countries.33  This study used metrics suggesting that 

the difference could not be explained by small businesses producing less valuable or less important 

inventions, or engaging in technologies where patenting or foreign business was considered less 

important. Nevertheless, though the SBA report suggested that the lower rate of foreign patenting among 

small businesses was not driven by lower-value innovation or industry effects, the report’s findings were 

not conclusive. 

A follow-on report commissioned by the SBA and released in 2003 used statistical analysis to 

examine U.S. patents granted to U.S. small businesses during 1988, 1992, 1996, and 1998.34  By 

comparing these patents to those held by large companies, the report found that small businesses were 

extending their patent protection outside the U.S. less frequently than large entities irrespective of 

technology field, suggesting that the differences were not a product of these companies working in 

different industry sectors.  

Neither of these SBA reports, however, discussed whether the differences in foreign patenting 

behavior had any relationship to the success of these companies, or their performance in terms of growth, 

employment, sales, or profits. Also, there was no evidence presented that larger companies extended 

                                                 
30 Comments of Power Clean 2000, Inc., at 1, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-
2011nov09-power-clean-2000.pdf. 
31 Comments of David Carlson, at 1, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011oct24-carlson-
david.pdf. 
32 Testimony of Dr. Jay Kesan, at 2, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011oct31-kesan-
jay.pdf. 
33 Mogee Research & Analysis Associates, Foreign Patenting Behavior of Small and Large Firms, Final Report to 
the Small Business Administration under Contract No. SBA-8140 (1996), available at 
http://archive.sba.gov/advo/research/rs167.html. 
34 Mary Ellen Mogee, Foreign Patenting Behavior of Small and Large Firms: An Update, Report to the Small 
Business Administration under Contract No. SBAHQ-01-M-0357 (2003), available at 
http://archive.sba.gov/advo/research/rs228_tot.pdf. 
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protection abroad at the optimal level, or that small businesses, by comparison, extended protection to a 

sub-optimal degree.  

Commentary at the hearings discussed these issues. One respondent spoke of the competing 

interests in the early life of the company, and why international patenting may happen less frequently at 

small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs): 

SMEs also tend to see foreign patents as a low priority benefit in the early stages of the 
business. Priorities are finalizing product design, marketing and sales to result in 
“winning” in the marketplace, and obtaining a U.S. patent position if appropriate.35 

Indeed, another of the comments suggests that this difference is driven largely by the high cost of 

obtaining patent protection internationally. According to one witness: 

International patents are expensive, and small businesses have other competing priorities 
for their capital. . . . With regard to the acquisition of international patent rights, 
translation costs, annuity fees, and foreign professional fees represent significant 
expenses and act as barriers that often prevent small businesses from applying for foreign 
patents.36 

The problem of high cost in international patenting is further complicated by the limited time in which to 

decide where to pursue national stage patent protection spun off from a Patent Cooperation Treaty 

application: 

For example, a biotech company that files a U.S. patent application today (and a PCT 
application one year from now) has only 30 months to decide whether to abandon the 
application if it wants to avoid the cost of entering the national stage in a number of 
foreign countries. 30 months may be enough in some other industries, but in biotech 
that’s too soon for an informed decision. Including translation costs, the aggregate 
expense of entering the national stage in Japan, Korea, Europe, Australia, and the 
NAFTA countries can easily exceed $100,000; if the BRIC countries are added, costs can 
double.37 

Moreover, U.S. small businesses perceive working capital to be even more important in light of the first-

to-file provision of the AIA: 

And this need for cash comes even earlier under the America Invents Act. Since the U.S. 
will be a first to file country, U.S. filings will come as soon as possible and the foreign 
filing decisions will be stepped up. Moving expenses up for an early stage small life 
science company is more difficult and the probability increases that these early inventions 
are not adequately protected. 

  

                                                 
35 Comments of Christopher Palermo, at 1, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov01-
palermo-christopher.pdf. 
36 Comments of American Intellectual Property Law Association, at 3, 5, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov08-aipla.pdf. 
37 Comments of Biotechnology Industry Association, at 3, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011oct20-bio.pdf. 
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Small companies usually do not have much available cash which makes paying foreign 
filing expenses more difficult. They run leanly and need to periodically raise capital to 
fund their operations. However, they do not raise more money than necessary in the short 
term it would require selling too much equity at a low price.38 

Nor does the high importance of international patent protection appear to depend on technology 

field, according to one respondent: 

International protection is critical for any small business that develops a new drug or 
medical device, since there may be no other clinically acceptable alternative. A patent on 
that new drug or device will ensure exclusivity for an extended period of the drug or 
device’s market lifetime. In the wireless and IT sectors, if a small business does not have 
patents in as many countries as possible and as soon as possible, it may be very difficult 
to obtain local investment in its venture.39 

Indeed, the relative importance of international patent protection may, to an extent, be altogether 

unknowable for many firms early in their development. Patenting abroad becomes significant, according 

to one respondent, 

usually 3-6 years after the invention has been made at the earliest, more often, 10 years 
after the invention has been made. When a small business is starting, they cannot predict 
very with much accuracy where the market for the product will develop, who the primary 
buyers will be across the globe and the time it will take to move a product from the idea 
stage to the market stage.40 

Moreover, most small firms plan to patent internationally based not on their own manufacturing or 

marketing operations, but rather on an established, licensed partner firm: 

In the context of a small business, they do not expect to be selling product in many 
countries; if they did, they would be a large company. Nearly all small businesses do not 
have the production and market distribution capability to sell internationally themselves. 
Rather, they will achieve this by licensing an established company who has such . . . 
distribution chains available. The other company might be a large U.S. company, a large 
company in another country or a very large multi-national company.41 

The USPTO public hearing in October revealed an illustrative pair of case studies on the 

importance of foreign patenting to the success of a small business. The first firm dealt in traffic 

surveillance technology. The second firm dealt in imaging technology. 

 

  

                                                 
38 Comments of Philip McGarrigle, at 2, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov01-
mcgarrigle-philip.pdf. 
39 Comments of American Intellectual Property Law Association, at 4, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov08-aipla.pdf. 
40 Comments of David Carlson, at 1, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011oct24-carlson-
david.pdf. 
41 Comments of David Carlson, at 1, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011oct24-carlson-
david.pdf. 
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a. Case Study: Traffic Surveillance Technology 

In studying Washington, DC, traffic patterns, a group of professors at the University of Maryland 

recognized that most modern car keys employ short-range wireless transmitter technology such as 

Bluetooth®.42  By detecting each key’s wireless identifier as cars pass by, it is possible to determine how 

many cars are on the road and how fast each is going, all in real time without the need for cameras. 

Extensive research and development went into using this technology to manage traffic through existing 

infrastructure. 

The professors then turned to business strategy. They obtained patents on their invention and 

formed a company with support from the university to commercialize their invention. They obtained 

venture capital funding and invested in competent personnel. And they sought clients, expecting first to 

establish their brand in the greater Washington, DC, area, which is known for its severe traffic congestion 

problems. Yet their first business came in foreign markets, including Singapore and Sweden. 

The firm took a far-sighted approach and pursued international patent protection, including the 

substantial cost of foreign translation. The firm did so at a time when it had limited capital. Because the 

firm invested in protecting its promising technology in multiple foreign markets, it has now built an 

internationally successful brand that cannot easily be copied by foreign rivals. And where the firm wishes 

to deploy its traffic surveillance technology through other companies who can better meet local demands, 

it is strongly positioned to capture licensing revenues. 

 

b. Case Study: Scanning and Imaging Technology 

A small American imaging firm operated in the market for scanners.43  The owner had previously 

been an employee at Kodak and had a sophisticated understanding of imaging technology. The firm’s 

scanner products commanded quite high prices in the market, upwards of $10,000 per unit, as the 

scanners themselves reflected the state of the art. Not surprisingly, a great deal of patented technology and 

software went into developing and producing the firm’s scanners. 

The firm’s owner, however, met with its intellectual property counsel and learned that acquiring 

international patent protection, particularly through the PCT process and in light of the translations 

required for multiple foreign jurisdictions, was procedurally complex and quite expensive. Therefore, 

management made the business decision to obtain patents only in the United States and in Australia, but 

not, for example, in Europe, Japan, or China—major trading partners of the United States. 

                                                 
42 See USPTO Hearing, at 21–24, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/111027-
ipsb_transcript.pdf. 
43 See USPTO Hearing, at 24–26, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/111027-
ipsb_transcript.pdf. 
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Soon after, at an industry conference in Germany, the owner discovered that a German firm was 

demonstrating scanner products that used the very same core technology that he had pioneered. The 

German company was well-funded and successful, and was quite candid that it had derived its products 

from the American inventor and his small business. Yet the German firm highlighted its considerable 

corporate backing and network of clients and existing service agreements, and carried away a great deal 

of business as a result. 

The American inventor consulted his intellectual property counsel regarding the situation in 

Germany, but learned that he was bound by his earlier economic decision to abdicate patent protection in 

most foreign countries. Unless the German firm imported its scanners into the U.S., disputing the 

expropriation was, ironically, not worth the option. 

Later, testifying before Congress on this issue, the American small business owner lamented that 

his intention had never been to drive the German firm out of the market. To the contrary, he would have 

preferred to do business with them: grant them a license and mutually enjoy the benefit of their resources 

and distribution networks. Only his early and difficult economic choice left him with no bargaining 

position. He had unwittingly made a royalty-free donation to an overseas competitor only too grateful to 

capture the market and the jobs, without taking the risk or expending resources on research and 

development. 

 

6. International patenting costs are often substantial. 

In comparison to the United States, patenting in other international markets tends to be expensive. 

It may be impossible to compare the entirety of economic costs and benefits of patenting in one nation 

versus another due to differences in patent scope, patent laws, and patent enforcement. Nevertheless, it is 

possible at least to compare the levels of patent-office fees faced by a typical small entity seeking patent 

protection in different countries.  

Significantly, the U.S. recognizes applicants who qualify for “small entity” status and provides a 

50% fee discount to such entities and, under new law, a 75% discount to a “micro entity.”44  By 

comparison, those patent offices around the world which U.S. companies principally target for 

international protection tend to charge much higher fees.45  Foreign patent offices also tend to be 

                                                 
44 As of 2011, the USPTO charges three preliminary fees to small entities:  a $95 filing fee, $310 search fee, $125 
examination fee (totaling $530).  A small business is required to pay another fee of $875 fee at patent issue.  The 
USPTO also requires that, in order to keep the patent in force, the patentee must pay post-grant maintenance fees at 
staggered intervals, equaling $565 at 3½ years from issuance, $1,425 at 7½ years from issuance, and $2,365 at 11½ 
years from issuance.  See USPTO Fee Schedule, http://www.uspto.gov/curr_fees (last visited Jan. 13, 2012).  
Moreover, the AIA mandates reduced fees for micro-entities.  See Pub. L. No. 112-29, § 10(b). 
45 As a comparison point, the following calculations are based on a patent application in several countries containing 
23 claims (allowing a comparison to the USPTO basic filing fee which allows 3 independent claims and 20 
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substantially more expensive for U.S. small businesses because of the undiscounted annual maintenance 

fees charged.46 

While there are substantial differences in the fees paid to patent offices to secure and maintain a 

patent, such fees only represent a fraction of the total costs of patenting paid by small businesses. Small 

businesses pay patent attorneys for their services and for required language translations. Translation is 

expensive in general, and technical translation significantly more so. Recent economic research suggests 

that required translations into the national languages needed in many international patent offices can be a 

significant disincentive for companies to seek patent protection in these other countries.47  Including 

translation costs, the General Accounting Office in 2003 estimated a cost of between $160,000-320,000 in 

foreign patenting costs to a U.S. company seeking protection in four foreign jurisdictions (Japan, Canada, 

South Korea, and the European Patent Office). Such costs will necessarily depend on which countries are 

chosen and the complexity of the invention. 

The IP community has specifically noted the disparity. One witness discussed it in terms of the  

  

                                                                                                                                                             
dependent claims).  The following calculations compare fees paid for such a typical application at the USPTO with 
fees that would be paid by a U.S. small business at the European Patent Office (EPO), the Japan Patent Office 
(JPO), and the China State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO). 

At the European Patent Office (EPO), for instance, preliminary fees for applicants include a €105 filing fee 
($134 in 2010), a €1105 search fee that includes Europe ($1,510 in 2010), a €1785 international search fee ($2274 in 
2010), and a €1480 examination fee ($1,885 in 2010), totaling a 2010 equivalent of $5803, more than ten times the 
equivalent cost for similar services for small businesses in the USPTO.  See European (EPC) Fees, 
http://www.epo.org/applying/forms-fees/fees.html (last visited Jan. 13, 2012). 

The JPO charges a ¥24,000 filing fee ($262 in 2010), and an examination fee of ¥118,000 ($1,292 in 2010) plus 
¥4,000 per patent claim ($44 in 2010), which in the stylized example of 23 claims would equal a 2010 U.S. dollar 
equivalent of $2,561 for all these preliminary costs, about five times more expensive than these services offered to 
small entities at the USPTO. See JPO Schedule of Fees, http://www.jpo.go.jp/tetuzuki_e/ryoukin_e/ryokine.htm (last 
visited Jan. 13, 2012). 
46 As a comparison point, the following calculations are based on a patent application in several countries containing 
23 claims (allowing a comparison to the USPTO basic filing fee which allows 3 independent claims and 20 
dependent claims). 

The EPO requires annual fees, so-called annuities, both during the application phase and after a patent is 
allowed. These fees amount to €420 a year beginning at year three, €525 at year four, €735 at year five, €945 at year 
six, €1,050 at year seven, €1,155 at year eight, €1,260 at year nine, and €1,420 at years ten and greater. See 
European (EPC) Fees, http://www.epo.org/applying/forms-fees/fees.html (last visited Jan. 13, 2012). 

At the JPO, annual renewal fees are ¥2,300 plus ¥200 per claim for years 1–3, ¥7,100 plus ¥500 per claim for 
years 4–6, ¥21,400 plus ¥1,700 per claim for years 7–9, and ¥61,600 plus ¥4,800 per claim for year 10 and greater. 
See JPO Schedule of Fees, http://www.jpo.go.jp/tetuzuki_e/ryoukin_e/ryokine.htm (last visited Jan. 13, 2012). 

Similarly, the Chinese SIPO requires annual maintenance fees of RMB1,200 per year for years 4–6, RMB2,000 
per year for years 7–9, RMB4,000 per year for years 10–12, RMB6,000 per year for years 13–15, and RMB8,000 
per year for year 16 and thereafter. See Schedule of Fees for Chinese Patent (All-China Patent Agents Association), 
http://www.liu-shen.com/docs/SFBEN.pdf (last visited Jan. 13, 2012). 
47 Dietmar Harhoff et al, Languages, Fees and the International Scope of Patenting (Centre for Econ. Pol’y Res., 
Discussion Paper No. 7241, 2009), available at http://www2.druid.dk/conferences/viewpaper.php?id=5704&cf=32. 
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broader problem of cost to small businesses. A first cost is official fees: 

The overall official fees for filing are higher in most foreign jurisdictions than in the US, 
and there are no small entity discounts. Excess claims fees are particularly high in the 
EPO.48 

A second is translation costs: 

The cost of the lawyer is actually less than the cost of the translation in certain cases. So 
what you would think, the highly trained, really valuable patent lawyer guy that says, 
that's going to cost me a fortune, but when I add up my translation cost, that actually flips 
the equation, I am spending more to get the translation than I am on the attorney.49 

A third is the cost of outside counsel, both in the U.S. and abroad. 

SME discounts are rare overseas, if available at all. Fixed costs and hourly rates for 
attorneys in, say, London or Tokyo are perceived to be significantly higher than those of 
their U.S. counterparts. Foreign firms do not have the kind of SME-serving culture that 
exists in, say, the California bar.50 

Furthermore, in comparison to the United States, the process to secure a foreign patent can be 

overwhelming. A separate application is generally required in each country in which protection is sought. 

There are two international procedures that can be useful in obtaining protection. One, established under 

the Paris Convention, allows an ordinary application to be filed in each foreign country in which 

protection is desired, within one year of when the application is filed in the United States (or other first 

country). The second method, the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), must also be pursued within a year of 

original filing; it allows for a form of international patent search to be carried out, but there remains 

substantive and administrative processing needed for each treaty-member country in which protection is 

desired, plus the payment of fees and other costs. One advantage to using the PCT route for the applicant 

is that it allows one to defer these various “national-phase” examinations for at least 30 months after the 

original filing. 

Comments reflected that the PCT method can be a useful one for a small business, with one 

witness noting that the PCT “is the preeminent vehicle for pursuing international patent protection.”51  

The USPTO also received testimony from a practitioner whose twenty years of experience has included 

“substantial use of PCT practice.”52  The witness explained the benefit of using the PCT system: 

                                                 
48 Comments of Christopher Palermo, at 1, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov01-
palermo-christopher.pdf. 
49 USPTO Hearing, at 28 (testimony of Morgan Reed), available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/111027-ipsb_transcript.pdf. 
50 Comments of Christopher Palermo, at 2, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov01-
palermo-christopher.pdf. 
51 Comments of American Intellectual Property Law Association, at 2, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov08-aipla.pdf. 
52 USPTO Hearing, at 52 (testimony of Timothy King), available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/111027-ipsb_transcript.pdf. 
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I can count on . . . one hand the number of times where I’ve gone direct national rather 
than using the PCT system. So I think qualitatively it’s done a very good job to facilitate 
the winnowing out of cases that are weaker than others.53 

Yet the same witness also qualified his regard for the PCT: 

But I think the critical limitation with respect to the PCT system in general is that you 
have to file 12 months before you have all the information that you garner from the PCT 
process. And so if you have information available to you at the time of foreign filing or 
entering the process, you will be able to make much better business decisions about those 
patents that you would proceed with.54 

Beyond procedural limitations, moreover, some comments about the PCT also identified drawbacks to 

using the system. One respondent framed the issue as one of fee deferral: 

[Most startups] also view PCT solely as a fee deferral system, mainly because the 
International Search Reports prepared for their technologies do not result in useful 
information, and because examining standards for IT-related subject matter differ greatly 
around the world, making centralized amendments is not particularly useful.55 

 

7. Patenting expenses often occur early in the life of small businesses and are 

difficult to fund. 

Because small businesses are often cash-constrained, the amount of capital and funding they 

possess can be an important limitation on their ability to obtain patent protection. An early-stage startup 

may be pursuing patent applications, both in the U.S. and abroad, at the same time as it is seeking and 

obtaining funding and making other early-stage investments in equipment, development, and hiring 

employees. Often, the point at which capital is necessary for investing in patent protection—which must 

be expended early in the development of a new innovation due to patent priority rules—will require that 

the company forego other investments in its future growth and success. This suggests that uncertainty 

about technical and commercial potential of the business plays a huge role, and the relationship between 

the initial funding cycle for young companies and the initial patent lifecycle is an important consideration. 

While small business owners often use personal funds, credit, and cash flows from operations to 

fund growth, many also seek funding from external sources. They may obtain loans from commercial 

lenders or equity investments from friends and family, so-called “angel” investors, or venture-capital 

firms, among other sources. Many startup companies fail, and the survivors are often cash-constrained for 

a number of years in their early lives.56  A small number of startups will develop into “gazelles,” fast 

                                                 
53 USPTO Hearing, at 52–53 (testimony of Timothy King), available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/111027-ipsb_transcript.pdf. 
54 USPTO Hearing, at 53 (testimony of Timothy King), available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/111027-ipsb_transcript.pdf. 
55 Comments of Christopher Palermo, at 1, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov01-
palermo-christopher.pdf. 
56 See generally Paul A. Gompers & Joshua Lerner, THE VENTURE CAPITAL CYCLE (2004). 
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growing companies between 3 and 5 years of age. A recent economic study suggests that these “gazelles” 

account for less than 1 percent of all U.S. companies yet generate about 10% of new jobs per year.57  This 

same research finds that throughout the American economy in recent years, just 1% of companies, the top 

performers, contributed as much as 40% of the total employment growth, and these top performers are 

heavily concentrated in companies of less than 500 employees.58 

The extension of patent protection during the last several decades to include software and 

business methods has increased the pool of U.S. small businesses that may seek patent protection for their 

innovations. When an innovating company seeks patent protection, it faces a sequence of costs that must 

be paid to patent offices (in fees) and to patent practitioners (for preparing documents) at a time when the 

typical startup company is cash-constrained. Thus, small businesses may select against patenting early in 

life and face later, negative ramifications. According to one witness familiar with the information 

technology (IT) industry: 

Venture capitalists and other early-stage investors in IT businesses tend to view patent 
exclusivity as a secondary factor because the real problem is competing in the market 
against established behemoths on the merits of product features and functions. Patents 
become more important in years 3 and later when the future of the business is more 
apparent, second-tier investors have entered or a revenue stream exists.59 

On top of what may be large expenditures for research and development by the small company, 

the total cost to obtain even U.S. patent protection can average almost $40 thousand dollars,60 and 

increase considerably depending on the complexity of the invention and on prosecution options such as 

appeals and interferences.61  These costs may be multiplied many times over if the small business seeks to 

extend its patent protection in other nations.62 

The timing of international patenting costs is important when compared to the funding timeline of 

the typical early-stage company. Up-front patenting costs are significant, with a large portion coming in 

the form of attorney costs and translation fees. At the earliest point in a young company’s life, cash flows 

tend to be the most limited and constrained. Often, early-stage companies have negative cash-flow, so any 
                                                 
57 Dane Stangler, High-Growth Firms and the Future of the American Economy, March 2010 (Kauffman 
Foundation) 
58 The U.S. government currently offers financial support through myriad programs to small businesses.  For 
instance, the 2011 launch of the Startup America program included several initiatives including the SBA-led launch 
of two $1 billion initiatives for impact investing and early-stage seed financing.  See Startup America: Obama 
Administration Commitments, http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/startup-america-public (last visited Jan. 13, 2012). 
59 Comments of Christopher Palermo, at 1, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov01-
palermo-christopher.pdf. 
60 See Stuart J.H. Graham et al, High Technology Entrepreneurs and the Patent System: Results of the 2008 Berkeley 
Patent Survey, 24 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 255 (2009). 
61 See, e.g., AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW ASSOCIATION, 2011 REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC SURVEY 
(2011). 
62 See, e.g., Anne M. Scheiderman, “Filing International Patent Applications under the Patent Cooperation Treaty 
(PCT): Strategies for Delaying Costs and Maximizing the Value of Your Intellectual Property Worldwide” in 
IPHANDBOOK OF BEST PRACTICES § 10.7, available at http://www.iphandbook.org/handbook/ch10/p07/. 
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investment in patenting must either come from personal funds, debt, investor capital, or be foregone 

altogether.  

In addition, the returns to patenting may be uncertain. A substantial body of economic literature 

shows that the value distribution in patenting is highly skewed, with only a relatively small fraction of 

patents producing large financial returns to the patentee.63 Unfortunately, patenting is required to be 

initiated at the beginning of the innovation process, when uncertainty over the technological potential of 

the invention, and its commercial potential in the marketplace, tends to be high. Therefore, small 

businesses must often make patent-protection investments early during a situation of high uncertainty, 

while not fully able to predict how meaningful the patent protection may be to the company’s future 

competitiveness. Such uncertainty may result in a small business either under-investing or over-investing 

in patent protection in these early stages.  

Under normal circumstances, information about a company’s prospects should become apparent 

over time as the business tests market demand. When markets for entrepreneurial capital are operating 

reasonably efficiently, investors should be willing to put capital into businesses that appear to be good 

investment candidates. So over time, capital should be available to these companies so long as they are 

better able to demonstrate the commercial potential of their inventions. Under such circumstances, 

successful small businesses ought to be better able to bear costs that occur as the company grows and later 

in the patenting life cycle. Because later patenting expenditures, such as renewal fees and enforcement 

costs, generally occur many years after the initial patent application filing phase, there may be less reason 

to believe that the markets for entrepreneurial capital are failing systematically many years after the 

founding of companies. 

Many of the comments and testimony supported this concept. In several instances, witnesses 

observed that public support for expenditures later in the international patent protection process is not 

optimal, tending to disfavor later-stage funding assistance on a number of scores. Industry representatives 

suggested that late-stage funding is normatively inappropriate for activities such as maintenance: 

The start-up business that has found the money to remain in business for five to ten years 
when most maintenance expenses are first due should use its own money to maintain its 
patent rights. AIPLA does not believe that there is a role for the USPTO or other federal 
agencies in such activity.64 

Another witness posited that late-stage funding is not undersupplied in activities such as enforcement, 

particularly because by then the patent information tends to be better developed (but not always): 

                                                 
63 See generally Jean O. Lanjouw et al, How to Count Patents and Value Intellectual Property: The Uses of Patent 
Renewal and Application Data, 46 J. INDUS. ECON. 405 (1996). 
64 USPTO Hearing, at 65 (testimony of Alan Kasper), available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/111027-ipsb_transcript.pdf. 
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With regard to enforcing international patent rights, I think much of the focus today has 
been on the procurement side, and certainly that’s where the expenditures are most acute 
because the technology is not yet proven, so it's an investment. 

On the enforcement side, generally speaking, for two parties to have a dispute, there is 
already [a] value proposition associated with the patent. So I think the issues, in my 
opinion, at least, are less acute; however, if you get to the stage of enforcement, if you 
find your patent is not worth what you thought, that clearly is a problem.65 

Another witness echoed this view of late-stage funding as simply less important than early assistance for 

filing and prosecuting patents: 

QUESTION:  Given limited funds, whether it’s a loan program or a grant program or if 
there are funds available, when are those funds most important?  In the front end, filing, 
or what the legislation also envisions as maintenance?  When is it more important? 

WITNESS:  I think it’s unquestionable that it’s front end, because if I’m going to be 
successful, somebody is going to give me money for maintenance.66 

 

8. Foreign countries largely take a different approach than the United States in 

assisting small businesses to acquire patent protection. 

Since 1982, the U.S. government has chosen to support patenting by small entities by discounting 

USPTO fees by 50 percent for independent inventors, small businesses, and non-profit organizations 

through a “small entity” status designation.67  Congress originally enacted the small entity discount to 

alleviate the burden of 1982 increases in patent filing, processing, maintenance, and issue fees.68  At the 

time, maintenance fees themselves had only recently been instituted, in 1980.69  Significantly, the fees 

charged and fee discounts offered by the USPTO apply to both U.S. applicants and foreign applicants. 

The motivation for these benefits is an appreciation by Congress that independent inventors, 

small businesses, and non-profit organizations seeking patent protection for their innovations should not 

bear the same economic burdens as well-established firms and corporations.70  Indeed, the AIA goes 

further, adding a seventy-five percent discount for smaller “micro entities.”71 

                                                 
65 USPTO Hearing, at 98–99 (testimony of Steven Caltrider) , available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/111027-ipsb_transcript.pdf. 
66 USPTO Hearing, at 35 (Q&A with Morgan Reed) , available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/111027-ipsb_transcript.pdf. 
67 Act of Aug. 27, 1982, Pub. L. No. 97–247, § 1, 96 Stat. 317 (1982), implemented by 47 Fed. Reg. 40,134, 40, 
139–40 (codified as amended, at 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.27, 1.28 (1983)). 
68 Ulead Sys., Inc. v. Lex Computer & Mgmt. Corp., 351 F.3d 1139, 1142 (Fed. Cir. 2003). 
69 Act of Dec. 12, 1980, Pub. L. No. 96–517, § 2, 94 Stat. 3015, 3017–18 (1980). 
70 H. Rept. 112–98 (report of the House Committee on the Judiciary), available at 
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CRPT-112hrpt98/pdf/CRPT-112hrpt98-pt1.pdf. 
71 A “micro-entity” is defined in pertinent part as an entity or person who has not been named as an inventor or more 
than 4 previously filed U.S. non-provisional patent applications and whose income does not exceed 3 times the U.S. 
median household income.  Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 112–29, §§ 10(b), 10(g) (2011). 
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The large majority of countries do not accommodate small entities in the same nondiscriminatory 

manner. Canada and Mexico are notable exceptions. Canada offers a 50 percent discount to entities that 

employ 50 or fewer employees or are universities,72 while Mexico offers a 50 percent discount in filing 

fees to domestic or foreign individuals, independent inventors, small business concerns, and non-profit 

institutions.73 

Beyond these, Japan and South Korea provide certain accommodations, but these incentives are 

not available to foreign applicants on an equal basis with domestic applicants. Japan recognizes small 

entity status for applicants who are supported according to the Daily Life Security Act; who are Japanese 

individuals not subject to a residency tax or an income tax; who are companies with capital less than 

300m yen, are not subject to a corporation tax, and are not controlled by any other corporation; or who are 

national universities, national technical colleges, university-cooperative organizations, or small- or 

medium-sized R&D enterprises. Where the applicant is also the inventor, the individual applicant in the 

Korean Intellectual Property Office may receive up to a 70% reduction in fees, but otherwise small 

entities from other countries are not eligible for discounted fees. The European Patent Office and the State 

Intellectual Property Office of China do not offer any small entity discounts at all. 

In contrast to the U.S.-led policy of neutrally applied fee discounts and impartiality as to 

technology sector or the national origin of applicants, a number of countries have pursued a policy of 

direct subsidization. China may be the most notable example. In 2006, China’s Outline of National 

Medium- and Long-Term Science and Technology Development Plan (2006-2020) announced a new 

“innovation strategy” to the international community with the goal of “advancing China into the rank of 

innovative countries by 2020.”74 These initiatives included intent to invest more than 2.5% GDP in R&D, 

reduce dependence on foreign technology by 30%, and dramatically increase the number of annually 

granted “indigenous invention” patents. 

Since then, China has made concerted efforts to broaden its intellectual property system75 and 

increase both domestic and international patent filings. Direct government subsidization of Chinese 

citizens’ patent applications and maintenance fees has been a particularly notable mechanism for 

supporting this increase. Chinese government subsidization of patenting can occur through two different 

channels, including (1) direct subsidization by the State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s 

                                                 
72 Patent Rules of Canada, SOR/96-423 § 3.01(3), available at http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-96-
423/index.html. Furthermore, small entities cannot be controlled by any entity that employs more than 50 employees 
and is not a university, and cannot be under an obligation of assignment or license in the invention to such an entity. 
73 See http://www2.aipla.org/html/patent-handbook/countries/mexico/MXgeneral.html. 
74 Wu Zhongze, Vice Minister  of Science and Technology, People’s Republic of China, Innovation: China’s New 
National Strategy, Address at the Opening Ceremony of China-EU Science and Technology Year (Oct. 11, 2006), 
available at http://ec.europa.eu/research/iscp/eu-china/pdf/vm_wu_speech_en.pdf. 
75 State Intellectual Property Office, People’s Republic of China, National Patent Development Strategy  
(2011–2020), available at http://graphics8.nytimes.com/packages/pdf/business/SIPONatPatentDevStrategy.pdf. 
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Republic of China (SIPO), and (2) local government subsidization for patent applications and 

maintenance.76 The importance of these subsidies to meeting the patent filing goals is clearly spelled out 

in SIPO’s “Guidance Regulations on subsidization work of patent application,” which asserts that 

subsidization promotes patenting of innovative ideas, and improves native technological innovation. 

Additionally, the increased emphasis on subsidized patent support (at lower monetary levels for 

applications and higher ones for successful grants)77 can be seen through such examples as: 

(a) Beijing municipal government’s 2006 stated intention of awarding citizens RMB 1,000 

for patents applied for in foreign countries (“Reward Measures on Patent Application in 

Beijing”); and 

(b) Tianjin municipal government’s 2006 stated intention of awarding citizen’s RMB 5,000 

for patents granted in other countries (“Subsidization Measures of Patent Fees in 

Tianjin”). 

Many provinces have also amplified their subsidization level per patent in recent years. For 

example, Zhejiang province’s local subsidization amount rose from an initial 2,000 RMB per patent to 

4,000 RMB in 2006. This may be due to variety of factors, but establishment of patent growth targets 

within some local governments (e.g. desired 30% annual growth in Anhui province in 2007) likely 

contributed to augmentation of local subsidization. At the same time, there is no evidence that such 

subsidies or patenting targets have increased either innovation or economic growth. 

Other structural policies also greatly contribute to an increase in patenting. These include such 

items as mandatory “Inventor Remuneration” (Articles 16) and mandated first filing in China for 

inventions created there (Article 20) from the Third Amendment to China’s Patent Law (2009).78 

 

9. In response to the questions presented by Congress, the USPTO has 

identified points of agreement among respondents and witnesses as to what 

the U.S. Government can do to help small businesses with international 

patent protection. 

An overwhelming majority of respondents proposed that the United States work with foreign 

governments to reduce the costs associated with filing patent applications overseas and to harmonize legal 

requirements, particularly through existing treaty arrangements. 

                                                 
76 Wen Jainchun et al, Research on Patent Fees Subsided by Local Government in China, in PROC. INT’L CONF. ON 
INFO. MGMT., INNOVATION MGMT. & INDUS. ENGINEERING (2008), available at 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=4737773. 
77Zhen Lei et al, Patent Subsidy and Patent Filing in China, Address at the Conference on Innovation and Patent 
Harmonization (Sept. 30–Oct. 1, 2011). 
78  Jason Cooper & Stephanie Chu, SURGE IN CHINESE INNOVATION AND THE IP IMPLICATIONS (2009), available at 
http://www.ipo.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Patents&Template=/CM/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=28247. 
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a. The U.S. Government should engage in diplomacy and 

harmonization to reduce the costs associated with filing foreign 

patent applications. 

With respect to reducing foreign patenting costs through diplomacy and harmonization, one 

industry organization reported as follows: 

With regard to the acquisition of international patent rights, translation costs, annuity 
fees, and foreign professional fees represent significant expenses and act as barriers that 
often prevent small businesses from applying for foreign patents. The USPTO and 
Federal Government could work with foreign governments to delay the requirement for 
submitting a translation, especially in countries with deferred examination. They also 
could work to reduce annuity payments for small enterprises during the pendency of an 
application.79 

A manufacturing firm reported as follows: 

If possible, help negotiate down the cost of filing for small inventors. The initial filing 
costs for patents are daunting. The fees vary by economy and routinely range from 
hundreds to thousands of dollars per filing. This does not include the mandatory annual 
maintenance fees and continuous legal fees related to the prosecution of the application, 
which could take years to complete. There are a number of major markets that are not 
part of the PCT. Even with a PCT filing, the application still needs to be filed and 
prosecuted individually in each member economy. As a result, many SMEs do not file for 
patent protection in markets outside of the US, because they simply cannot afford to.80 

With an academic perspective, one practitioner-turned-law professor reported as follows: 

Reduction in filing fees for small businesses for PCT applications would help 
significantly. In particular, if the PCT application filing fee is lowered to a level 
equivalent to or less than the typical search fee charged by a search firm for a 
patentability search, then it is well worthwhile for small businesses to file a PCT because 
they can obtain patentability search results from the PCT prior art search. 

Even if the overall fee associated with a PCT application cannot be reduced, the PTO 
should consider reducing at least the PCT search fee. It is not uncommon nowadays for 
patent counsel to suggest to their clients that they go and get their PCT search done in 
Korea instead of the U.S. because a search in Korea costs about half as much as a U.S. 
PCT search (about $1000 in Korea compared to about $2000 in the U.S.).81 

A manufacturing firm reported as follows:82 

There is a complete lack of harmonization in the foreign patent application process. In 
fact, a patent could be granted in one economy, yet rejected in another. This uncertainty 

                                                 
79 Comments of American Intellectual Property Law Association, at 6, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov08-aipla.pdf. 
80 Comments of Power Clean 2000, at 2, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov09-
power-clean-2000.pdf. 
81 Comments of Jay Kesan, at 3–4, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011oct31-kesan-
jay.pdf. 
82 Comments of Power Clean 2000, at 2, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov09-
power-clean-2000.pdf. 
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is extremely frustrating for SMEs. And, unlike large companies with full legal 
departments, SMEs do not have the deep pockets and expertise to navigate through the 
quagmire of antiquated patent processes in multiple foreign countries. 

Ironically, this problem disproportionately affects SMEs in the information technology, 
software, internet, and social media sectors—the new frontier and high growth segments 
that support many of the best paying jobs. 

These respondents reflect a general consensus that procedural reform, not direct subsidization by the U.S. 

taxpayers, is the principal remedy for the challenges faced by small businesses in obtaining international 

patent protection. 

 

b. The U.S. Government should approach the direct subsidizing of 

foreign patenting costs with care. 

The comments were split about, but mostly disapproved of, certain kinds of public financial 

assistance, including loans and grants, from the U.S. government to private industry, but expressed 

receptiveness to other forms of financial assistance. One industry organization opposed government 

funding but supported tax incentives:83 

The Federal Government should [not] become involved with subsidizing the filing, 
maintaining, and enforcing of patents abroad. These are private sector issues that are best 
addressed by businesses, whether large or small. Nonetheless, it may be useful to study 
the benefit to small enterprises and to the nation of tax breaks for the cost of obtaining 
patent protection abroad. Also of interest would be profits made through licensing foreign 
patent rights abroad and the sale of products or services abroad that are covered by such 
patent rights. In a similar vein, the U.S. Government may consider strategies to 
encourage sales abroad, for example, by allowing patent costs to be expensed rather than 
capitalizing them. 

A legal practitioner with nearly 30 years of experience working with hundreds of businesses, mostly small 

companies, opposed government loans categorically and disfavored other forms of assistance:84 

I do not endorse a government loan program to help businesses get foreign patents. I 
oppose government loan programs generally, as I believe the private sector does a better 
job at evaluating the risks of a loan.  

By comparison, a legal practitioner in information technology with over 22 years of experience 

distinguished loans and grants funded by tax revenues and those funded by user fees, and opposed both:85 

A government loan or grant, funded from taxpayer dollars or a portion of existing 
USPTO user fees, for the purpose of foreign patent procurement by SMEs, does not 
represent good policy. (a) It would represent, to at least some extent, a redistribution of 

                                                 
83 Comments of American Intellectual Property Law Association, at 7–8, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov08-aipla.pdf. 
84 Comments of Paul Overhauser, at 2, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011oct27-
overhauser-paul.pdf. 
85 Comments of Christopher Palermo, at 2–3, available at http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-
2011nov01-palermo-christopher.pdf. 
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U.S. income into the social welfare programs of foreign countries with only speculative 
benefit to SMEs due to the subjective nature of obtaining patents. . . . (b) Further, a 
material percentage of SMEs either fail or have limited-vision management: C-level 
executives who are incapable of growing the company or pursuing products with a 
limited or immature market. It may be difficult for government to determine which SMEs 
merit a loan or grant. (c) Finally, it seems fair to place at least some of the burden of 
financing SME patents on the large entities that dominate the system and, because of 
their ability to pay high official fees, file large numbers of cases, and wait out the 
resulting backlog periods involved in foreign patenting, must be seen to contribute to the 
costs faced by SMEs in the system. For all these reasons, I disfavor a government loan or 
grant program. 

However, opinion was not one-sided. An industry organization invited government support building on 

existing small business programs:86 

For our small businesses, securing IP protection is as important as obtaining laboratory 
equipment, leasing space, or hiring creative, dedicated employees. And because IP 
business assets are at least as important as other, more tangible business assets, there is 
no reason to exempt patent rights from publicly-funded small business assistance 
programs that are available for more tangible assets such as capital equipment, hiring, or 
leasing space. Extending the range of public assistance programs to patent rights for 
small businesses would help small biotechs spend money normally allocated to patent 
filing and prosecution elsewhere. 

These comments reflect the IP community’s diverse positions on government support for foreign 

patenting by small businesses. Even those who oppose government aid oppose it to different extents and 

for different reasons. Nevertheless, the comments do also reflect a point of consensus: a need for greater 

education for small businesses on IP in general and foreign patenting in particular. 

 

c. The U.S. Government should pursue an aggressive program of 

education for small businesses on foreign patenting. 

Many respondents and witnesses argued that what small businesses, start-up firms, and 

independent inventors want from the U.S. government is not capital. Instead, to facilitate more informed 

acquisition of international patent protection, respondents suggest that greater education about the 

importance of international patents and ways to obtain them is necessary. One industry organization 

reported as follows:87 

In another area, the USPTO and other Federal agencies can do a much better job 
educating small businesses about the importance of international patents and strategies 
for effectively pursuing international protection. 

A multinational U.S. law firm with a significant intellectual property practice reported as follows: 

                                                 
86 Comments of Biotechnology Industry Association, at 3, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011oct20-bio.pdf. 
87 Comments of American Intellectual Property Law Association, at 5, available at 
http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/ipp-2011nov08-aipla.pdf. 
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We believe that the key to spurring competitiveness in small business is education about 
the role international patent protection can play. Rather than fund particular 
industries/companies, we believe that the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) 
should continue to provide educational workshops/seminars in addition to information on 
its website. Those should be held through regional small business organizations in order 
to provide the most direct impact. 

 

10. In continued response to the questions presented by Congress, the USPTO 

offers some observations regarding loan programs and grant programs. 

Consistent with public commentary, the USPTO does not recommend using public funding to 

directly support – through either loans or grants – small business international patenting at this time. To 

be responsive to Congress, however, and as background, it is noteworthy that whether a patent subsidy 

program is structured as a grant or a loan has implications for how effective it will be, and for what kinds 

of recipients it reaches. A grant—provided it is limited to supporting expenses associated with filing 

small-business international patent applications—would provide immediate capital to be used only for 

obtaining foreign patent protection. Because such capital would be available with no repayment 

obligation, any eligible small business that is interested could take advantage, so long as it had the 

resources available to obtain and administer the grant internally. As a matter of basic economics, if the 

grant covers 100 percent of the expenses associated with international patenting, an over investment in 

such activity might occur. 

In order to combat this possibility, grants are commonly offered with requirements that the 

awardee invest company capital in some kind of matching scheme, thus investing its own capital in some 

percentage to the grant capital. This percentage need not be equal shares. So, a grant may be designed to 

cover only some fraction of the total cost of an activity, and in that way, encourage investment by the 

business without supporting frivolous or trivial expenditures. Such a grant scheme would tend to support 

an activity that the government has concluded is desirable, while avoiding the harshest outcomes of 

government money being used to support activities that have nearly zero private value. Such a matching 

requirement, however, may affect small businesses disproportionately since—as was discussed 

previously—small and particularly young companies may not have sufficient cash flow or capital to take 

advantage of this type of grant scheme in the early years of patenting when such expenditure is necessary.  

A loan program can also provide up-front funding, but in contrast to a grant, comes with an 

obligation to repay the capital later, ordinarily with some interest rate. Loan programs can differ across 

several dimensions, such as how much capital is available, how long a repayment horizon the recipient 

will be allowed, and in both the rate(s) of interest and the interval(s) at which interest payments will be 

due. A government-supported loan program is often economically equivalent to a combination of an 

ordinary, private loan with an economic subsidy or grant. The subsidy represents the extent to which the 
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loan is more attractive than privately available options, such as offering a means of borrowing more 

money than otherwise possible, or being allowed a more attractive interest rate or repayment date. In this 

way, a government-supported loan program can share the attributes of a grant program with a matching 

requirement. Each presents some kind of subsidy to the small business, but also requires some liability. 

The main difference comes when that liability is realized. In a grant program, it is realized immediately, 

while in a loan program, it will be realized after some delay. Also, since loans present the possibility of 

default if the business fails or is otherwise unable to pay, that liability may not be realized by the small 

business at all. Since loans consist in part of the borrower’s own future assets, the borrowers will be less 

likely to use them to acquire low-value investments. Thus, loans also present a solution, like matching, to 

the problem presented by a 100 percent grant. 

The question of what type of program is better intersects with problems of uncertainty 

characteristic of the patenting and innovation process described earlier in this report. A patent is generally 

filed early in the innovation process when uncertainty is likely high concerning both technological and 

market potential. Without full information, a small business can underinvest in activities which would be 

valuable, or overinvest in those which turn out to offer poor returns. 

Economic scholars appear to have not devoted significant attention to the value of grants 

compared to loans to help small businesses with international patenting. Although evidence-driven studies 

would be a preferred way to compare the policies, a literature review found no analysis that directly 

compared the effectiveness of loans and grants for a program of the kind described here.  So, while the 

USPTO does not advocate using federal funds for these purposes currently, it must also be recognized 

that we lack sufficient data to adequately understand whether grants, or loans, or neither mechanism, 

would be effective. 

 

B. Recommendations 

1. The U.S. Government should engage in diplomacy and harmonization to 

reduce the costs associated with filing foreign patent applications. 

Consistent with public comments received, USPTO recommends that the United States  

continue to engage our foreign trading partners in efforts to reduce patenting costs faced by American 

small-businesses abroad.   The lack of small-entity discounts in most of the world’s patent offices 

discourages U.S. small businesses from patenting abroad while at the same time USPTO’s small entity 

discounts encourage foreign small businesses to file in the U.S.  Moreover, efforts made toward 

substantive harmonization of patent laws around the world can aid U.S. small businesses by allowing 

them to economize on the costs of filing and fulfilling requirements in different offices around the globe.    
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2. The USPTO and SBA should partner in an expanded IP education and 

training initiative aimed at American small businesses. 

This report’s findings support the notion that many small businesses may benefit from extending 

patent rights outside the U.S., but too few are aware of the need to do so, or the pathways and 

mechanisms that are available to make these decisions accurately and pursue them cost effectively. 

Consistent with commentary received from the public, many small businesses would benefit from training 

in how IP protection and enforcement can be relevant to a growing company in a global economy. Piracy, 

counterfeiting, and the theft of intellectual property pose a serious threat to many American businesses, 

whether operating inside or outside the United States.  

The USPTO and the SBA are positioned to build upon several successful current IP education 

and training programs aimed at small businesses, and increase the availability, penetration, and 

participation in these programs across the United States. The USPTO currently offers a number of tools 

and training events to assist and train small businesses about their foreign patenting opportunities and 

obligations. The SBA, too, has networks and resources in the small business community to reach the 

relevant audience. Moreover, the USPTO has previous experience partnering with SBA, as well as with 

other U.S. government agencies that work to support the needs of small businesses in internationalization, 

such as the Minority Business Development Agency and the International Trade Administration. 

One notable program that the USPTO has conducted for over five years is the Intellectual 

Property Awareness Campaign (IPAC). This program provides day-long training sessions in various cities 

throughout the U.S focusing on intellectual property “basics” including patents, trade secrets, trademarks, 

domain names, and copyright protection and enforcement, both within the U.S. and abroad. The program 

is directed at small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which often lack the training, knowledge, and 

resources possessed by larger companies. Because the USPTO offers the program on request in a  

web-based seminar format, this training can be tailored to the IP issues most critical to a particular type of 

small business. The web-based format also enables to the USPTO to reach many more small businesses in 

a manner, and at a time and place, which suits their needs. In 2011, the IPAC program had over one 

hundred attendees in various cities throughout the U.S. The IPAC education programs were delivered in 

person by teams of 4–6 USPTO staff per program. 

The USPTO has considerable experience with developing and delivering educational outreach 

programs in partnership with other U.S. Government institutions. The USPTO’s current partners include 

the SBA; bureaus of the Department of Commerce including the Minority Business Development Agency 

and the International Trade Administration; and the U.S. Intellectual Property Enforcement Coordinator at 

the White House Office of Management and Budget. The USPTO has also worked with the U.S. Chamber 

of Commerce and the National Association of Manufacturers to educate small businesses about domestic 
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and foreign IP protection through on the StopFakes.gov campaign, administered by the International 

Trade Administration. Not least, the USPTO has developed university partnerships, such as the IP 

Empowerment Summit at Howard University to educate minority-owned small businesses about domestic 

and international intellectual property law. 

Ideally, any USPTO-SBA education and training program would be scalable so that it may reach 

more small businesses. One approach to expanding IP education and training for small businesses would 

be to increase the scale of the current IPAC program, using partnership arrangements and thereby 

increasing participation by small businesses. That could be accomplished by using electronic resources 

(such as internet based webinars) and by using physical locations such as the SBA-funded Small Business 

Development Centers (SBDC) (900 service locations) and the Patent and Trademark Resource Centers 

(79 locations) around the United States. Other non-government partners could be enlisted. The USPTO 

and SBA would be responsible for developing materials and training local businesses on day-long or 

modular small-business foreign patenting content. The USPTO and SBA could conduct more webinars 

with the existing infrastructure, and leverage the training materials already developed for the IPAC, as 

well as other patent-relevant courses, to reach larger audiences of small businesses.  

Alternatively, the USPTO and SBA could partner, through the SBDCs, to expand upon the 

services that the SBDC’s 900 locations currently provide to small businesses. While the SBDC currently 

provides training and counseling services to small business throughout the U.S., the USPTO and SBA 

could “train-the-trainer” so that local staff could deliver relevant materials on international IP protection, 

and its relation to internationalization strategies of small businesses, to a more diverse and larger segment 

of U.S. small businesses. These training sessions could be either in-person training or web-based distance 

learning. The goal would be to educate and train a significantly larger number of U.S. small businesses 

per year than the IPAC is currently able to reach. 

 

3. The USPTO and SBA should engage industry to discuss how best to support 

U.S. small business efforts to patent internationally. 

Several comments recognized that small businesses are a part of a larger economic ecosystem, 

and often engage, partner, and form alliances with different-sized companies at different stages of the 

innovation cycle and during their internationalization process. Often small companies enter into business 

relationships, including research and development alliances or distribution agreements across industries.  

Larger companies, too, often serve as investors in young startup companies through corporate venture 

capital. The health of the small business sector can be an important determinant of industry success, 

especially in those industries like pharmaceuticals and electronics that use acquisition of small businesses 

to fuel large-company innovation cycles.     
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Because many members of the public expressed a preference for market solutions over direct 

government intervention, it would be useful and informative for the USPTO, the SBA, and other allied 

agencies to convene discussions among industry representatives and small-business investors on small 

business foreign patenting.  

 

4. The USPTO and SBA should collect more information and conduct more 

study on the most appropriate methods of supporting international 

patenting by small businesses.  

Public commentary – from a small sample of eighteen sources – voiced uncertainty about the 

advisability of the U.S. government becoming involved in subsidizing small business foreign patenting in 

a manner that would alter the operation of efficient market solutions. Moreover, there is virtually no 

evidence, either from academic research or from respondents, about the relative advantages of a loan 

versus a grant scheme as each relates to defraying the expenses of small businesses seeking international 

patent protection. Because too little meaningful data could be found relating to the advisability of the U.S. 

government using taxpayer funds either as a loan or a grant program to support this activity, USPTO does 

not recommend any program of public financing of small business foreign patenting at this time. 

However, it would be useful and informative as a next step for the USPTO, the SBA, and other allied 

agencies to collect more data.  

As a general matter, the United States is stronger when we make investments in building the 

analytical capacity necessary to study the innovation economy. Intangible assets such as patents have 

been shown in one recent economic study to comprise over 50 percent of all U.S. business outputs,88 and 

our capacity as a nation and government to analyze and make sense of these new sources of American 

national competitive advantage is vital to our long term economic health. The relative paucity of useful 

information and meaningful analysis concerning key questions that Congress asked the USPTO and SBA 

to study indicates that more investment in basic understanding of important questions related to American 

competitiveness in the innovation economy may be desirable. Meaningful policy evaluation requires both 

the best data and the best analytical capabilities focused on the important questions concerning how 

America will win the future. 

Given the lack of information regarding the questions posed by Congress in the legislation, 

follow-up surveys and economic studies may be conducted to provide the legislature with the best 

information upon which to base its policy choices. Surveys targeted to America’s small businesses, both 

those that currently use the patent system as well as innovating small companies that are opting out of the 

patent system, can provide useful information about their understanding of the value of international 
                                                 
88 See Carol Corrado et al, Intangible Capital and U.S. Economic Growth, 55 REV. INCOME &WEALTH 661 (2009). 
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patenting and the utility of different means of providing support. Moreover, economic studies focusing on 

the relative advantages of choosing grant programs or loan programs, or other approaches to supporting 

international patenting for those small companies that need that need this protection may be helpful.  

Pilot programs too can be an effective means of gathering information when issues are complex, 

and when there is considerable uncertainty about the benefits that may flow from the use of different 

possible policies. The USPTO has determined that further study is needed on these issues. In the near 

term the USPTO does not recommend that a new pilot program of support for international patenting be 

instituted, thereby avoiding additional burden on taxpayers until more information is gathered.   

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

America’s economic health is now and will continue to be determined by the health of America’s 

small businesses. Because many small businesses rely on patent protection to thrive and grow, it is 

important to understand the relationship between success in the global economy and foreign patenting 

protection. Foreign patent protection can preserve valuable options for innovative U.S. small businesses 

to internationalize, to grow, and to become the job creators of tomorrow. The set of proposed 

recommendations contained in this report is a first responsive step toward better serving U.S. small 

businesses while gaining a better understanding of the needs and incentives of America’s small business 

entrepreneurs with respect to international patent protection. 
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Abstract 

 

Motivated by concerns that the patent system is hindering innovation, particularly for small 

inventors, this study investigates the bright side of patents. We examine whether patents 

help startups grow and succeed using detailed micro data on all patent applications filed by 

startups at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) since 2001 and approved or 

rejected before 2014. We leverage the fact that patent applications are assigned quasi-

randomly to USPTO examiners and instrument for the probability that an application is 

approved with individual examiners’ historical approval rates. We find that patent 

approvals help startups create jobs, grow their sales, innovate, and reward their investors. 

Exogenous delays in the patent examination process significantly reduce firm growth, job 

creation, and innovation, even when a firm’s patent application is eventually approved. 

Our results suggest that patents act as a catalyst that sets startups on a growth path by 

facilitating their access to capital. Proposals for patent reform should consider these 

benefits of patents alongside their alleged costs.  
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Patents strike a delicate balance between the benefits of rewarding inventors and the costs of 

blocking future inventions (Nordhaus 1969). Whether the U.S. patent system strikes the right 

balance is currently the subject of much debate. Academic studies have emphasized the “dark 

side” of patents, arguing that patent holders engage in frivolous litigation, demand excessive 

payments from alleged infringers, and stifle innovation, particularly for small entrepreneurial 

firms (Heller and Eisenberg 1998; Lemley and Shapiro 2007; Cohen, Gurun, and Kominers 

2014; Tucker 2014). In a 2015 letter to the U.S. Congress, 51 economists and legal scholars urge 

reform of the patent system, noting that “the preponderant economic picture these [academic] 

studies present is that patent litigation now imposes substantial costs, particularly on small and 

innovative firms, and that these costs have tended overall to reduce R&D, venture capital 

investment, and firm startups” (Asay et al. 2015).1 Rising to the challenge, Congress is currently 

considering no fewer than six patent reform bills.  

Mounting evidence on the dark side of patents and the accompanying chorus of calls for 

patent reform beg the question: do patents have a “bright side”? Economists agree that in theory, 

patent rights benefit inventors. Yet, these benefits have been hard to establish empirically, 

leading Boldrin and Levine (2013) to observe: “There is no empirical evidence that [patents] 

serve to increase innovation and productivity.”  

Our goal is to identify whether patents have a bright side and, if so, shed light on the 

channels via which this bright side operates. Specifically, we investigate whether patents play a 

causal role in innovative startups’ growth, follow-on innovation, and economic success. We 

                                                 
1 The letter is just one of several examples arguing the patent system is failing the needs of the U.S. economy. 

Writing with Richard Posner, Gary Becker (2013) opined that “reforms of the [patent] system are needed that 

greatly narrow the granting of patents in order to cut down … costly and unproductive litigation.” The Economist 

joined the chorus of those calling for patent reform, asserting that “Patents are protected by governments because 

they are held to promote innovation. But there is plenty of evidence that they do not.” (The Economist, Aug. 8, 

2015). 
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focus on startups both because they are a key source of innovation, economic growth, and job 

creation, and because the literature on the dark side of patents portrays small inventors as 

suffering the most from the shortcomings of the patent system: they likely face the greatest 

resource constraints when applying for patents, enforcing their patent rights, and defending 

themselves when sued by larger rivals. An important contribution of our approach, which we 

detail shortly, is that we exploit plausibly exogenous variation in the patent approval process. 

This allows us to estimate the causal effects of patents on economic activity. 

We find that patents indeed have a bright side. We focus on the 45,819 first-time patent 

applications filed by U.S. startups at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) since 2001 

that received a preliminary decision by 2009 and a final decision by December 31, 2013. Our 

analysis shows that patent approvals help startups create jobs, grow their sales, innovate, and 

eventually succeed. Our causal estimates suggest that the approval of a startup’s first patent 

application increases its employment growth over the next five years by 36 percentage points on 

average. The effect on sales growth (a 51 percentage-point increase) is even larger. A first patent 

grant also has a strong causal effect on a firm’s ability to continue innovating, increasing both 

the number of subsequent patents the firm is granted (by 49%) and their quality (with the average 

number of citations per subsequent patent increasing by 27%). In addition, patent grants more 

than double the probability that a startup is eventually listed on a stock exchange—a commonly 

used metric of startup success. 

A chief criticism of the U.S. patent system is that it takes too long to approve or reject patent 

applications, thus prolonging uncertainty about property rights and diminishing the value of 

patents to their owners (Cohen and Merrill 2003; Jaffe and Lerner 2004).2 We find that 

                                                 
2 On average, it takes the USPTO 1.75 years to make a preliminary decision on the patent applications in our 

sample, and a full 3.2 years to make a final decision—a lifetime for a startup.  
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processing delays indeed impair startups’ ability to create jobs, grow their sales, be innovative, 

and gain a stock market listing. These negative effects are substantial: each year of delay in 

reviewing a firm’s first patent application that is eventually approved causally reduces the firm’s 

employment and sales growth over the five years following approval by 21 and 28 percentage 

points, respectively. Delays also negatively affect subsequent patenting—with each year of delay 

reducing the number of subsequent patents the firm is granted by 14% and the number of 

citations-per-patent these patents receive by 7%. Delays even reduce the probability of going 

public, by as much as a half for each year of delay. Economically, a two-year delay has the same 

negative impact on a startup’s growth and success as outright rejection of the patent application.  

What are the mechanisms through which early patenting conveys such large and persistent 

benefits to startups? We find that first-time patent grants play a causal role in facilitating 

startups’ access to external finance. Approval of a patent application increases a startup’s 

probability of securing funding from professional investors (venture capitalists, or VCs) over the 

next three years by 2.3 percentage points—a 53% increase over the unconditional probability. 

The effect is strongest for startups that (i) raised little or no VC funding before the USPTO’s 

decision, (ii) were founded by inexperienced entrepreneurs, and (iii) operate in the IT sector. We 

interpret these findings as evidence that patents facilitate startups’ access to capital by mitigating 

information frictions between entrepreneurs and potential investors. Access to capital in turn sets 

startups on a growth path that transforms ideas into products and services which generate jobs, 

revenues, and follow-on innovation.  

One reason the effects of patent grants and processing delays on firm outcomes have not 

previously been studied is that until recently researchers have not had access to data on rejected 

patent applications. A unique feature of our study is that we have access to the USPTO’s internal 
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databases, which contain detailed information on the review histories of all patent applications, 

whether eventually approved or rejected.3 Of course, comparing the outcomes for firms whose 

patent applications are approved to those whose applications are rejected poses an obvious 

identification challenge: higher quality firms are both more likely to produce patentable 

innovations and to grow into successful companies. As a result, any observed correlation 

between patent grants and firm outcomes could be spurious. Similarly, complex or marginal 

applications may take longer to review, biasing estimates of the effect of processing delays on 

firm outcomes. To overcome these identification challenges, our empirical strategy exploits two 

key institutional features of the USPTO’s review process.  

The first feature is that the USPTO assigns applications in a given technology area to patent 

examiners based on their predetermined workloads. Thus, which examiner an application is 

assigned to is effectively random with respect to application (or applicant) quality. Importantly, 

examiners vary in their propensity to approve applications (Cockburn, Kortum, and Stern 2002; 

Lemley and Sampat 2012). The quasi-random allocation of applications to examiners thus results 

in the assignment of some applications to examiners who are more likely to grant patents and 

others to examiners who are less likely to do so. We use this variation in individual examiners’ 

approval rates to instrument for the probability that a given startup’s first patent application is 

approved, which allows us to isolate the effect of exogenously granted patent rights on startups’ 

subsequent growth and success.4 

To identify the economic effects of patenting delays, we exploit a second feature of the 

                                                 
3 Another reason is that data on privately held firms are scarce in the U.S., making it difficult to observe firm 

outcomes. We get around this obstacle by obtaining data from a variety of sources, including Dun & Bradstreet’s 

National Establishment Time Series (NETS) database, which contains employment and sales data for a large cross-

section of business establishment in the U.S. 
4 Sampat and Williams (2015) first proposed this instrument to measure the effect of gene patents on follow-on 

innovation in the human genome field. 
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USPTO review process. The review process can be broken into two parts: the time it takes the 

USPTO to assign an application to an examiner (which reflects quasi-random administrative 

delays unrelated to the application’s quality or complexity) and the time the examiner takes to 

make a preliminary decision on the application (which we instrument with the examiner’s 

historical reviewing speed). We then use these two sources of exogenous variation in review lags 

to identify the effect of patenting delays on firm outcomes. 

We seek to contribute to the current debate about the state of the patent system in three ways. 

First, we provide the first causal evidence that patents help startups grow, create jobs, and 

generate follow-on innovations and that they do so by facilitating access to capital.5 These 

findings on the real benefits of patents to startups are particularly surprising in light of criticism 

that the U.S. patent office grants patents to almost anyone who applies and that firms’ 

expenditures on patents are wasteful, or at best useful only as defensive shields against 

infringement charges (Quillen and Webster 2001; Boldrin and Levine 2013). We show that 

patents—along with their well-documented dark side—offer a substantial bright side to startups.  

Second, our paper illuminates the channels via which this bright side operates, thus 

informing the design of reforms that address the shortcomings of the patent system while 

maintaining its beneficial features. We find that patents help mitigate information frictions in the 

market for entrepreneurial finance in at least four ways: they alleviate investors’ concerns 

regarding startups’ ability to monetize inventions; they reduce information asymmetry by 

making it easier for entrepreneurs to disclose details of their invention to investors without fear 

of expropriation; they allow these details to be communicated more credibly; and they help 

startups signal their quality to investors. Thus, reforms to either weaken patent rights, or do away 

                                                 
5 Prior work on the relation between patents and startup growth (Balasubramanian and Sivadasan 2011) or access to 

capital (Hsu and Ziedonis 2013, Conti, Thursby, and Thursby 2013, Conti, Thursby, and Rothaermel 2013) stresses 

the difficulty of overcoming the endogeneity of patent grants. 
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with them altogether, should consider if substitute mechanisms can address these information 

frictions and help startups grow and succeed.  

Third, we show that patent review delays can significantly hamper the success of innovative 

startups by adversely affecting their ability to raise the capital necessary for their growth. These 

findings highlight the importance of a quick patent review process, particularly for fast moving 

industries, to resolve uncertainty surrounding applicants’ property rights and their ability to 

produce patentable innovations.  

We emphasize that our study does not imply that the U.S. patent system is optimal or even 

net-welfare enhancing and so should not be reformed. But our findings do alter the balance of 

evidence available to those considering a major revamp of the system by highlighting the real 

benefits of patents, particularly for startups. 

1. Institutional Setting and Data 

1.1 The patent examination process 

When an inventor applies for a patent at the USPTO, the Office of Initial Patent Examination 

(OIPE) assigns the application to an “art unit” for review based on the application’s technology 

field.6 Each art unit consists of several patent examiners who share a specialization in a narrowly 

drawn technology field.7 Over our sample period, the USPTO employed some 13,000 examiners 

in over 900 art units. The median art unit has 13 examiners; the largest more than 100. 

Applications in each art unit’s holding queue are assigned by a supervisor to one of the unit’s 

examiners, who is then responsible for assessing whether the claims in the application meet the 

legal thresholds of novelty, usefulness, and non-obviousness. Art units do not follow any 

                                                 
6 The technology field is determined through automated textual analysis of the description of the invention. 
7 To illustrate, the examiners in art unit 1641 are in charge of examining patent applications related to “peptide or 

protein sequence,” examiners in art unit 2831 are in charge of applications related to “electrical connectors,” 

examiners in art unit 3676 are in charge of applications related to “wells and earth boring,” and so on. 
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standardized assignment rule (Lemley and Sampat 2012; Sampat and Williams 2015). For 

example, some units assign applications to examiners based on the last digits of the application 

number assigned sequentially by the OIPE, while others automatically assign the oldest 

application to the first available examiner.8 Despite these differences, Lemley and Sampat (2012) 

and Sampat and Williams (2015) conclude that the assignment of applications to examiners 

within a given art unit is effectively random with respect to the quality of the application or the 

applicant. This conditional random assignment of applications to examiners plays a key role in 

our identification strategies. 

After receiving an assignment (on what is known as “docket date”), the examiner evaluates 

the application and makes a preliminary ruling on the application. This ruling, called the “first-

action decision,” is communicated to the applicant via an official first-action letter signed by the 

examiner. On average, applications in our sample take 0.7 years to be assigned to an examiner, 

and examiners take an additional year to make a first-action decision. The final decision on the 

application is then made on average 1.5 years later—a full 3.2 years after the application date. 

Carley, Hegde, and Marco (2015) show that the first-action decision resolves substantial 

uncertainty about the application’s ultimate fate.9 Consequently, we take the first-action date 

(rather than the final decision date) as our starting point for estimating how patent decisions 

affect firm outcomes. The data support this modeling choice: in Section 4, we find that 

successful applications help facilitate a startup’s access to VC funding within a few months of 

                                                 
8 Each examiner has a review quota and can have a maximum number of pending applications in her docket at any 

point in time. Both the quota and the maximum vary by art unit and in part depend on the examiner’s seniority. 
9 Strictly speaking, patent applications are never irrevocably rejected by the USPTO; they are abandoned by 

applicants following what technically are appealable rejections issued by examiners (Lemley and Sampat 2008). For 

expositional clarity, we follow Sampat and Williams (2015) and refer to abandoned applications (i.e., the 

complement of those applications that are approved) as “rejected.” 
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the first-action decision, well before the final decision is made.10 

Our data do not include the content of the first-action letter (only its date). Instead, we use 

the final outcome of the application (i.e., approval or rejection) as a noisy proxy for the first-

action decision. Doing so gives rise to a simultaneity problem in our empirical analysis. As we 

explain in Section 2.2, the identification strategy we use to address the endogeneity induced by 

the likely presence of unobservable differences between successful and unsuccessful patent 

applicants also addresses the endogeneity arising from this simultaneity problem. 

1.2 Patent data and sample selection 

Our patent data are drawn from the USPTO’s internal databases. A key advantage of these 

internal databases is that they include information on the review histories of every U.S. patent 

application—both approved and rejected.11 Until recently, publicly available datasets on U.S. 

patents, such as those maintained by the National Bureau of Economic Research or Harvard 

Business School, only covered approved patents.12 As a result, most prior studies that analyze the 

relation between patenting activity and firm-level outcomes have measured the former as stocks 

of granted patents.13 A challenge of using data on only granted patents is that the counterfactual 

for firms with patent rights then includes both firms that applied for patents but were not granted 

patent rights and firms that never applied for patents (either because they did not engage in 

innovative activities or because they pursued alternative mechanisms to protect their intellectual 

                                                 
10 Measuring firm outcomes from the first-action date instead of the final decision date has an additional advantage: 

the final decision date for rejected applications is highly endogenous, as unsuccessful applicants effectively choose 

their final decision date by choosing when to abandon their applications. 
11 Carley, Hegde, and Marco (2015) provide a detailed description of these data. 
12 Sampat and Williams (2015) and other recent working papers use publicly available data from the USPTO’s 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Unlike the NBER or HBS datasets, PAIR covers both 

approved and rejected applications filed after 2000. A drawback of PAIR compared to the internal databases we use 

is that PAIR provides no data on applications that are abandoned prior to public disclosure (approximately 15% of 

all unsuccessful applications) and no data on rejected applications before 2001.  
13 A prominent example is Balasubramanian and Sivadasan (2011), who match the NBER patent data to Census 

microdata for U.S. manufacturers and show that increases in a firm’s patent stock are associated with increases in 

the firm’s size, scope, skill intensity, and capital intensity. 
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property). With publicly available data, it is thus impossible to separate the effects of innovative 

activity (which increases both the probability of applying for and receiving patents) from the 

economic effects of patent rights. 

We use data from the USPTO’s internal databases covering all patent applications, whether 

approved or rejected, filed from 1991 onwards that had received a final decision by the end of 

2013  (access to the USPTO’s internal databases was granted through the agency’s Thomas Alva 

Edison Scholars program).14 Our goal is to identify the real effects of early patent grants on 

startup success. The USPTO does not tag whether an applicant is a startup, so we code as a 

startup those applicants that satisfy the following two filters: (1) the firm is a U.S.-based for-

profit company that is not listed on a stock market at the time of its first patent application; and 

(2) it has filed at least one application on or after January 1, 2001 and no applications from 1991 

through 2000. The first filter screens out the bulk of established filers (such as research labs and 

listed companies). The second filter ensures that we capture first-time patent applicants, which 

are likely to be young entrepreneurial firms. 

Throughout the paper, our analysis focuses on how the outcome of a firm’s first patent 

application affects its growth, subsequent innovation, raise funding, and eventually go public.15  

To ensure that we can study the long-term effects of patents, we require firms to receive the 

first-action decision on their first application by December 31, 2009. 

Our final sample consists of 45,819 first-time patent applicants (called startups from here 

on). Of these applications, 65.7% are successful and result in a patent grant while the rest are 

                                                 
14 Aggregate data on approved and rejected patent applications are available through Marco, et al, (2015).  
15 Occasionally, the first patent decision a firm receives is not for the first application it ever filed, but for a later 

application. This occurs 8% of the time in our data. Our focus throughout is on a firm’s first application that the 

USPTO rules on. For brevity, albeit somewhat inaccurately, we refer to this as the firm’s “first application.” 

Identifying each firm’s first application requires standardizing the assignee names in the USPTO data, to ensure that 

we can accurately capture each firm’s patenting history. Our standardization process follows Bernstein, Giroud, and 

Townsend (2015) . 
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unsuccessful. The industry distribution of our sample firms is as follows: 32.7% operate in the 

electronics, computers, and communications industries (henceforth, IT); 18.7% are active in the 

pharmaceutical and bio-chemical industries (henceforth, biochemistry); and the remaining 48.6% 

operate in other industries.  

1.3 Data on firm outcomes 

We obtain data on firm outcomes from three sources. First, we extract employment and sales 

data from Dun and Bradstreet’s National Establishment Time Series (NETS) database, which 

covers a large cross-section of business establishments in the U.S. going back to 1989.16 We are 

able to match 65.4% of our sample firms by name to firms in NETS. For 25.9% of the matched 

firms, NETS reports no data for the year of the first-action decision on the first patent 

application, typically because NETS coverage does not begin until later. This leaves 22,214 

startups with data on employment and sales as of the first-action date. These are the firms that 

form the basis of our analysis of the effects of patents on employment growth and sales growth.  

Second, we use VentureXpert to identify which of our sample firms go on to raise VC 

funding at some point after the first-action date. Third, we use data from Thomson Reuter’s 

Securities Data Company (SDC) database to identify firms that go public or are acquired after 

the first-action date. The algorithm used to match our sample firms to NETS, VentureXpert, and 

SDC follows Bernstein, Giroud, and Townsend (2015). 

Table 1 reports summary statistics of firm outcomes separately for startups whose first patent 

application is approved or rejected. Panel A shows that startups whose first application is 

approved have slightly higher sales and employment growth prior to the application. The 

difference widens in the years after the USPTO’s preliminary decision. Panel B shows that 

startups with an approved patent produce more, and higher quality, inventions. Panel C shows 

                                                 
16 Being privately held, the startups in our sample are not covered in standard financial databases such as Compustat. 
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that startups with approved patents are more likely than those whose applications are rejected to 

raise venture capital and to eventually go public or be acquired.  

In sum, Table 1 shows that startups that receive patents are associated with superior 

outcomes, but of course no causal inferences can be drawn from these descriptive statistics.  

2. The Real Effects of Patent Grants 

2.1 Empirical setup and identification challenge 

In order to identify how the approval of a firm’s first patent application affects subsequent 

outcomes at the firm, we estimate the following equation: 

       itja itja itja itjaFirm outcome First patent application approved X     , (1) 

where i indexes applicants, t application years, j examiners to whom applications are assigned for 

review, and a art units. We consider four outcomes: (i) changes in the applicant firm’s 

employment, (ii) changes in its sales, (iii) its subsequent innovative activity (as measured by the 

quantity and quality of its subsequent patents), and (iv) whether the firm eventually lists on a 

stock market or is acquired by another company. We consider various windows for these 

outcomes to occur, starting in each case from the first-action date.  

The vector X controls for time-varying differences in firm outcomes across technology fields 

by including a full set of art-unit-by-application-year fixed effects. (We discuss the importance 

of including these fixed effects below.) We also control for geographical differences in outcomes 

by including firm-headquarter-state fixed effects. Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are 

clustered at the art unit level to allow for arbitrary correlation of the errors within each art unit.  

Ideally, First patent application approved would capture the content of the first-action letter: 

is the application likely eventually to be approved or to be rejected? However, as we do not 

observe the content of the letter, we instead set First patent application approved equal to one if 
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the application is actually eventually approved, and zero otherwise. This may give rise to an 

endogeneity problem, to the extent that differences between the first-action and the final decision 

are simultaneously determined with the dependent variable in equation (1).  

This simultaneity problem is in addition to the omitted-variables problem noted earlier. To 

illustrate the difference between the two, consider first a firm of higher unobserved quality at the 

time of filing is both more likely to have produced a “novel, useful, and non-obvious” invention 

worthy of a patent and to perform better going forward. This source of endogeneity is unrelated 

to the fact that we do not observe the content of the first-action letter. Next consider a firm 

receiving a first-action letter raising various concerns might decide to hire a new chief scientific 

officer. This hire could both increase the likelihood that the application is eventually approved 

(relative to the expectation at first-action) and boost the firm’s post first-action growth.  

Endogeneity of these sorts imply that the OLS estimate of β will be biased upwards, as it will 

capture both the average treatment effect of patent grants on firm outcomes and the bias induced 

by not controlling for either ex ante firm quality or post-first action changes in quality.  

The ideal experiment to identify the causal contribution of a patent to a firm’s success would 

randomize patent approvals, thus ensuring that the ex ante characteristics of successful applicants 

do not differ systematically from those of unsuccessful ones. Of course, the USPTO does not 

grant patents randomly. However, we can get close to this ideal experiment by exploiting 

features of the review process that induce quasi-random variation in patent approvals, following 

an instrumental variables (IV) approach. Given that our IV is determined before the first-action 

decision, it also allows us to address the simultaneity problem.  

2.2 Identification strategy: Patent examiners’ approval rates as IV 

We leverage the conditional random assignment of patent applications to examiners within 
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the USPTO’s art units and exogenous variation in the propensity of examiners to approve patents 

to identify the causal effect of patent grants on firm outcomes. For examiner j belonging to art 

unit a assigned to review firm i’s first patent application submitted at time t, we calculate the 

examiner’s approval rate as follows:  

granted

reviewed

Examiner approval rate
jta

jta

ijta

n

n
 , (2) 

where 
reviewed jta

n  and 
granted jta

n  are the numbers of patents reviewed and granted, respectively, by 

examiner j prior to date t.17 We then use the examiner’s approval rate as an instrument for 

whether the focal application is approved and estimate equation (1) using two-stage least squares 

(2SLS). This instrument was first proposed by Sampat and Williams (2015), who use it to 

analyze the effect of patent rights on follow-on innovation in the human genome industry.  

2.2.1 Instrument relevance 

Since patent applications are assigned to examiners quasi-randomly within an art unit, we 

include art-unit-by-application year fixed effects in all of our regressions (as in Sampat and 

Williams 2015).18 Thus, for our IV to predict whether a patent application is approved, there 

needs to be sufficient variation within an art unit and year in the propensity of different 

examiners to approve patent applications. Previous research suggests that the patent review 

process leaves enough discretion in the hands of examiners for this to be the case (Lichtman 

2004; Sampat and Lemley 2010; Lemley and Sampat 2012; Sampat and Williams 2015). This 

discretion is perhaps best illustrated by Cockburn, Kortum, and Stern (2003), who note that 

“there may be as many patent offices as there are patent examiners.” 

                                                 
17 Neither the numerator nor the denominator in (2) includes patent application i, as it had not been reviewed prior to 

date t. Also, to ensure that we measure each examiner’s approval rate accurately, we exclude all firms whose first 

patent application is assigned to an examiner who has reviewed fewer than 10 previous applications. All results are 

robust to using alternative cutoffs. 
18 Applications belonging to art-unit-by-year singletons do not contribute to identification and are excluded.  
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The existence of meaningful variation in the propensity of examiners to approve patent 

applications is confirmed by our data. The top graph in Figure 1 shows the distribution of 

examiner approval rates, defined as in equation (2), in our sample. The median examiner 

approves 62.2% of applications, and the interquartile range is 32.7%. Part of this variation is 

driven by variation in approval rates across art units and time. The bottom graph in Figure 1 

shows the distribution of residual approval rates (obtained from a regression of approval rates on 

a full set of art-unit-by-application-year fixed effects). As expected, the fixed effects account for 

a sizable fraction of the raw variation in approval rates (the R2 is 56.3%), but we are still left with 

substantial variation in residual approval rates, with an interquartile range of 17.7%.  

Our approval rate estimates are based on a large number of reviewed applications: the 

average (median) examiner had reviewed 771 (418) applications by the time we measure her 

approval rate (the 10th percentile is 52). This suggests that the variation shown in Figure 1 

reflects persistent inherent differences in examiners’ propensity to approve applications and not 

random differences in the quality distribution of the applications they review.  

Table 2 reports the first stage of our 2SLS models, that is, the results of regressing patent 

approval on the instrument using the following linear-probability model: 

        itja itja itja itjaFirst patent application approved Examiner approval rate X u     (3) 

As required for identification, the instrument is a strong predictor of whether an application is 

approved. The coefficient estimate in column 1 implies that each percentage-point increase in an 

examiner’s approval rate leads to a 0.67 percentage-point increase in the probability that a patent 

she reviews is approved (p<0.001). Thus, moving from an examiner in the 25th percentile to one 

in the 75th percentile would increase the approval probability by 11.9 percentage points (=0.67 × 

17.7), all else equal. Controlling for firm size using the log number of employees (column 2) or 
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log sales (column 3) has next to no bearing on the point estimate, even though these variables are 

only available for just under 50% of our sample firms. 

The effect of an examiner’s approval rate on the probability of receiving a patent is not only 

large economically, it is also strong statistically, with F statistics that consistently exceed the 

critical value of 10 (Stock and Yogo 2005). This is important because weak instruments can do 

more harm than good.  

2.2.2 Exclusion restriction 

In order to satisfy the exclusion restriction, the IV must only affect firm outcomes, following 

the examiner’s first-action decision, through its effect on the likelihood that the examiner’s first-

action letter indicates that the application will be approved. As noted by Angrist and Pischke 

(2009, p. 117), for the exclusion restriction to be satisfied, the instrument must be “as good as 

randomly assigned conditional on covariates.” Since applications are assigned to examiners 

within an art unit randomly with respect to quality, once we include art-unit-by-application-year 

fixed effects, the IV has a plausible claim to satisfying the exclusion restriction.  

While conditional random assignment of patent applications to examiners is necessary for 

our IV to satisfy the exclusion restriction, it is not sufficient. To see why, consider the following 

scenario. If a startup were to learn the approval rate of its randomly assigned examiner at the 

time of application, it could try to predict the examiner’s first-action decision based on her past 

review record. This prediction could then affect the startup’s effort and hence firm outcomes 

before the first-action decision on the application. In this scenario, even a randomly assigned 

instrument would violate the exclusion restriction, as it would affect firm outcomes via a 

channel—effort before the application is decided—other than the first stage. In practice, 

applicants do not learn the identity of their patent examiner until they receive the USPTO first-
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action letter. As a result, by the time applicants learn who the examiner is, it is too late to use the 

examiner’s review record to predict her first-action decision.  

In sum, the institutional features of the USPTO review process are consistent with the 

identifying assumption that any effect that the examiner’s approval rate has on firm outcomes 

operates via the first stage—i.e., via the effect that the examiner’s leniency has on the 

application’s likelihood of approval. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Employment growth and sales growth 

Table 3, Panel A examines how the outcome of a firm’s patent application affects its 

employment growth over the five years following the USPTO’s first-action decision. We first 

discuss the results of naïve OLS regressions which ignore the endogeneity of patent approval. 

Column 1 shows that firms that are granted a patent grow their employment by 7.3 percentage 

points more on average in the year following the patent decision than those whose first 

application is rejected. The difference continues to widen over time: successful applicants’ 

employment growth is 15.4 percentage points higher after three years (column 3) and 25 

percentage points higher after five years (column 5).19 These differences are not only large 

economically but also highly statistically significant (p<0.001 in all three cases).20 

These OLS estimates ignore the endogeneity of patent grants and so cannot be interpreted 

causally. Instrumenting patent grants using examiner approval rates subtly changes the inference. 

The 2SLS results in column 2 show that a favorable patent decision has no significant effect on 

the firm’s employment growth in the first year after the decision. Economically, this seems more 

plausible than the large OLS estimate shown in column 1: surely it takes time for patent grants to 

                                                 
19 We omit the two- and four-year growth results to conserve space; they are in line with those shown in the table. 
20 In addition to including art-unit-by-year and headquarter-state fixed effects, we also control for the log number of 

employees that the firm has at first-action. As expected, larger firms tend to grow more slowly, all else equal.  
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boost employment growth. It is only after a while that the patent approval effect becomes 

significant, leading to employment growth that is 20.1 percentage points higher over three years 

(p=0.021, column 4) and 35.6 percentage points higher over five years (p= 0.019, column 6). To 

illustrate the economic significance, consider the median startup, which in our sample has eight 

employees at first-action. Approval leads to faster growth that translates into the firm having 2.9 

(=8 × 0.356) more employees on average five years later than if the application had been rejected 

as a result of being assigned to a stricter examiner. 

Panel B reports analogous results for sales growth. The OLS estimates show that successful 

applicants grow their sales by 7.8, 15.7, and 29.1 percentage points more on average over the 

one, three, and five years following the patent decision than their unsuccessful counterparts 

(p<0.001 in all three cases). Once we instrument patent grants, the one-year growth effect in 

column 2 again becomes insignificant (p=0.283). But over three and five years, we find that 

patent approvals lead to sales growth that is 21.9 and 51.4 percentage points higher, respectively 

(p=0.022 and 0.008 in columns 4 and 6, respectively).  

Figure 2 helps visualize these increases by plotting the estimated patent approval effect on 

the growth in employment (Panel A) and sales (Panel B) over the five years following first-

action. The figure leaves little doubt that patent approvals play an important causal role in 

fostering startup growth as evidenced by sizeable gains in employment and sales. 

2.3.2 Subsequent patenting 

We next model how the outcome of a firm’s first patent application affects the firm’s ability 

to continue innovating and patenting. We capture a firm’s subsequent innovative activities using 

the log number of patent applications filed by the firm after the first-action decision on its first 

patent application; the log number of such subsequent applications that are approved; the 
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approval rate of these subsequent applications; the log number of citations received by all 

subsequent applications combined; and the log average number of citations-per-patent received 

by those subsequent applications that are approved.21 See Table 1 for descriptive statistics. 

Table 4 reports the IV results.22 (Readers interested in the naïve OLS results are referred to 

Table IA.1 in the Internet Appendix.) Columns 1 and 2 show that approval of the first patent 

application leads to a 66.9% (=e0.512−1) increase in the number of patents the firm subsequently 

applies for and a 48.8% increase in the number of patents it subsequently obtains (p<0.001 in 

each case). This may not be surprising; after all, Table 3 shows that successful applicants enjoy 

faster growth. But it is not just the volume of subsequent patent applications and grants that 

increases. Column 3 shows that success in the first patent application leads to a 17.7 percentage-

point increase in the approval rate of a startup’s subsequent applications (p<0.001), suggesting 

that these subsequent applications are of higher quality. 

Consistent with the notion that early patenting success increases subsequent innovation 

quality, column 4 shows that the approval of a firm’s first application leads to a 69% increase in 

the number of citations received by the combined stock of its subsequent applications (p<0.001). 

Even more remarkably, when we remove any quantity effect both in the number of subsequent 

applications and granted patents, we still find that early approvals boost the quality of subsequent 

innovations, increasing the average citation-per-patent count by 26.6% (p=0.002, column 5).23  

We emphasize that the IV estimates in Table 4 are not contaminated by potentially 

                                                 
21 There is no mechanical relation between the outcome of a firm’s first patent application and our subsequent 

patenting measures, as these only include patent applications filed after the first application is decided. 
22 The analysis in Table 4 is fundamentally different from that in Sampat and Williams (2015). Their unit of analysis 

is a technology field, rather than a firm. They examine how patents on a particular gene affect follow-on scientific 

research in that same gene, regardless of who produces the research. Our analysis is at the firm level, asking how 

approval of a firm’s first patent application affects the quantity and quality of that firm’s subsequent patents. We do 

not require subsequent patents to be in the same field of the first application, although, naturally, they often are. 
23 In untabulated results, we find that the effects in columns 4 and 5 are even stronger when we measure citations 

over seven or ten years. 
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unobserved ex ante quality differences between successful and unsuccessful first-time applicants. 

Therefore, our results indicate that the approval of a firm’s first patent application leads to 

changes in the firm’s resources and environment in which it develops its innovative activities 

that increase both the quantity and quality of its subsequent innovations.  

2.3.3 IPOs and acquisitions 

We next test whether approval of a startup’s first patent application affects success measured 

as the probability that the firm subsequently goes public or is acquired. Column 6 reveals that a 

successful application boosts the probability of an IPO by 0.9 percentage points (p=0.006). This 

represents a sizable 153% increase over the unconditional sample probability of 0.59%.24 We 

find similar results in column 7, where we include acquisitions: a successful application 

increases the probability of going public or being acquired by 2.1 percentage points (p=0.001), 

an 84% increase over the unconditional sample probability of 2.5%. 

On average, successful first-time applicants are acquired 3.3 years or go public 4.9 years 

after the USPTO takes first-action. These long lags underscore the notion that the causal link 

between the approval of a firm’s first patent application and the likelihood that the firm is 

eventually sold is unlikely to direct, in that potential IPO investors or acquirers are unlikely to 

use the outcome of the application in their investment decision. Rather, our findings suggest that 

early patent grants act as catalysts that set startups on a path to success. We defer an analysis of 

the channels through which patents affect startups’ long-term growth and success to Section 4. 

3. The Real Effects of Patent Review Delays 

Section 2 shows that patent grants have real effects for startups that translate into faster 

growth, more and higher-quality subsequent innovations, and a higher likelihood of eventually 

                                                 
24 We observe IPOs through the end of 2014. Firms that remain private by then may yet go public in the future. The 

art-unit-by-application-year fixed effects control for the fact that firms that applied for their first patent in the last 

few years of our sample have had less time to go public than earlier applicants.  
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going public or being acquired. Motivated by concerns that delays in the patent review process 

create uncertainty and diminish the value of patents to their owners, this section investigates 

whether, conditional on a startup’s first patent being approved, exogenous delays in the patent 

review process have a causal effect on firm outcomes.  

3.1 Empirical setup and identification challenge 

To identify how the time the USPTO takes to review a startup’s first patent application 

affects firm outcomes, we estimate the following regression: 

       itja itja itja itjaFirm outcome First patent review lag X     , (4) 

restricting the sample to startups whose first application is approved. First patent review lag is 

the number of years between the date the firm’s first patent application is filed at the USPTO and 

the first-action date and averages 1.6 years. Throughout this section, we focus on the same firm-

level outcomes we analyze in Section 2 and continue to include art-unit-by-application-year and 

headquarter-state fixed effects in the vector X. 

The identification challenge is that review delays may be related to unobservable innovation 

quality or application complexity and thus are potentially endogenous. Estimating equation (3) 

consistently thus requires an instrument.  

3.2 Identification strategy: Decomposing and instrumenting review lags 

The time it takes to receive a decision on a patent application can be decomposed into two 

parts: the time from filing to the application being assigned to the examiner’s docket and the time 

from docket to first-action. The former reflects quasi-random administrative delays at the 

USPTO that are unrelated to invention quality or application complexity. The extent of such 

delays depends on factors such as the workload of the OIPE or the different art units, staffing 

issues (sickness, maternity leaves, etc.), and the USPTO’s budget situation. Delays at this stage 
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are thus orthogonal to the application’s characteristics and so plausibly exogenous.  

The time from docket to first-action, by contrast, could be influenced by the characteristics of 

the application and so is potentially endogenous. To address this endogeneity, we use only that 

part of the variation in time from docket to first-action that is orthogonal to application 

characteristics. We obtain this by regressing time from docket to first-action on the examiner’s 

average time to process applications from docket to first-action in the past.  

Our instrument for a patent application’s review lag is the sum of time-to-docket and the 

average time the examiner has taken in the past from docket to first-action.  

The exclusion restriction requires the IV to affect firm outcomes only via the first stage and 

not directly. Since time-to-docket is exogenous, it can enter the IV directly. Using examiners’ 

review speed to instrument the time from docket to first-action is analogous to using examiners’ 

approval rates to instrument for the likelihood of patent approval. In both cases, the key 

institutional features that motivate the exclusion restriction are that the assignment of 

applications to examiners within art units is quasi-random and that applicants only learn the 

identity of their examiners at the time of first-action. These features suggest that idiosyncratic 

examiner characteristics can only affect firm outcomes via the first stage—i.e., in this case, via 

the effect that the examiner’s review speed has on an application’s review lag. 

The top graph in Figure 3 shows evidence of substantial variation in our review-lag IV. The 

interquartile range is one year, with each of the two components of the IV driving half of this 

variation. In part, this variation reflects differences across art units and time. The bottom graph in 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the residuals obtained after regressing the IV on a full set of 

art-unit-by-year fixed effects (the R2 of this regression is 60.4%). This gives an interquartile 

range of just over half a year, which suggests that after controlling for art-unit-by-application-
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year fixed effects we continue to have meaningful variation in the IV to drive our first stage. 

Column 1 in Table 5 shows the results of estimating the first-stage regression 

        itja itja itja itjaFirst patent review lag Review lag IV X u    . (5) 

The results leave little doubt that the review-lag IV is strong: the estimate of θ is large (̂ =0.54) 

and highly significant, with an F statistic over 1,000. We obtain similar estimates in columns 2 

and 3 when we control for firm size using the log of the number of employees or sales. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Employment growth and sales growth 

Table 6 examines how the time it takes the USPTO to make a first-action decision on a 

startup’s first patent application affects employment growth (Panel A) and sales growth (Panel 

B) over the five years following the decision.  

The naïve OLS estimates show that longer reviews are associated with slower growth once 

the USPTO finally grants the patent. For example, for each year of delay, employment growth 

declines by 2.4 percentage points in the first year after a patent grant, and by a cumulative 12.7 

and 19.3 percentage points over three and five years, respectively. Sales growth exhibits a 

similar negative post-decision trend. 

The instrumented estimates show that each year of delay causes employment growth to 

decline by an insignificant 2.5 percentage points one year after the patent is granted (p=0.111), 

by 8.4 percentage points over three years (p=0.033), and by 20.9 percentage points over five 

years (p=0.015). For the median startup with eight employees at first-action, each year of delay 

thus implies 1.7 (=8 × 0.209) fewer jobs five years later, all else equal. The instrumented effects 

on sales growth are even larger. Each year of delay causes sales growth to slump by 3.6, 12.8, 

and 28.4 percentage points over the one, three, and five years following the patent first-action 
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decision (p=0.033, 0.007, and 0.009), respectively. Figure 4 illustrates these effects graphically. 

3.3.2 Subsequent patenting 

Review lags similarly hamper subsequent innovative activity. Columns 1 through 5 in Table 

7 report the instrumented effects of review lags on the quantity and quality of the applications a 

startup files after receiving approval on its first patent application. (Table IA.2 in the Internet 

Appendix reports OLS estimates.) Each year of delay causes the number of subsequent patent 

applications to decline by 14% (column 1). The number of patents granted falls in lockstep, by 

13.6% (column 2), partly as a result of fewer applications and partly because the firm’s approval 

rate falls by 4.1 percentage points (column 3). The quality of the firm’s subsequent applications 

also deteriorates: each year of delay is followed by an 18.6% decline in the firm’s total number 

of citations (column 4) and a 7.4% decline in the average number of citations-per-patent(column 

5). Each of these estimates is not only economically large but also highly statistically significant.  

3.3.3 IPOs and acquisitions 

Not surprisingly, slower growth and less innovation as a result of delays at the USPTO hurt a 

startup’s chances of eventually going public or being acquired. Column 6 in Table 7 shows that 

each additional year the USPTO takes to review an application that is ultimately approved 

reduces a startup’s subsequent probability of going public by 0.39 percentage points (p=0.025)—

a 58% reduction from the unconditional 0.67% IPO probability among successful first-time 

patent applicants. The combined probability of going public or being acquired in column 7 falls 

by 0.62 percentage points (p=0.071).  

Collectively, the findings in this Section highlight that it is not simply the outcome of a 

startup’s first patent application that affects its future growth: even conditioning on approval, the 

speed with which the USPTO reviews application has lasting consequences for the applicant. 
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4. What Drives the Real Effects of Patents?  

Sections 2 and 3 show that first-time patent grants appear to act as catalysts that help startups 

grow, innovate, and eventually go public or be acquired. Our goal in this section is to understand 

how they do so. Our search for a mechanism focuses on the role patents play in alleviating 

informational frictions in the market for entrepreneurial capital. 

4.1 Patents and frictions in the entrepreneurial finance market 

The entrepreneurial finance market is plagued by information frictions (Leroy and Singell 

1987; Evans and Jovanovic 1989; Gompers 1995; Black and Gilson 1998; Kortum and Lerner 

2000; Kaplan and Strömberg 2003; Sorensen 2007). Startups, by definition, have few assets they 

can pledge as collateral for loans and have little or no track record to help an equity investor 

assess their upside potential and their risk. The resulting financing frictions are particularly 

severe for innovative startups such as those in our study, which by definition aim to 

commercialize new ideas for which precedents are likely limited. It is thus often challenging to 

ascertain whether their ideas will work as claimed, will result in sufficient demand, or can easily 

be imitated by competitors.  

Patents can help alleviate these information frictions in four key ways. First, by securing a 

startup’s property rights on its invention, a patent can alleviate investors’ concerns regarding the 

firm’s ability to monetize the invention. Second, a patent reduces information asymmetry by 

making it easier for an entrepreneur to share details of her invention with investors without fear 

of expropriation (Arrow 1962; Anton and Yao 1994; Biais and Perotti 2008). Third, the patent 

itself helps communicate these details credibly. Fourth, a patent can help the startup signal its 

quality to investors. Long (2002), for example, notes that “if an easily measurable firm attribute 

such as patent counts is positively correlated with other less readily measurable firm attributes 
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such as knowledge capital, then patent counts can be used as a means of conveying information 

about these other attributes” (p. 627).25  

4.2 Empirical strategy 

In examining whether patents indeed alleviate information frictions in the entrepreneurial 

finance market, we focus on access to VC funding. VCs have been shown to be critical to the 

success of innovative startups (Hellmann and Puri 2000; Gompers and Lerner 2001), not only by 

offering funding, but also by providing monitoring and advice (Bernstein, Giroud, and Townsend 

2015), access to networks of potential customers, suppliers, and strategic partners (Hochberg, 

Ljungqvist, and Lu 2007), and help recruiting talented individuals (Gorman and Sahlman, 1989). 

This is not to say that patents may not also facilitate access to funding from angel investors 

(Sudek 2006), strategic alliance partners, or debt (Hochberg, Serrano, and Ziedonis 2014; Mann 

2015). But data on these funding sources are not systematically available. 

To identify how patents affect access to VC funding, we estimate the following regression:  

         itja itja itja itjaFirm raises VC funding First patent application approved X     . (6) 

The dependent variable is an indicator set equal to one if the firm raises VC funding at some 

point in the n=1 to 5 years following the USPTO’s first-action decision on the firm’s first patent 

application. Of the startups in our sample, 92.5% have raised no venture capital prior to the first-

action date. For these, equation (6) identifies the effect of patent approval on a firm’s ability to 

raise its first VC round. For firms with at least one prior VC round, equation (6) identifies the 

effect on their ability to raise a follow-on round.26 In addition to including art-unit-by-year and 

headquarter-state fixed effects, we control for the log number of prior VC rounds. We also 

                                                 
25 To the extent that the entrepreneur is unsure about the quality of her invention, the signal provided by a patent can 

also be valuable to the entrepreneur herself, increasing her motivation and effort once a patent has been secured.  
26 Specifically, 2.4% of our sample firms have raised one VC round at the time of their first-action; 1.9% have raised 

two VC rounds; 1.4% have raised three rounds; and the rest have raised four or more rounds. 
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consider sample splits based on the number of prior VC rounds. 

Estimating equation (6) requires an instrument, as firms of higher unobservable quality are 

both more likely to be granted patents and to raise VC funding. We thus again use the examiner’s 

prior approval rate to instrument for the likelihood that the application is approved.27 For 

completeness, we report the naïve OLS results in the Internet Appendix. 

4.3 Baseline results 

Table 8 reports the results. Approval of a firm’s first patent application causes a startup’s 

chances of raising VC funding in the following year to increase by 1.2 percentage points 

(p=0.047 in column 1). Extending the window increases the effect to 2.1, 2.3, 2.7, and 2.8 

percentage points over two, three, four, and five years, respectively (p<0.01 in columns 2 to 5). 

These effects are economically large. To illustrate, the 2.3 percentage-point increase in column 3 

represents a 53% increase relative to the 4.3% unconditional probability our sample firms have 

of raising VC funding in the three years following a first-action decision.  

Importantly, even when we measure VC funding over a five-year window, the median 

successful applicant that raises venture capital does so a mere 10.3 months after first-action. This 

proximity between the USPTO’s preliminary patent approval and the VC investment is 

consistent with our hypothesis that patent decisions play a direct causal role in facilitating 

startups access to capital by alleviating informational frictions between them and their investors. 

4.4 Heterogeneous effects of patents 

If patents facilitate access to funding by addressing informational frictions, we expect the 

effect to be most beneficial to firms surrounded by the greatest frictions. Frictions are likely 

greatest among firms (i) trying to raise their first or second VC round, (ii) led by inexperienced 

                                                 
27 Recall from Section 2.2 that instrumenting patent approval also addresses the simultaneity problem induced by the 

fact that we use the final outcome of the patent application as a noisy proxy for the first-action decision outcome.  
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founders, and (iii) operating in industries in which the quality of ideas and entrepreneurs is 

difficult to evaluate and where patents are most effective at mitigating the risk of expropriation. 

Throughout this section, we focus on how patent grants affect firms’ ability to raise VC in the 

three years following first-action. Our conclusions are robust to using alternative time windows.  

4.4.1 Variation in funding round 

Table 9, Panel A splits startups by the number of VC rounds raised before first-action. If 

early-stage startups face the greatest frictions, we expect patent approval to be most beneficial to 

them. The data support this prediction. Approval increases the likelihood of subsequently raising 

the first VC round (often called the seed round) by one percentage point (p=0.044 in column 1). 

Conditional on having raised a first round, patent approval increases the chances of raising a 

second round by as much as 46.7 percentage points (p=0.004 in column 2). These are large 

effects economically, given that the unconditional probability of raising a first round is only 

1.2% and the probability of raising a second round, conditional on having raised a first, is 39.5%.  

Beyond the second round, the effect of patent approval on access to VC funding all but 

disappears. The effect is insignificant in column 3, which focuses on mature startups with two 

prior VC rounds by the time of first-action (p=0.354), and in column 4, which pools all firms that 

have raised three or more VC rounds before their first application is decided (p=0.302).28  

These patterns are what we would expect if patents alleviate informational frictions by 

serving as easy-to-acquire signals of startup quality or by allowing early-stage entrepreneurs to 

credibly communicate their ideas to investors without the fear of expropriation. Indeed, by the 

time a startup is trying to raise a third (or subsequent) funding round, VC investors—who 

typically sit on the firm’s board and monitor it closely—already have a wealth of information 

                                                 
28 These insignificant effects do not appear to be the result of our IV being weak in these relatively small 

subsamples: in both columns 3 and 4, the first-stage F statistic is over 10 and the standard errors of the patent 

approval effect are similar to the error of the highly significant patent effect we estimate in column 2. 
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about the firm. As a result, the incremental information content of a patent decision should be 

much smaller than when VCs evaluate a firm for the first or second time. 

4.4.2 Variation in prior entrepreneurial experience 

An alternative proxy for the uncertainty surrounding a startup is the experience of its 

founders. Table 9, Panel B splits startups by prior experience, using data obtained from Capital 

IQ that are only available for startups that raise VC funding at some point in their lives. The 

sample is thus restricted to firms with at least one prior VC round before first-action. Of these 

firms, 57% have a founding team with at least one founder who has prior entrepreneurial 

experience, while the rest are run by teams made up exclusively of first-time entrepreneurs. 

The results confirm that patent approval facilitates access to capital the most among 

inexperienced founders. Patent approval increases a startup’s likelihood of raising VC funding in 

the next three years by 53.5 percentage points for inexperienced founders (p=0.069 in column 1); 

for experienced founder teams, the effect is virtually zero (p=0.801 in column 2). Column 3 

pools startups with experienced and inexperienced founders and allows the patent approval effect 

to vary with the founder’s experience. As predicted, the patent approval effect is significantly 

smaller for firms with experienced founders (p=0.021).29  

4.4.3 Variation across industries 

IT (electronics, computers, and communications) and biochemistry (pharmaceuticals and 

biochemicals) have, for a long time, been the main focus of VCs in the U.S. There are reasons to 

expect the signaling value of a patent to be different in these two industries. 

IT startups tend to be founded by younger entrepreneurs (Ewens, Nanda, and Rhodes-Kropf 

2015) and their inventions often face substantial demand uncertainty and imitation risk. Thus, a 

                                                 
29 The sample of startups with inexperienced founders in column 1 is small, which results in a weak first stage 

(F=7.4). Pooling startups with inexperienced and experienced founders in column 3 allows us to work with a larger 

sample, resulting in a stronger first stage (F=27.2). 
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favorable decision on an IT startup’s first patent application can provide a particularly valuable 

early signal about the quality of its technology and its founders, while also allowing the founders 

to more freely discuss their idea with VCs without the fear of expropriation. Evidence from field 

interviews of semiconductor firms suggests that the primary function of a patent in that industry 

is “securing capital from private investors [for firms] in the startup phase” (Hall and Ziedonis 

2001). In addition, recent evidence by Galasso and Schankerman (2015) indicates that patents 

are particularly effective in blocking downstream innovation and imitation in the IT sector.30  

Biochemistry startups, in contrast, tend to be founded by experienced scientists, the quality of 

whose research can be evaluated using a variety of sources such as academic publications and 

National Institutes of Health (NIH) grants (Li and Agha 2015). Biochemistry startups face 

relatively little demand uncertainty or risk of imitation, with the greatest uncertainty coming 

from the probability of technical success and the regulatory process (DiMasi 2003). As a result, 

early patent decisions reveal little information about the quality of the founders or the potential 

commercial success of their inventions. 

Table 9, Panel C shows that the approval of an IT firm’s first patent application increases its 

probability of raising VC funding in the next three years by 4.2 percentage points (p=0.010). In 

biochemistry, on the other hand, patent approval has essentially no effect on VC funding 

(p=0.693), consistent with our prior.  

4.5 External validity 

Any instrument identifies the “local average treatment effect” of the endogenous variable on 

the compliant subpopulation (Angrist and Pischke 2009; Imbens and Wooldridge 2009). 

Economically, this means, for example, that our 2SLS estimates identify how early patent grants 

                                                 
30 Hochberg, Serrano, and Ziedonis (2014) and Mann (2015) document the existence of a well-developed secondary 

market for IT patents, which alleviates investors’ downside risk if the technology ends up not being viable. 
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affect the likelihood of raising VC funding only for the subpopulation of startups whose first 

patent application is affected by their examiner’s leniency. These are likely to be marginal 

applicants, for which being assigned a lenient or strict examiner can be the difference between 

approval and rejection. For non-marginal applicants, the examiner’s type is unlikely to affect the 

outcome of the patent review: obviously good applications will be granted and obviously poor 

ones will be rejected.31 

By the same token, patents likely matter little when deciding whether to invest in a startup of 

obviously high or obviously low quality. Thus, a patent grant should alleviate information 

frictions between the startup and potential investors (and thereby facilitate access to external 

finance) the most for marginal patent applicants. This argument may explain why the 2SLS 

estimates of the local average treatment effects of patent grants on VC funding tend to be greater 

than the naïve coefficients estimated using OLS. 

At the same time, our findings highlight the fact that the uncertainty and information 

asymmetry surrounding innovative startups is so large that even what appear to be ex ante 

marginal firms have the potential of turning into successful public companies. 

5. Conclusions 

We estimate the causal effect of a firm’s first patent on its growth, follow-on innovation, and 

success. We use plausibly exogenous variation in patent approvals generated by the quasi-

random allocation of patent applications to examiners with varying propensity to approve 

applications at the USPTO. Our analysis shows that patent approvals have a substantial and long-

lasting impact on startups: firms that receive their first patent create more jobs, enjoy higher sales 

growth, innovate more, and are more likely to go public or be acquired. These positive effects of 

                                                 
31 In the case of our review-lag instrument, by contrast, the compliant subpopulation is likely the entire population: 

all applicants’ review lag should be affected by exogenous administrative delays in the patent review process. 
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patent rights appear to be due to their role in facilitating startups’ access to capital which helps 

them turn ideas into products and products into revenues. Our findings further suggest that the 

facilitating role of patents is strongest for early-stage firms, for startups founded by 

inexperienced entrepreneurs, and for firms in the IT sector. Thus, we conclude that patent rights 

help overcome information frictions between startups and financiers. 

We also estimate the effects of delays in patents being granted. Here, we combine exogenous 

variation arising from two sources: the time it takes to assign patent applications to examiners 

and individual examiners’ historical review speeds. We find that delays adversely affect startups’ 

employment and sales growth, subsequent innovation, and probability of going public or being 

acquired. Together with our evidence showing that patents facilitate access to venture capital, 

these findings suggest that the negative effects of review delays are transmitted via the reduced 

chances of securing growth funding. When delays are substantial, their effects on startups can be 

as adverse as those of outright patent denials. 

Our findings speak to at least two related aspects of patent reform proposals currently before 

Congress. First, calls for reforms frequently invoke the negative effects of patents on startups and 

small firms. According to critics of the current patent system, startups and small firms are forced 

to bear patent related costs (associated either with enforcing their patents or defending 

themselves in patent infringement suits) without compensating benefits. Some of these critics 

recommend either weakening the patent system or even doing away with it entirely (e.g., Boldrin 

and Levine 2013), leading The Economist to editorialize on August 8, 2015 that “a top-to-bottom 

reexamination of whether patents … actually do their job, and even whether they deserve to 

exist, is long overdue.” Our results show that patents convey economically substantial benefits to 

startups by facilitating contracting between them and their investors. While these findings on the 
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bright side of patents do not negate the presence of a dark side, they provide a note of caution 

that there may be negative unintended consequences if the patent system were to be weakened. 

Second, the adverse effects of review delays for startups should help inform reform proposals 

targeted at accelerating the review process at the patent office. The USPTO has historically faced 

budgetary constraints that limit its ability to allocate more resources to patent review. The 

constraints force the agency to make choices among various priorities, including speeding up 

reviews and improving review quality. Our findings suggest that the benefits of speeding up 

reviews can be immediate and substantial, particularly for small inventors whom the patent 

system is intended to protect. 

The modern patent system is complex. In theory, it delivers private benefits and costs to 

patentees but also generates positive and negative spillovers through many distinct channels, thus 

making it impossible for any single empirical study to definitively establish the overall welfare 

consequences of the patent system. Despite the abundance of evidence highlighting the spillover 

effects of patent rights (e.g., Grilliches 1984; Jaffe 1986; Heller and Eisenberg 1998; Moser 

2005; Williams 2013; Galasso and Schankerman 2015; Sampat and Williams 2015), empirical 

evidence of the direct private benefits of patents to its owners remains scarce.  

Our study helps fill this gap by providing the first causal evidence of the direct benefits of 

patent rights in a large sample of startups. We find that patents offer a substantial bright side to 

entrepreneurs and small inventors, especially if processed in a timely manner. In particular, 

patents appear to play an important role in reducing uncertainty and alleviating information 

asymmetries in the market for entrepreneurial capital. Reforms of the patent system that do not 

take this role of patents into account run the risk of negatively impacting the availability of 

capital for innovative startups.
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Appendix A. Variable Definitions. 

Employment growth after the first-action decision on a firm’s first patent application is employmentt+j / employmentt 

−1, where t is the first-action year and j =1…5. If a firm dies and thus does not appear in NETS in year t+j, we set 

employmentt+j = 0.  

 

Sales growth after the first-action decision on a firm’s first patent application is defined analogously as employment 

growth. 

 

Pre-patent-filing employment growth is employmentt /employmentt-1 −1, where t is the year that a firm’s first patent 

application is filed.  

 

Pre-patent-filing sales growth is defined analogously as pre-patent-filing employment growth. 

 

No. subsequent patent applications is the number of applications with a filing date greater than the first-action date 

of a firm’s first application.  

 

No. subsequent approved patents is the number of approved applications with a filing date greater than the first-

action date of a firm’s first application.  

 

Approval rate of subsequent patent applications is defined as no. subsequent approved patents / no. subsequent 

patent applications. It is only defined for firms with at least one subsequent patent application. 

 

Total citations to all subsequent patent applications is the number of citations received by all subsequent patent 

applications combined (this number is zero for firms with no subsequent applications). We measure citations over 

the five years following each patent application’s public disclosure date, which is typically 18 months after the 

application’s filing date.  

 

Average citations-per-patent to subsequent approved patents is the average number of citations received by those 

subsequent patent applications that are approved. It is only defined for firms with at least one subsequent approved 

patent.  

 

Experienced founder is an indicator set equal to one if at least one of the up to five key executives of the startup 

listed on Standard & Poor’s Capital IQ database previously founded a different firm according to the professional 

background provided by Capital IQ.  

 

Industry classification. IT startups are those whose first patent application is reviewed by an examiner belonging to 

art unit in one of the following USPTO technology centers: 21 (computer architecture, software, and information 

security); 24 (computer networks, multiplex communication, video distribution, and security); 26 (communications); 

or 28 (semiconductors, electrical and optical systems and components). Biochemistry startups are those whose first 

patent application is reviewed by one of the following technology centers: 16 (biotechnology and organic 

chemistry); 17 (chemical and materials engineering). Startups belonging to other industries are those whose first 

patent application is reviewed by one of the following technology centers: 36 (transportation, construction, 

electronic commerce, agriculture, national security and license & review); 37 (mechanical engineering, 

manufacturing, products). 
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Figure 1. Distribution of Patent Examiners’ Approval Rates.  
Panel A shows the sample distribution of patent examiner approval rates, defined as in equation (2). Panel B shows 

the distribution of residual approval rates, obtained from a regression of approval rates on a full set of art-unit-by-

application-year fixed effects. 
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Figure 2. The Effect of Patent Grants on Firm Growth.  
The figure plots the estimated patent approval effect on employment growth (Panel A) and sales growth (Panel B) 

over the five years following the first-action decision on a startup’s first patent application. Specifically, the solid 

line shows the estimated patent approval effect (  ) obtained by estimating equation (1) by 2SLS separately over 

horizons from one to five years after the first-action date. We use the approval rate of the examiner reviewing each 

patent application as an instrument for the likelihood that the application is approved. The dashed lines show 95% 

confidence intervals. 

 

Panel A. Employment growth. 

 

Panel B. Sales growth. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of our IV for Patent Review Lags.  
Panel A shows the sample distribution of the review-lag instrument, defined as the sum of the years a patent 

application takes from the filing date to the date it is assigned to an examiner’s docket and the average number of 

years that examiner has taken in the past to process application from docket to first-action. Panel B shows the 

distribution of the residuals obtained after regressing the instrument on a full set of art-unit-by-application-year fixed 

effects. 
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Figure 4. The Effect of Patent Review Delays on Firm Growth.  
The figure plots the estimated effect of a year’s delay in reviewing a startup’s first patent application on the startup’s 

employment growth (Panel A) and sales growth (Panel B) over the five years following the first-action decision on 

the application. Specifically, the solid line shows the estimated review lag effect (  ) obtained by estimating 

equation (4) by 2SLS separately over horizons from one to five years after the first-action date. We use the sum of 

the time a patent application takes from the filing date to the date it is assigned to an examiner’s docket and the 

average time that examiner has taken in the past from docket to first-action to instrument the application’s review 

lag. The dashed lines show 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Panel A. Employment growth. 

 

Panel B. Sales growth. 
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Table 1. Summary Statistics. 
The table reports summary statistics for the firms in our sample of first-time patent applicants (or “startups”) whose 

first application is approved or rejected. The employment and sales data used in Panel A are only available for those 

startups that can be matched to the National Establishment Times Series (NETS) database. For variable definitions 

and details of their construction see Appendix A.  

 

  

Startups whose first patent 

application is … 

    approved   rejected 

     
No. startups  30,121  15,698 

% of startups  65.7%  34.3% 

     
Panel A. Employment and sales     

     Employees at first-action date mean 28.7  27.9 

 median 8.0  8.0 

 st.dev. 47.9  47.2 

Sales at first-action date ($ million) mean 4.4  4.3 

 median 1.0  0.8 

 st.dev. 8.0  8.2 

     Pre-patent-filing employment growth mean 17.6%  16.0% 

 st.dev. 75.7%  70.6% 

Pre-patent-filing sales growth mean 19.2%  17.0% 

 st.dev. 78.8%  73.8% 

Employment growth after first-action decision on the startup’s first application, measured over the following … 

 … 1 year mean 5.4%  -1.5% 

 st.dev. 52.7%  48.2% 

 … 3 years mean 15.4%  -1.0% 

 st.dev. 121.6%  111.7% 

 … 5 years mean 20.5%  -4.2% 

 st.dev. 159.4%  133.2% 

Sales growth after first-action decision on the startup’s first application, measured over the following … 

 … 1 year mean 7.5%  -0.2% 

 st.dev. 62.6%  56.9% 

 … 3 years mean 22.7%  5.2% 

 st.dev. 144.4%  135.7% 

 … 5 years mean 37.1%  7.5% 

 st.dev. 210.2%  176.6% 

     
Panel B. Subsequent patenting: Patent applications filed after first-action on startup’s first application 

     No. subsequent patent applications mean 3.3  1.2 

 st.dev. 16.8  5.9 

No. subsequent approved patents mean 1.8  0.5 

 st.dev. 9.6  2.8 

Approval rate of subsequent patent applications  57.1%  36.4% 

Total citations to all subsequent patent applications mean 7.5  1.9 

 st.dev. 72.4  23.9 

Average citations-per-patent to subsequent approved patents mean 1.9  1.5 

 st.dev. 3.8  3.0 

     
Panel C. IPOs, acquisitions, and VC funding after first-action on the startup's first application 

     % of startups that go public  0.68%  0.43% 

% of startups that go public or are acquired  2.7%  2.0% 

% of startups that raise VC funding over following 3 years   4.8%  3.4% 
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Table 2. Patent Examiner Approval Rate as IV: First-stage Results.  
The table reports the results of estimating the first-stage equation (3) of our 2SLS analysis of the real effects of 

patent grants. Specifically, we use the approval rate of the patent examiner in charge of reviewing a startup’s first 

patent application to predict whether the application will be approved. In column 1, equation (3) is estimated in the 

full sample. In columns 2 and 3, we control for firm size using the log number of employees or log sales, which are 

only available for startups that can be matched to NETS. All specifications are estimated using OLS. 

Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors clustered at the art unit level are shown in italics underneath the 

coefficient estimates. We use ***, **, and * to denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level (two-sided), 

respectively. 

 

 First patent application approved? 

  (1) (2) (3) 

    

IV: Patent examiner approval rate 0.670*** 0.658*** 0.660*** 
 0.017 0.022 0.022 

Log (number of employees at first-action)  0.001  
  0.002  

Log (sales at first-action)   0.002 
   0.002 

    

Art unit × year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

HQ state fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

    

Diagnostics    

R2 23.9% 27.3% 27.4% 

F test: IV (examiner approval rate) = 0 1,608.0*** 928.7*** 921.0*** 

No. of observations (startups) 45,819 21,870 21,830 
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Table 3. How Do Patent Grants Affect Employment and Sales Growth? 
The table reports the results of estimating equation (1) to examine how the approval of a startup’s first patent application affects the startup’s subsequent growth 

in employment (Panel A) and sales (Panel B). Odd-numbered columns report OLS results while even-numbered columns report 2SLS results using the approval 

rate of the examiner reviewing the patent application as an instrument for the likelihood that the application is approved. Employment and sales data come from 

NETS; thus, startups that cannot be matched to NETS are excluded. NETS data are available through 2011, resulting in reduced sample sizes when we consider 

three-year and five-year outcomes. For variable definitions and details of their construction see Appendix A. Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors 

clustered at the art unit level are shown in italics underneath the coefficient estimates. We use ***, **, and * to denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level 

(two-sided), respectively. 

 

 

Employment or sales growth after first-action decision on the startup’s first patent application,  

measured over the following … 

1 year  3 years  5 years 

 OLS 2SLS  OLS 2SLS  OLS 2SLS 

  (1) (2)   (3) (4)   (5) (6) 

         

Panel A. Employment growth         

First patent application approved 0.073*** 0.023  0.154*** 0.201**  0.250*** 0.356** 
 0.009 0.035  0.022 0.087  0.037 0.152 

Log (employees at first-action) -0.021*** -0.020***  -0.067*** -0.067***  -0.097*** -0.097*** 
 0.002 0.002  0.006 0.006  0.009 0.009 

Diagnostics         

R2 12.6% n.a.  13.2% n.a.  14.3% n.a. 

Mean of dep. variable 3.1% 3.1%  10.2% 10.2%  13.6% 13.6% 

F test from 1st stage: IV (examiner approval rate) = 0  928.7***   794.4***   468.9*** 

No. of observations (startups) 21,870 21,870  19,010 19,010  12,799 12,799 

                  

Panel B. Sales growth         

First patent application approved 0.078*** 0.046  0.157*** 0.219**  0.291*** 0.514*** 
 0.010 0.042  0.027 0.096  0.051 0.193 

Log (sales at first-action) -0.019*** -0.019***  -0.064*** -0.064***  -0.116*** -0.116*** 
 0.002 0.002  0.007 0.006  0.012 0.012 

Diagnostics         

R2 12.7% n.a.  13.0% n.a.  25.9% n.a. 

Mean of dep. variable 5.0% 5.0%  17.2% 17.2%  28.9% 28.9% 

F test from 1st stage: IV (examiner approval rate) = 0  921.0***   788.6***   471.4*** 

No. of observations (startups) 21,830 21,830  18,979 18,979  12,782 12,782 
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Table 4. How Do Patent Grants Affect Subsequent Innovation, Future IPOs, and Future Acquisitions? 
The table reports the results of estimating equation (1) to examine how the approval of a startup’s first patent application affects the startup’s subsequent 

innovation (columns 1-5) and the likelihood that the startup lists on a stock market or is acquired by another company after the first-action decision (columns 6-

7). Data on subsequent applications come from the USPTO internal databases and include all applications that receive a final decision through December 31, 

2013. Column 3 includes only startups filing at least one patent application after the first-action decision on the startup’s first patent application and for which we 

can measure the approval rate of subsequent applications. Column 5 includes only those startups with at least one subsequent patent approval and for which we 

can measure the average number of citations-per-patent to subsequently approved patents. We measure citations over the five years following each patent 

application’s public disclosure date, which is typically 18 months after the application’s filing date. (Citation information is missing for one startup.) For variable 

definitions and further details of their construction see Appendix A. All specifications are estimated by 2SLS using the approval rate of the examiner reviewing 

each patent application as an instrument for the likelihood that the application is approved. Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors clustered at the art unit 

level are shown in italics underneath the coefficient estimates. We use ***, **, and * to denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level (two-sided), 

respectively. 

 

 Subsequent innovation  Future exits 

 

Log (1 + 

subsequent 

patent 

applications) 

Log (1 + 

subsequent 

approved 

patents) 

Approval rate 

of subsequent 

patent 

applications 

Log (1 + total 

citations to all 

subsequent 

patent 

applications) 

Log (1 + 

average 

citations-per-

patent to 

subsequent 

approved 

patents) 

 

Startup goes 

public? 

Startup goes 

public or  

is acquired? 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)  (6) (7) 

         

First patent appl. approved 0.512*** 0.398*** 0.177*** 0.524*** 0.236***  0.0090*** 0.0210*** 
 0.036 0.029 0.036 0.045 0.075  0.0033 0.0062 

         
Diagnostics         

Mean of non-logged dep. var. 2.7 1.5 54.3% 6.1 1.9  0.59% 2.50% 

F test from 1st stage: 

IV (examiner approval rate) = 0 1,608.0*** 1,608.0*** 735.4*** 1,608.1*** 359.8*** 

 

1,606.6*** 1,606.6*** 

No. of observations (startups) 45,819 45,819 18,555 45,818 13,711  45,819 45,819 
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Table 5. Instrumenting Patent Review Delays: First-stage Results.  
The table reports the results of estimating the first-stage equation (5) of our 2SLS analysis of the real effects of 

patent review delays. Specifically, we use the sum of the time a patent application takes from filing to the date it is 

assigned to an examiner’s docket and the average time that examiner has taken in the past from docket to first-action 

to predict the application’s review lag (i.e., the number of years between the application’s filing date and the date of 

the examiner’s first-action decision on the application). Column 1 estimates equation (5) in the full sample. Columns 

2 and 3 control for firm size using the log number of employees or log sales, which are only available for those 

startups that can be matched to NETS. All specifications are estimated using OLS. Heteroskedasticity consistent 

standard errors clustered at the art unit level are shown in italics underneath the coefficient estimates. We use ***, 

**, and * to denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level (two-sided), respectively. 

 

 First patent review lag 

  (1) (2) (3) 

    

IV: Years from filing to docket + average years examiner 

has taken from docket to first-action in the past 0.538*** 0.549*** 0.550*** 
 0.014 0.016 0.016 

Log (number of employees at first-action)  -0.012***  
  0.003  

Log (sales at first-action)   -0.009*** 
   0.003 

    

Art unit × year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

HQ state fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

    

Diagnostics    

R2 61.4% 64.2% 64.2% 

F test: IV = 0 1,534.6*** 1,120.4*** 1,120.3*** 

No. of observations (startups) 29,831 14,231 14,209 
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Table 6. How Do Patent Review Delays Affect Employment and Sales Growth? 
The table reports the results of estimating equation (4) in the subsample of successful first-time patent applicants to examine how the review lag of a startup’s 

first patent application (i.e., the number of years from filing to first-action) affects the startup’s growth in employment (Panel A) and sales (Panel B). Odd-

numbered columns report OLS results. Even-numbered columns report 2SLS results. We instrument review lags using the sum of the time a patent application 

takes from the filing date to the date it is assigned to an examiner’s docket and the average time that examiner has taken in the past from docket to first-action. 

Employment and sales data come from NETS; thus, startups that cannot be matched to NETS are excluded. NETS data are available through 2011, resulting in 

reduced sample sizes when we consider three-year and five-year outcomes. For variable definitions and details of their construction see Appendix A. 

Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors clustered at the art unit level are shown in italics underneath the coefficient estimates. We use ***, **, and * to 

denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level (two-sided), respectively. 

 

 

Employment or sales growth after first-action decision on the startup’s first patent application,  

measured over the following … 

1 year  3 years  5 years 

 OLS 2SLS  OLS 2SLS  OLS 2SLS 

  (1) (2)   (3) (4)   (5) (6) 

         

Panel A. Employment growth         

First patent review lag -0.024*** -0.025  -0.127*** -0.084**  -0.193*** -0.209** 
 0.008 0.016  0.024 0.039  0.042 0.086 

Log (employees at first-action) -0.026*** -0.026***  -0.078*** -0.077***  -0.120*** -0.120*** 
 0.003 0.003  0.008 0.007  0.012 0.011 

Diagnostics         

R2 16.2% n.a.  17.1% n.a.  17.8% n.a. 

Mean of dep. variable 5.2% 5.2%  15.5% 15.5%  20.1% 20.1% 

F test from 1st stage: IV = 0  1,120.4***   1,053.4***   668.2*** 

No. of observations (startups) 14,231 14,231  12,650 12,650  9,184 9,184 

                  

Panel B. Sales growth         

First patent review lag -0.021** -0.036**  -0.134*** -0.128***  -0.233*** -0.284*** 
 0.009 0.017  0.026 0.047  0.051 0.109 

Log (sales at first-action) -0.023*** -0.023***  -0.072*** -0.072***  -0.139*** -0.139*** 
 0.003 0.003  0.009 0.008  0.016 0.015 

Diagnostics         

R2 15.7% n.a.  16.9% n.a.  17.8% n.a. 

Mean of dep. variable 7.4% 7.4%  23.0% 23.0%  36.4% 36.4% 

F test from 1st stage: IV = 0  1,120.3***   1,049.3***   666.7*** 

No. of observations (startups) 14,209 14,209  12,634 12,634  9,175 9,175 
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Table 7. How Do Patent Review Delays Affect Subsequent Innovation, Future IPOs, and Future Acquisitions? 
The table reports the results of estimating equation (4) in the subsample of successful first-time patent applicants to examine how the review lag of a startup’s 

first patent application (i.e., the number of years from filing to first-action) affects the startup’s subsequent innovation (columns 1-5) and the likelihood that the 

startup eventually lists on a stock market or is acquired by another company (columns 6-7). For details on the sample used in each column, see Table 4. For 

variable definitions and further details of their construction see Appendix A. All specifications are estimated by 2SLS. We instrument review lags using the sum 

of the time a patent application takes from the filing date to the date it is assigned to an examiner’s docket and the average time that examiner has taken in the 

past from docket to first-action. Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors clustered at the art unit level are shown in italics underneath the coefficient 

estimates. We use ***, **, and * to denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level (two-sided), respectively. 

 

 Subsequent innovation  Future exits 

 

Log (1 + 

subsequent 

patent 

applications) 

Log (1 + 

subsequent 

approved 

patents) 

Approval rate 

of subsequent 

patent 

applications 

Log (1 + total 

citations to all 

subsequent 

patent 

applications) 

Log (1 + 

average 

citations-per-

patent to 

subsequent 

approved 

patents) 

 

Startup goes 

public? 

Startup goes 

public or  

is acquired? 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)  (6) (7) 

         

First patent review lag -0.140*** -0.136*** -0.041*** -0.186*** -0.074***  -0.0039** -0.0062* 
 0.019 0.016 0.011 0.024 0.024  0.0018 0.0034 

         

Diagnostics         

Mean of non-logged dep. var. 3.4 2.0 58.7% 8.1 2.0  0.7% 2.7% 

F test from 1st stage: IV = 0 1,534.6*** 1,534.6*** 1,302.0*** 1,534.6*** 860.1***  1,534.4*** 1,534.4*** 

No. of observations (startups) 29,831 29,831 14,407 29,831 11,291  29,831 29,831 
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Table 8. Do Patents Affect Access to VC Funding? 
The table reports the results of estimating equation (6) to examine how the approval of a startup’s first patent application affects the startup’s ability to raise VC 

funding. The dependent variable in columns 1-5 is an indicator set equal to one if the startup raises VC funding at some point in the 1…5 years following the 

first-action decision, respectively. Startups that do not raise VC funding but instead go public in the 1…5 years after first-action are excluded. We also exclude 

rare instances of startups that have raised five or more VC rounds by the first-action date. (Results are robust to using alternative cutoffs or to not excluding these 

startups.) All specifications are estimated by 2SLS using the approval rate of the examiner reviewing each patent application as an instrument for the likelihood 

that the application is approved. Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors clustered at the art unit level are shown in italics underneath the coefficient 

estimates. We use ***, **, and * to denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level (two-sided), respectively. 

 

 

Following the first-action decision on its first patent application, 

does the startup raise VC funding in the next … 

 … 1 year? … 2 years? … 3 years? … 4 years? … 5 years? 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

      

First patent application approved 0.012*** 0.021*** 0.023*** 0.027*** 0.028*** 
 0.006 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.008 

Log(1 + # prior VC rounds) 0.272*** 0.382*** 0.408*** 0.418*** 0.421*** 
 0.010 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 

      

Diagnostics      

Mean of dep. variable 2.6% 3.8% 4.3% 4.6% 4.7% 

Median no. months from first-action to VC 

round for successful applicants 5.1 8.0 9.2 10.0 10.3 

F test from 1st stage:  

IV (examiner approval rate) = 0 1,566.1*** 1,561.2*** 1,558.6*** 1,557.5*** 1,558.2*** 

No. of observations (startups) 45,299 45,286 45,275 45,256 45,251 
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Table 9. How Do Patents Affect Access to VC Funding? Subsample Analyses. 
The table examines how the effect of patent grants on facilitating access to VC funding varies across different 

subsamples. The dependent variable in all panels is an indicator set equal to one if the startup raises VC funding at 

some point in the 3 years following the first-action decision on its first patent application. (Startups that do not raise 

VC funding but instead go public in the 3 years following first-action are excluded.) Panel A splits startups by the 

number of VC rounds raised before the first-action date as follows: column 1 models startups without prior VC 

funding; columns 2 and 3 model startups with one or two prior rounds, respectively; and column 4 models startups 

with three or more prior rounds. Panel B splits startups by their founders’ prior entrepreneurial experience as 

follows: column 1 models startups whose founding team includes no founder with prior startup experience; column 

2 models startups with at least one experienced founder; and column 3 allows the patent approval effect to vary with 

experience in a pooled sample of startups with experienced and inexperienced founders. (Column 3 has more 

observations than columns 1 and 2 combined because there are fewer art-unit-by-year singletons in column 3 than in 

columns 1 and 2.) Data on founder experience come from Capital IQ and are only available for startups that raise 

VC funding at some point in their lives. As a result, the sample in Panel B includes only startups that have raised at 

least one prior VC round. We cannot analyze how patents affect the likelihood of raising the first VC round within 

the subsample of startups for which experience data are available: by construction, all startups for which we observe 

experience that have not raised VC funding by the first-action date go on to raise at least a first VC round. Panel C 

splits startups by industry. Panels B and C exclude rare instances of startups that have raised five or more VC rounds 

by the first-action date. (Results are robust to using alternative cutoffs or to not excluding these startups.) For 

variable definitions and details of their construction see Appendix A. All specifications are estimated by 2SLS using 

the approval rate of the examiner reviewing each patent application as an instrument for the likelihood that the 

application is approved. Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors clustered at the art unit level are shown in 

italics underneath the coefficient estimates. We use ***, **, and * to denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% 

level (two-sided), respectively. 

 

Panel A. Variation in funding round. 
 

 

In the 3 years following the first-action decision on its first patent 

application, does the startup raise … 

 

its first VC 

round? 

its second VC 

round? 

its third VC 

round? 

its fourth or 

higher VC 

round? 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

     

First patent application approved 0.010** 0.467*** 0.218 0.169 
 0.005 0.155 0.235 0.163 

Log(1 + # prior VC rounds)    -0.164* 
    0.095 

     

Diagnostics     

Mean of dep. variable 1.2% 39.5% 51.1% 53.1% 

F test from 1st stage:  

IV (examiner approval rate) = 0 1,384.4*** 14.5*** 11.4*** 13.3*** 

No. of observations (startups) 42,254 501 350 892 
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Panel B. Variation in entrepreneurial experience. 
 

 

Does the startup raise VC funding in the 3 years following the 

first-action decision on its first patent application? 

 

Inexperienced 

founder 

 Experienced 

founder 

 

All founders 

  (1)  (2)  (3) 

      

First patent application approved 0.535*  -0.042  0.545*** 
 0.295  0.167  0.170 

… × experienced founder     -0.337** 
     0.146 

Experienced founder     0.303*** 
     0.098 

Log(1 + # prior VC rounds) 0.200*  0.120  0.163*** 
 0.107  0.079  0.054 

      

Diagnostics      

Mean of dep. variable 47.8%  58.2 %  54.2% 

F test from 1st stage:  

IV (examiner approval rate) = 0 7.4*** 

 

15.4*** 

 

27.2*** 

No. of observations (startups) 364  543  1,253 

          

 

 

Panel C. Variation across industries. 
 

 

Does the startup raise VC funding in the 3 years following the 

first-action decision on its first patent application? 

 IT   Biochemistry  Other industries 

  (1)  (2)  (3) 

      

First patent application approved 0.042***  -0.008  0.022** 
 0.016  0.020  0.010 

Log(1 + # prior VC rounds) 0.401***  0.483***  0.369*** 
 0.014  0.017  0.022 

      

Diagnostics      

Mean of dep. variable 7.0%  4.9%  2.3% 

F test from 1st stage:  

IV (examiner approval rate) = 0 774.9*** 

 

359.9*** 

 

583.8*** 

No. of observations (startups) 14,638  8,486  22,151 
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Table IA.1. How Do Patent Grants Affect Subsequent Innovation, Future IPOs, and Future Acquisitions? OLS Results. 
The table reports the results of estimating equation (1) to examine how the approval of a startup’s first patent application affects the startup’s subsequent 

innovation (columns 1-5) and the likelihood that the startup lists on a stock market or is acquired by another company after the first-action decision (columns 6-

7). The analysis here is analogous to Table 4, with the only difference being that we use OLS instead of 2SLS. Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors 

clustered at the art unit level are shown in italics underneath the coefficient estimates. We use ***, **, and * to denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level 

(two-sided), respectively. 

 

 Subsequent innovation  Future exits 

 

Log (1 + 

subsequent 

patent 

applications) 

Log (1 + 

subsequent 

approved 

patents) 

Approval rate 

of subsequent 

patent 

applications 

Log (1 + total 

citations to all 

subsequent 

patent 

applications) 

Log (1 + 

average 

citations-per-

patent to 

subsequent 

approved 

patents) 

 

Startup goes 

public? 

Startup goes 

public or  

is acquired? 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)  (6) (7) 

         

First patent appl. approved 0.351*** 0.290*** 0.159*** 0.333*** 0.059***  0.0031*** 0.0097*** 
 0.012 0.009 0.008 0.015 0.016  0.0009 0.0018 

         
Diagnostics         

R2 17.1% 16.8% 19.8% 17.3% 26.1%  10.2% 11.7% 

Mean of non-logged dep. var. 2.7 1.5 54.3% 6.1 1.9  0.59% 2.50% 

No. of observations (startups) 45,819 45,819 18,555 45,818 13,711  45,819 45,819 
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Table IA.2. How Do Patent Review Delays Affect Subsequent Innovation, Future IPOs, and Future Acquisitions? OLS Results. 
The table reports the results of estimating equation (4) within the subsample of successful first-time patent applicants to examine how the review lag of a 

startup’s first patent application (i.e., the number of years from filing to first-action) affects the startup’s subsequent innovation (columns 1-5) and the likelihood 

that the startup eventually lists on a stock market or is acquired by another company (columns 6-7). The analysis here is analogous to Table 7, with the only 

difference being that we use OLS instead of 2SLS. Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors clustered at the art unit level are shown in italics underneath the 

coefficient estimates. We use ***, **, and * to denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level (two-sided), respectively. 

 

 Subsequent innovation  Future exits 

 

Log (1 + 

subsequent 

patent 

applications) 

Log (1 + 

subsequent 

approved 

patents) 

Approval rate 

of subsequent 

patent 

applications 

Log (1 + total 

citations to all 

subsequent 

patent 

applications) 

Log (1 + 

average 

citations-per-

patent to 

subsequent 

approved 

patents) 

 

Startup goes 

public? 

Startup goes 

public or  

is acquired? 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)  (6) (7) 

         

First patent review lag -0.178*** -0.154*** -0.025*** -0.236*** -0.108***  -0.0035*** -0.0110*** 
 0.011 0.009 0.006 0.015 0.013  0.0008 0.0019 

         

Diagnostics         

R2 17.1% 16.8% 18.6% 19.3% 27.9%  14.2% 15.9% 

Mean of non-logged dep. var. 3.4 2.0 58.7% 8.1 2.0  0.7% 2.7% 

No. of observations (startups) 29,831 29,831 14,407 29,831 11,291  29,831 29,831 
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Table IA.3. Do Patents Affect Access to VC Funding? OLS Results. 
The table reports the results of estimating equation (6) to examine how the approval of a startup’s first patent application affects the startup’s ability to raise VC 

funding. The analysis here is analogous to Table 8, with the only difference being that we use OLS instead of 2SLS. Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors 

clustered at the art unit level are shown in italics underneath the coefficient estimates. We use ***, **, and * to denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level 

(two-sided), respectively. 

 

 

Following the first-action decision on its first patent application, 

does the startup raise VC funding in the next … 

 … 1 year? … 2 years? … 3 years? … 4 years? … 5 years? 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

      

First patent application approved 0.008*** 0.012*** 0.014*** 0.015*** 0.015*** 
 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 

Log(1 + # prior VC rounds) 0.272*** 0.382*** 0.408*** 0.418*** 0.421*** 
 0.010 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011 

      

Diagnostics      

R2 31.6% 39.6% 40.7% 40.4% 40.1% 

Mean of dep. variable 2.6% 3.8% 4.3% 4.6% 4.7% 

Median no. months from first-action to VC 

round for successful applicants 5.1 8.0 9.2 10.0 10.3 

No. of observations (startups) 45,299 45,286 45,275 45,256 45,251 
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Table IA.4. How Do Patents Affect Access to VC Funding? OLS Subsample Analyses. 
The table examines how the effect of patent grants on facilitating access to VC funding varies across different 

subsamples. The analysis here is analogous to Table 9, with the only difference being that we use OLS instead of 

2SLS. Heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors clustered at the art unit level are shown in italics underneath the 

coefficient estimates. We use ***, **, and * to denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level (two-sided), 

respectively. 

 

Panel A. Variation in funding round. 
 

 

In the 3 years following the first-action decision on its first patent 

application, does the startup raise … 

 

its first VC 

round? 

its second VC 

round? 

its third VC 

round? 

its fourth or 

higher VC 

round? 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

     

First patent application approved 0.005*** 0.201** 0.203** 0.156*** 
 0.001 0.077 0.101 0.053 

Log(1 + # prior VC rounds)    -0.165 
    0.123 

     

Diagnostics     

R2 9.9% 56.0% 58.4% 46.2% 

Mean of dep. variable 1.2% 39.5% 51.1% 53.1% 

No. of observations (startups) 42,254 501 350 892 

          

 

 

Panel B. Variation in entrepreneurial experience. 
 

 

Does the startup raise VC funding in the 3 years following the 

first-action decision on its first patent application? 

 

Inexperienced 

founder 

 Experienced 

founder 

 

All founders 

  (1)  (2)  (3) 

      

First patent application approved 0.033  0.086  0.179** 
 0.120  0.093  0.071 

… × experienced founder     -0.059 
     0.091 

Experienced founder     0.127* 
     0.066 

Log(1 + # prior VC rounds) 0.125  0.126  0.136** 
 0.144  0.110  0.062 

      

Diagnostics      

R2 63.8%  56.6%  52.4% 

Mean of dep. variable 47.8%  58.2 %  54.2% 

No. of observations (startups) 364  543  1,253 
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Panel C. Variation across industries. 
 

 

Does the startup raise VC funding in the 3 years following the 

first-action decision on its first patent application? 

 IT   Biochemistry  Other industries 

  (1)  (2)  (3) 

      

First patent application approved 0.028***  0.005  0.009*** 
 0.004  0.004  0.002 

Log(1 + # prior VC rounds) 0.402***  0.483***  0.370*** 
 0.015  0.018  0.023 

      

Diagnostics      

R2 43.4%  45.2%  30.8% 

Mean of dep. variable 7.0%  4.9%  2.3% 

No. of observations (startups) 14,638  8,486  22,151 
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Early Stage Innovation’s Chance to
Save Itself

Congressional pursuit of HR 9-
type comprehensive patent
reform seems to have slowed.
Maybe inventors, investigators
and investors can breathe easy
for a while. Or not!  Unless
universities and others
engaged in early stage
commercialization can
convince Congress now that
Bayh-Dole-based
commercialization is the

bridge created by Congress to connect past and future congressional R&D funding to the
public benefits of jobs, growth and medical progress contemplated by its annual R&D
appropriation, trouble lies ahead. R&D funding on one side of the commercialization bridge
must reliably cross to its public benefit other side or Congress will invest its billions
elsewhere. This bridge connects congressional investment with private sector investment and
can fail on either side.

Google was just tagged with a $ 20M patent infringement damages award.  Despite AIA’s built-
in deterrents, big tech’s e鲆�icient infringement business model exposes information and
communications technology (ICT) firms to similar damages. On a pure cost-benefit basis the
enforcement shield provided by HR 9-type legislation is still compelling to ITC component
aggregators. Beyond denying court access to most patent holders, HR-9 reduces their

By Chris Gallagher 
February 24, 2017

Print Article



components’ costs, which increases their share of consumers’ product point-of-sale purchase
price. Moreover, although their substantial past investments in PR-spawned patent trolls, junk
science analysis, academic analytic blather and indirect judicial influence are getting stale,
they haven’t reached their “sell by date”. To be sure big tech titans have new pressing
priorities and no longer have a president in their thrall. But as long as
Representatives Goodlatte and Issa run IP issues in House Judiciary, any IP legislation that
comes their way can be converted into all or any part of HR 9. This session more than one
eligible bill may be on its way to House Judiciary. And worse, in the year’s burgeoning budget
battle, R&D funding is a tempting target.

House Judiciary Chair Goodlatte publicly admitted that recent judicial responses to issues
addressed by HR 9 have reduced its urgency. His IP Subcommittee Chair Issa has indicated
that the HR 9 issues are more likely to be addressed on a “modular” rather than on a
comprehensive basis. Both blame universities for stalling HR 9 a抳er it had earlier passed the
House by a vote of 325 to 91. They have said that fixing the venue problem would be
considered depending on how it is addressed by the SCOTUS in the now
pending Heartland case.  Senator Hatch has said that fixing the venue problem should
await Heartland but also said however it is decided, the venue issue needs to be addressed by
Congress.

Then there’s the Alice/Mayo controversy outlined and explained in an IPWatchdog post by
Manny Schecter.  A number of major IP players including; The American Bar Association’s
Section on IP, AIPLA, IPO and PhRMA have expressed the need for a Section101 fix. IPO is
already circulating a dra抳 bill. It thus seems highly likely that if and when the House and
Senate Judiciary Committees find the time to deal with Alice/Mayo, patent reform will be in
play again.

Apple’s recent attack on Qualcomm’s licensing model has had some wondering whether
e鲆�icient infringers have concluded that in light of SCOTUS and AIA, further barriers to patent
enforcement by under-resourced patent holders proposed in last session’s HR 9 and S.1137
are no longer as important as otherwise undermining the bargaining power of well-resourced
component licensors. Some larger firms in their component supply chain are simply not
susceptible to e鲆�icient infringement, devaluation’s pricing beat-down, or HR-9’s litigation
costs and sanctions. Apple’s recent US court challenge to Qualcomm’s licensing business
model may be a sign that big ICT aggregators have found “bigger fish to fry” in their quest to
pay less for product components. E鲆�orts to increase their margins by compressing
component pricing have driven congressional patent reform. Now according to
Qualcomm CEO Steve Mollenkopf’s response to Apple’s suit,  “They want to pay less than the
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fair value that Qualcomm has established in the marketplace for our technology even though
Apple has generated billions in profits from using that technology.”  Read the full article here

Whatever happens, research universities, inventors and small business and the venture
capital community must use this temporary “lull” to explain to their congressional
delegations why and how Bayh-Dole commercialization is the congressionally-created bridge
to the public benefit Congress relies on when it annually appropriates $130 bn. to R&D.
Despite all of today’s  happy talk about infrastructure, replacing ACA and tax reform, budget
issues still lie at the heart of DC’s current chaos. Deficit hawks are circling existing
expenditures like buzzards. Every dollar appropriated in the past for R&D has been eye-balled
by every special interest wondering how to keep their pet programs o鲆� the chopping block.
That’s why early stage innovation interests and especially research universities should heed
the words of William Bonvillain, who directs MIT’s Washington O鲆�ice:

“Citing federal budget trends, with an expected tax cut and infrastructure spending
program as well as a possible dismantling of the Aퟤ�ordable Care Act, William Bonvillian,
director of MIT’s Washington oퟤ�ice, said that discretionary federal spending is set to be
squeezed. That, in turn, can be expected to hit scientific research budgets, he said, and in
turn, the federal and university based research community. “There is going to be a
challenge” to research and development programs, Bonvillian said. “We’re going to need
to tell the story, that R&D is actually a key part of the solution, it’s part of growth. But the
challenge this time in telling that story is going to be even greater than usual.”

Universities in particular must explain to their congressional delegations why R&D must
continue to be funded and why its Bayh-Dole based commercialization bridge must be
protected so federal funds already in the pipeline can produce the future jobs, growth and
beneficial scientific progress they expected when they voted formerly to support R&D. Unless
they establish strong support for R&D AIA’s current deterrence, exacerbated by HR 9’s choke-
hold on private sector investment inevitably will lead to reductions in already flatlined
congressional R&D appropriations. The budget battle is already fully underway behind the
scenes. Next week when President Trump addresses Congress it will move to center stage.
House leadership wants that move to go smoothly.

Unless universities actively justify their commercialization of federally-funded R&D, other
influential interests on the Hill who care little about future scientific study, but care a lot
about their own survival, will now perceive R&D’s annual funding as a bridge to their own
survival. This is no time to wait and watch from the sidelines.
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Apple’s Suit Against Qualcomm   Ipstrategic.com  Jan. 28, 2017 
 
 
Worldwide skirmishing between Apple and Qualcomm has now erupted into a US legal battle. Apple has 
launched a billion dollar U.S. suit attacking Qualcomm’s licensing model. The suit’s specifics are 
thoroughly explained by Steve Brachman in an IPWatchdog post. Research university TTO’s generally pay 
little attention to such big tech combat but this suit is worth watching because Apple now seeks relief 
from the marketplace bargaining envisioned by our patent system through more narrowly focused judicial 
pricing. In an earnings conference call earlier this week, Qualcomm’s CEO put it bluntly. "Apple’s 
complaint contains a lot of assertions, but in the end this is a commercial dispute over the price of 
intellectual property,” CEO Steve Mollenkopf said.  "They want to pay less than the fair value that 
Qualcomm has established in the marketplace for our technology even though Apple has generated 
billions in profits from using that technology."  See Forbes article here. Mollenkopf’s blunt assessment 
summarizes what the last ten years of congressional patent reform have been all about— lowering the 
supplier cost of patented components to ICT assemblers who distribute finished products to the public in 
a very competitive global market governed by the exponentially accelerating pace of Moore’s Law. After 
fighting with each other over product market share, big ICT tech patent reformers are gladly holding 
Apples coat as it tries to suppress Qualcomm’s share of its product’s sales price by judicially attacking its 
licensing model.   
  
Big tech intermediaries who market their ICT products  (like smart phones) to consumers gained 
overwhelming bargaining leverage over their suppliers when the eBay decision effectively denied non-
practicing patent holders the protection of permanent injunctive relief. Having judicially secured that 
bargaining edge, price negotiations with lesser-resourced component suppliers reverted to under-
payment or simple avoidance. Efficient infringement had become irresistible but led to the creation of 
secondary market specialists who were branded " patent trolls "by efficient infringers .For big ICT tech, 
which already had weaponized patents to fight for market share with big tech adversaries eBay set the 
stage for big tech to open up a second front they called patent reform. This new war would be waged on 
Capitol Hill against the patent trolls but in fact it was brought by big tech aggregators against their supply 
chain component originators in order to gain a greater share of final product price. In this battle the 
warring ICT intermediaries were allies. For lesser-resourced component suppliers efficient infringement 
and AIA eroded patent values. But well-resourced suppliers able to afford post AIA enforcement suits 
were impervious to efficient infringement and could manage the punitive costs of AIA. Qualcomm is such 
a supplier. Its size and must-use technology supplier enabled pricing that had to be attacked in court.  
At congressional patent reform’s outset, efficient infringers had little to lose. If eventually they were 
found guilty, unauthorized use of the patented infringed technology would be "judicially priced” in the 
form of damages hypothetically calculated under Georgia Pacific’s royalty requirements. Royalty damages 
would be hypothetically calculated as if their use had been mutually agreed to in timely pre-infringement 
negotiations. This is retroactive compulsory licensing in effect without further imposition of other 
contractual limitations on the “compulsory licensee’s” conduct and use of the patented technology. 
"Infringe now and price later" may have been economically advisable in ICT markets propelled by 
Moore’s Law, but is unlawful under US patent law. Moreover, this widespread business model has clogged 
courts and has encouraged genuinely abusive and predatory trolling conduct. But well-resourced 
suppliers are not intimidated in the new post AIA environment. They must be bargained with on even 
terms. The courts have now been drawn into a battle to unbalance those terms. In order reduce 
Qualcomm’s licensing powers Big ICT tech wants to undermine Qualcomm’s licensing strength, hoping 
that judicially-imposed licensing restraints will lower supplier costs giving Apple a larger share of their 
product’s sales price.    
 
 



Will President Trump Directly Negotiate Medicare Drug Pricing?        
IPWatchdog    Feb 21, 2017   
 
Whether prospective voters took Mr. Trump’s pre-election statements “seriously but not literally” or visa-
versa, President Trump’s post-election conduct has DC industry advisors guessing rather than predicting. 
What happens next at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue is simply unpredictable. And because White House staff 
must create coherency between campaign promises, like Mexico’s paying for “the wall” and their post-
election implementation, even the President’s express assurances are subject to staff walk-back, revision or 
reversal. A recent relevant example of such uncertainty resulted from candidate Trump’s commitment last 
Fall to directly negotiate Medicare’s prescription drug pricing. That commitment’s post-election consequences 
are now roiling DC biopharma, insurance and PBM life science backwaters, creating waves of pricing 
uncertainty that also are washing-up along the shores of life science’ commercialization and investment 
partnerships. Why? Even though the savings impact of directly negotiated drug costs is credibly considered 
“negligible”, any politically driven intrusion into today’s market-oriented biomedical product pricing will 
further destabilize life science commercialization, which is already disrupted by post-AIA uncertainties. 
During the presidential campaign, when polls showed public support for such direct negotiations, Trump 
proclaimed that his deal-making skill would annually save the US $300 billion, an absurd exaggeration 
amounting to almost one-half of Medicare’s entire annual budget. Fact-checkers quickly refuted his claim. 
Trump’s base believed it. Other disparaging, but less specific, post-election remarks about drug pricing have 
kept its price reduction fires burning, moving Medicare’s existing price containment infrastructure into the 
disruptive, unpredictable, and choppy waters of future trade agreements. His outlandish claim was taken 
literally. 
 
Following a recent highly publicized meeting with prescription drug-makers, the President publicly pledged 
assurances of more support for biomedical innovation. He praised his visitors citing their creation of many US 
jobs, especially through startups, and promised FDA regulatory reform to strengthen the price containment 
of heightened competition. But later that day in Facebook remarks attributed to the President, the meeting’s 
message took a different tone. 
 
Today I met with pharmaceutical executives at the White House. US drug companies have produced 
extraordinary results for our country, but the pricing has been astronomical for our country. We have to do 
better. We have to get lower prices; we have to get even better innovation. I expressed to the executives 
that I want them to move their companies back to the United States — and I want them to manufacture in 
the United States. Our trade policy will prioritize that foreign countries pay their fair share for U.S.-
manufactured drugs, so our drug companies have greater financial resources to accelerate development of 
new cures — I think that’s so important! Right now it’s very unfair what other countries are doing to us – 
and in order to MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN — we all need to work together right here in the United 
States of America.   
 
Later when asked about direct Medicare direct negotiation, Press Secretary Spicer said the President “is for 
it” (starting with question at 29:54 – see video below), adding from his notes: “There is a huge burden on 
American seniors who are so much more reliant on drug prices… in many cases you have people living on a 
fixed income. And rising health care costs and prescription drugs continue to be a burden on their ability to 
live out their lives in an enjoyable manner. [Trump’s] commitment is to make sure that he does what he can 
and I think rather successfully he can use his skills as a businessman to drive them down.” 
With all that’s now going on it seems unlikely that legislative changes in the Medicare Modernization Act 
(MMA) enabling such negotiations will be enacted. But who knows? When should we begin to worry about 
such endpoint price intrusion? 
 
The “Wall” issue is instructive. Whenever it seems to fade from public prominence, President Trump himself 
revives it. We also know that “wall-pricing” is now attracting deficit hawk concern especially if Trump’s 
approach is to “build it now” and gain trade reimbursement offsets later.  Medicare price negotiators can 
hope MMA revisions will be overcome by other pending issues but with ACA budget discussions coming to a 
head, non-interference and related budgetary benefits could move to Hill front burners very quickly. A PBM 
trade association official summed up his association’s recommendation that PBM’s start Hill discussions now. 



If this were a conventional Presidency, then the group would wait to present a strategic update once health 
officials had clearly laid out their policies. Instead, the group has decided to push forward more 
aggressively,” he said, “given the political uncertainty, headline risk, and other unique challenges that come 
with a President more inclined toward quick, instinctive action than the traditional, deliberative decision-
making process. 
 
Any way you slice it, added commercialization uncertainty resulting from even negligible savings will be seen 
by the private sector as a foot-in-the-door for more government price controlling. Accordingly, if or when 
such congressional discussions start, early stage life science research and investment voices will need to be 
heard. An excerpt from a recent Kaiser Family Foundation analysis of the issue may be a useful starting 
point.   
  
Proponents believe that giving the HHS Secretary the authority to negotiate drug prices on behalf of millions 
of Medicare beneficiaries would provide the leverage needed to lower drug costs, particularly for high-priced 
drugs for which there is no competition and where private plans may be less able to negotiate lower prices. 
Opponents believe the Secretary would not be able to get a better deal than private plans already do and 
that plans have greater leverage with drug companies because of their whole line of business, but, if the 
Secretary were able to negotiate lower prices, pharmaceutical companies would reduce their investment in 
pharmaceutical research and development. 
 
Participants in early stage life science development including research universities and medical centers must 
watch this issue closely and be ready to join MMA’ s more conspicuous defenders if and when MMA’s ban on 
Medicare direct negotiations suddenly appears. For more on why competition works better to contain drug 
pricing please see “Trump Moves Towards Life Science Support” at Ipstrategic.com . 
The above article first appeared on ipwatchdog.com. 
 



http://www.ipwatchdog.com/2016/07/14/superbugs/id=70874/ 

The superbugs are here, but where are we? 

In Where Good Ideas Come From, its brilliant author Steven Johnson describes young Charles 

Darwin’s 1836 visit to the Keeling Islands. Stunned by the multiple life forms inhabiting the Keeling’s 

coral reefs, although the islands themselves were barren and otherwise surrounded by clear ocean, Darwin 

began seeing life as it really was rather than what he had been told. This striking contrast between the 

coral reef’s teeming ecosystem and its lifeless surroundings is known as “Darwin’s Paradox”. Simply 

stated, although coral reefs may be born in biologically bare environments, they are alive. Like biodiverse 

rainforests, they create new life with amazing efficiency. Indeed, they now account for 25% of earth’s 

organic marine species. Scientists attribute such remarkable maternity to the random interactions of wind, 

sun and sea within coral reefs’ promiscuously interactive ecosystems. Countless microbial encounters 

among its inhabitants inevitably lead to multiple, evolved mutations, creating new species that then 

exponentially procreate  more. 

 

Thanks to Darwin, we now know that nature’s adaptivity is actually evolution’s unconscious but 

relentless recipe for fitness and survival: individuation, selection, and amplification. These random 

biological progressions never stop. In fact, invisible microbes have been marching towards continuing 

survival for two billion years. Though some microbes are good – and we could not survive without them 

–  some are bad. But all microbes are able to adaptively resist repeated threats to their biotic survival. 

Indeed, our mindless over-reliance on antibiotics to eliminate the bad microbes (called pathogens) has 

triggered adaptive evolutionary adaptive behavior that has made them antibiotic drug resistant. Even 

diseases like tuberculosis, once thought dead, have resurrected. New pathogens are emerging. And for 

some we have no cure. 

 

An instructive Newsweek piece explains the problem in layperson terms. It ends with a warning about 

one new superbug’s recent arrival, demonstrating perhaps that our cherished belief in human biotic 

superiority may be incorrect. 

 

Antibiotics were one of the most important discoveries of the 20th century. Convincing the research 

community that a 19th-century idea is the future of medicine is a difficult task, but the discovery of the 

mcr-1 gene may be the warning sign that jump-starts the conversation. 

 

We had best be wary.  And we must find other ways to deal with superbugs . 

The President wisely has formed a National Action Plan. CDC is doing what it can to educate the public. 

Through its world renowned NIAID subdivision, led by Dr. Anthony Fauci, NIH has recently deployed 

research grants aimed at developing new antibiotics and other weaponry designed to harness our 



immune systems, new anti-toxins and even reconstituted former anti-bacterial remedies. Research 

university life science labs also have joined this important effort, each launching its research responding 

to the new NIAID incentives. Will these super efforts be too little or too late to stop the superbugs? Two 

billion years of microbial survival says that superbugs, guided by their morphology, will maintain their 

ominous momentum and survive. 

 

The more pressing question is ….will we?  Would that the rest of government match the genius and 

leadership of NIAID’s Dr Fauci. But superbugs have powerful friends in high places. SCOTUS’s patent 

eligibility criteria emanating from Mayo/Alice’s  mysterious “laws of nature” and credible reports of 

unremitting turndowns by USPTO applicants portend hard times commercializing much of this research, 

which means its development and testing may never make it to licensed distribution. In Congress, deficit 

scolds roll back much needed NIH funding while solons clamor for more military weapons that have long 

outlived their usefulness. Even sexy pandemics like Ebola, Pan Asian Flu, and Zika and competing with 

Biden moonshots and precision medicine initiatives are forced to forage for the fiscal nourishment they 

need to compete and commercialize their critical research. 

 

To populist applause, UN secretary General Ban Ki-moon has proved a High Level Panel whose findings 

are expected shortly and seems sure to undermine worldwide life science patent reliability by degrading 

patents while promoting compulsory licensing and other biopharma price controls.  Congressional anti-

patent advocates plot new self-serving schemes to degrade patents and destroy 

their enforceability  Meanwhile ill-informed if well-meaning solons on the Hill whose AIA IPR killing 

fields are already where many patents go to die, pressure NIH  deployment of cumbersome and ultra 

vires US price-based Bayh-Dole march-in’s compulsory licensing while presidential candidates and self-

appointed special coalitions seek more ways to force price reductions, that will further curtail already 

dangerously thin investment ion superbug remedies .Indeed the spread of superbugs, created by 

our misuse and overuse of antibiotics, may actually be boosted by megatech proposals to mis-use patent 

legislation to institutionalize abusive patent unenforceability while price controllers wait for the next 

greedy pharmaceutical provider to them a chance to pounce. Populist price control proposals are poised 

for deployment by our next president whoever wins. 

 

In short, human failure to survive the spread of superbugs may be politically self-inflicted! In 

simplest terms, two overarching realities at work. First, the superbugs are here. Their expanding hordes 

are not just festering in some far-off foreign country. They flourish here at home. The super-bug¹s 

equivalent of Darwin’s species-supportive coral reef is as near as your neighborhood health care center 

and wherever else our formerly-effective antibiotics were made most available and mindlessly mis-used. 

We are incubating and accelerating their spread. So whether or not this process causes the world¹s next 

pandemic, it may well become our country’s next health crisis. 

 



Second, the anti-patent advocates and worldwide health care hand-wringers both are effectively pursuing 

IP degradation and other biopharma price controls that will kill our life science innovation ecosystem’s 

capacity to effectively respond to the superbugs. The system cannot work without private investment. We 

now are nowhere near ready to disrupt, much less degrade superbugs’ elusive shapeshifting. Worse, we 

are witnessing more destruction of the means to obtain effective countermeasures. Instead of encouraging 

the deployment of financial incentives needed to support the herculean efforts of Dr Fauci, we are doing 

just the opposite. 

 

Read the short NIH report, or at least the excerpts below. They describe the situation NOW. 

The development of new antibiotics by the pharmaceutical industry, a strategy that had been effective at 

combating resistant bacteria in the past, had essentially stalled due to economic and regulatory 

obstacles. Of the 18 largest pharmaceutical companies, 15 abandoned the antibiotic field. Mergers 

between pharmaceutical companies have also substantially reduced the number and diversity of research 

teams. Antibiotic research conducted in academia has been scaled back as a result of funding cuts due to 

the economic crisis. (Emphasis my own) 

 

Antibiotic development is no longer considered to be an economically wise investment for the 

pharmaceutical industry.14 Because antibiotics are used for relatively short periods and are often 

curative, antibiotics are not as profitable as drugs that treat chronic conditions, such as diabetes, 

psychiatric disorders, asthma, or gastroesophageal reflux. A cost benefit analysis by the Office of Health 

Economics in London calculated that the net present value (NPV) of a new antibiotic is only about $50 

million, compared to approximately $1 billion for a drug used to treat a neuromuscular disease. Because 

medicines for chronic conditions are more profitable, pharmaceutical companies prefer to invest in them. 

Another factor that causes antibiotic development to lack economic appeal is the relatively low cost of 

antibiotics. Newer antibiotics are generally priced at a maximum of $1,000 to $3,000 per course 

compared with cancer chemotherapy that costs tens of thousands of dollars. The availability, ease of use, 

and generally low cost of antibiotics has also led to a perception of low value among payers and the 

public. 

NIH concludes as follows: 

Rapidly emerging resistant bacteria threaten the extraordinary health benefits that have been achieved 

with antibiotics.14 This crisis is global, reflecting the worldwide overuse of these drugs and the lack of 

development of new antibiotic agents by pharmaceutical companies to address the 

challenge.14 Antibiotic-resistant infections place a substantial health and economic burden on the U.S. 

health care system and population.1 Coordinated efforts to implement new policies, renew research 

efforts, and pursue steps to manage the crisis are greatly needed. 

Imagine what will happen if the anti patent,  price controlling have their way with Congress and a new 

Administration. 



 

In short, the superbugs are scary. Our life science ecosystem that so effectively responded to once unmet 

biomedical needs is not able or ready to disarm them. As NIH notes above, the usual risk-reward 

incentives are badly out of balance. Predictable ROI is insufficient to attract investment, which means it is 

time for government, academia, biopharma, and special healthcare interest groups to close ranks and fall 

in behind NAIAD’s Dr. Fauci. Finger-pointing slogans by self-appointed saviors of the world’s down-

trodden will not end this evolutionary crisis. Caving in to big tech’s anti-patent crusade or politically 

imposed price controls will surely make matters worse. Relying on biopharma to fight these fights alone 

will not resolve the problem. The superbugs aren’t coming — they are here! We need nothing less than a 

collaborative life science coalition to simultaneously fight this multi fronted  evolutionary battle in the 

courts, our research labs , our medical centers and especially on Capitol Hill. 

 

Drug developers compete in a world-wide market. Perceived return on investment (ROI) is the linchpin 

for life science commercialization. So in the private sector, where traditional ROI incentives no 

longer work patents either must be strengthened or ROI targets must be adjusted down. The only certainty 

in todays uncertain IP world is the politically weakening our innovation ecosystem with patent 

degradation and price controls is plainly counterproductive. In the global marketplace, it doesn’t matter 

whether foreseeable future market demand is shrunk, or predictable ROI is masked by the intrusive 

uncertainties of Bayh-Dole price-based March-in, Colombian compulsory licensing, Indonesian “process-

product” word games, India and China’s mercantilism or Canada’s Promise Doctrine. If early stage 

investment in the war against the superbugs fails to enable adequate predictable ROI, commercialization 

and development simply will not happen. 

 

Coordinated political response is especially needed. Special interests must leave their silo’ed battlements 

and join together. Today’s superbug crisis is not some academic theory. It does no good to advocate for 

the narrowly aimed and dangerous policy solutions preordained by Ban Ki-moon’s precooked HLP on 

Medical Access. We need action now, not more pious policy pronouncements. Joint action in the battle 

grounds where we are losing the war today against these superbugs must be heightened, 

however untraditionally cooperative or financially unrewarding such concerted cooperative activity ay be. 

If politically we cannot strengthen our nation’s innovation ecosystem, we cannot collectively stand by 

while it is weakened. If self-serving anti-patent measures like HR 9 and S.1137 or if well-meaning but 

medically threatening price-controllers have their way,  we will have welcomed the lethal superbugs with 

open arms. Darwin was correct. Evolution never stops. The superbugs are on an evolutionary march. 

Sitting on the sidelines as if they won’t soon attack us all is strategic folly. Failing to collectively 

fight back is not just tactically stupid, it is suicidal. 

 

Chris Gallagher  July 14, 2017  IPWatchdog 

 


